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In this thesis, the author explores the multiple meanings of home among a group of 
Hongkongers who migrated to the Netherlands in the 1960s and 1970s, by 
examining them in both the local and transnational context. In his fieldwork in the 
Netherlands and Hong Kong, the author found that the first-generation migrants 
articulated their ideas of home in terms of their lineage background in Hong Kong as 
well as their gendered experience in the Netherlands, which resulted in the male 
migrants hoping to return "home" to Hong Kong and the female migrants finding 
the Netherlands a more suitable home to accommodate their present lives. 
Nonetheless, both the male and female migrants employed stigmatizing tactics 
against other migrants in the prevailing racial discourses of the Netherlands as a 
way to feel (fbelonging" to Dutch society. The second-generation migrants, on the 
other hand, felt rootless in both Dutch and Hong Kong society and tended to form 
their ideas of home in terms of the immediate social realities they encountered as 
children of migrants. The everyday experiences of these migrants across the 
Netherlands and Hong Kong were shaped as a whole through mass media, and 
through economic connections as well as familial practices, and this provides an 
even more complex picture of the concept of home in the context of migration. 
Based on the findings in this thesis, the author suggests that looking into the social 
contexts in which the ideas of home are generated and how the migrants situate 
and construct their ideas of home in these contexts is essential to understanding the 
concept of home in diaspora. 
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Introduction: An Ethnographic Study of Home 
In this thesis, I examine how Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands perceive 
ideas of home and examine how these ideas shift between the local and transnational 
context. Home is a frequently encountered term in migration and diaspora studies 
(Basch et. al. 1993; Cohen 1997; Leung 2004; Ngan 2008). Although not a new 
topic, my particular research about home among Hong Kong migrants is valuable for 
two reasons. Firstly, while there are already a number of studies on diasporic 
Chinese in the Netherlands, none examine the Hong Kong Chinese as a major group 
for study, despite the fact that they are a highly visible part of the Chinese community 
there. The lives of the Hong Kong Chinese in the Netherlands are not well 
understood in the literature on the Overseas Chinese. My research contributes data 
for achieving a better understanding of this group. Secondly, by studying ideas of 
home among Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands who have had a relatively short 
history there, I exam1ne the creation process of a diasporic sense of home and 
belonging, which has been noted to correspond to the ever-changing conditions we 
experience every day. 
When we speak of home, we speak of our place of living, but more importantly, 
we speak of our sense of belonging to the place. My research addresses three 
fundamental questions: . 1) Where do the migrants consider their home? 2) How do 
they perceive the meanings of home in their home and host societies? and 3) What are 
the factors affecting their perceptions of home and belonging? In this thesis, I 
answer these questions and discuss the making of home among Hong Kong migrants 
in the Netherlands. Before exploring the above issues, however, let me introduce the 
key ideas, research subjects, field site and methodology of my research, in order to 
provide the background to my investigation. 
Before proceeding, let me note two matters of terminology. First, the Chinese 
transcriptions of Cantonese terms follow the rules of Jyutping Romanization ( -fft); 
the Chinese characters of the transcriptions are italicized and put in brackets for easy 
recognition; the numerical tone mark is at the end of each transcription of Cantonese 
words 
Second, let me explain my use of the term "local." In this thesis I use "local" as a 
reference for the Netherlands and Hong Kong; this meaning can easily be judged in 
the context of my writing. As for references to people, while my informants 
regarded "locals" as white Dutch people, my readers may think of my informants as 
locals too, for my informants have been living in the Netherlands for decades. For 
this reason I use "white Dutch", "mainstream society", "the mainstream" and "the 
mainstream (white) Dutch" to refer to this group 
Hong Kong Migrants in the Netherlands 
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Dutch population statistics report that there were about 18,000 migrants with a 
Hong Kong background in 20071 (Statistics Netherlands 2007); this population is 
mostly made up by the first-generation migrants who moved to the country between 
1960s and 1980s. In this section, I discuss the historical and social background of 
my informants, Hong Kong migrants in the Netherland. Their background serves as 
an introduction to the origins and organization of the migrants, which is important to 
the way in which they perceive their home · as described in the following chapters. 
Another purpose of this section is to highlight the commonalities shared by Hong 
Kong migrants, past and present; in doing so, I provide here a close-up view of the 
migrants and show their distinctiveness as a group in the Netherlands. 
Historical background 
In order to sketch out the background of Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands, 
it is ~necessary to discuss the history of overseas Chinese in the country; the reason for 
this is that Hong Kong migrants share common ground with other Chinese migrants in 
the Netherlands and their history coincides with the development of these groups. 
Europe has long been a destination for Chinese migrants both before and after the 
Second World War. 
Statistics Netherlands. 2007. "Population by Origin and Generation (Hong Kong)" At 
http:/ /statline.cbs.nl/StatWeb/table.asp?STB=G3&LA =en&DM=SLEN&P A=3 7325eng&D 1 =a 
&D2=91&D3=a&D4=0-100&D5=0&06=l&HDR=G5,Gl,G4,G2,T, accessed 24 April, 2007. 
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The core Chinese community had already been formed in Western Europe, made 
up mostly of the Cantonese and Zhejiangese, before the 1920s (Pieke 1998: 4). As 
Pieke has pointed out, the Netherlands is situated on the "crossroads" for Chinese 
immigrants; the Chinese population in the Netherlands ranks fourth among European 
countries (Pieke 1998: 8). The first group of Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands 
in the early 20th century was the Indonesian Chinese or peranakan, as Indonesia was 
once a colony of the Netherlands; they studied and worked in the Netherlands and 
gradually settled there (Pi eke and Ben ton 1998: 126). The situation changed in the 
191 Os as Dutch shipping companies recruited a number of laborers from Canton to 
substitute for Dutch sailors who were involved in the sailor strike of 1911. These 
Chinese laborers later remained in the Netherlands and continued their work there; as 
a major harbor in the Netherlands, Rotterdam became the settling place of these 
Chinese sailors and they blended in with the already established Indonesian Chinese 
community (Pieke and Benton 1998: 126). However, after the economic crisis in 
1929, the Chinese seamen in the Netherlands were laid off and sent back to their 
homeland, with very few remaining in the Netherlands (Pieke and Benton 1998: 128). 
This was the situation for Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands before the Second 
World War. 
These early Chinese migrants to Europe soon settled down and built up 
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transnational connections between their host societies and places of origin; this type 
of connection initiated a "chain migration", defined by Pi eke as migration organized 
on the basis of family, clans and lineage, in which members share close blood or 
social relations (Pi eke 1998: 1 0). Chinese migrants before World War II were mostly 
from Zhejiang (#JT1I). As Li has reported, there were about 420 villagers from a 
village in Wenzhou (1.mi1\f\[) working in European countries like Britain, Germany and 
the Netherlands for a living by the end of World War II (Li 1999: 34). However, due 
to the political changes in mainland China after 1949, migration from China became 
strictly controlled by the People Republic of China, if not prohibited; by that time, the 
Indonesian Chinese restaurants in the Netherlands run by Chinese migrants had 
multiplied (Li 1999: 34). The reason for the flourishing of Chinese restaurants was 
historical. In 1949, the Dutch military stationed in Indonesia came back to the 
Netherlands, due to Indonesia becoming independent. The armies brought back with 
them a taste for Indonesian Chinese food, which was easily incorporated into the 
Dutch diet (Pieke 1992: 19). The Indonesian Chinese food in the Netherlands, 
ironically, was not cooked by ethnic Chinese migrants from Indonesia, but by those 
from China and later, Hong Kong. The reason for this is that Indonesian migrants 
could speak Dutch due to their Dutch colonial education; thus the Indonesian migrants 
pursued professional careers with "a strikingly large proportion work[ing] in the 
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medical sector" in the Dutch society for their Dutch proficiency and education (Pieke 
1998: 129-130). Because of the low-skill level required by the restaurant works, the 
majority of new migrants in the Netherlands at that time, i.e. Chinese, took up the 
restaurant works as their way for subsistence. My informants said that when they 
first came to the Netherlands in the 1960s and 1970s, Indonesian Chinese restaurants 
were aln1ost everywhere, and the major consumers of meals there, up until now, are 
Dutch. Lacking labour to fuel the restaurant business, the Chinese migrants began to 
recruit workers from mainland China (Li 1999: 35). 
Although the history of Hong Kong migrants paralleled that of the Chinese from 
Zhejiang, it was only from the 1960s that they became a significant Chinese 
sub-group in the Netherlands. In the 1930s, most of the Chinese in the Netherlands 
were Cantonese seamen from South China (Pieke 1992: 17). There are suggestions 
that Hong Kong Chinese might have started to land in the Netherlands at that time. 
After a series of chain migrations, Hong Kong Chinese gradually came to form a 
distinctive sub-group within the Chinese population in the Netherlands. The 
growing population of Hong Kong Chinese in the Netherlands from the 1960s to the 
1980s was not only a result of the decline in the number of migrants from mainland 
China, but also a result of local problems in Hong Kong- problems that led among 
Hong Kong Chinese to leave their place of origin, in pursuit of an alternative way of 
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life. Watson has mentioned that Hong Kong walled villagers migrated to Britain 
mainly because of the decline of agriculture in rural areas of Hong Kong (1976: 
42-43). Also, Li has pointed out that the 1967 riots2 in Hong Kong frightened 
people there, and was a push factor for the emigration of Hong Kong Chinese. 
However, my informants reflected to me that their decision to migrate to the 
Netherlands was related more to the poor Hong Kong economy. They told me that 
they worked overtime in factories, but could only earn very little to support their 
families; and they went overseas to work as a way to escape from the financial 
hardships they endured. In this light, the migration of these individuals can be seen 
as a familial decision; the individuals made use of favorable overseas conditions and 
connections to alleviate the local pressure on their families in Hong Kong. 
Li has shown that the mainland Chinese and Hong Kong Chinese had a 
symbiotic relationship after the Second World War. Facing a shortage of laborers 
from their home areas, the mainland Chinese restaurateurs recruited Hong Kong 
migrants, considerable numbers of whom migrated to the Netherlands, and these 
employers learnt Cantonese in order to communicate with their new employees (Li 
1999: 36). In turn, the Hong Kong migrants relied on their employers to sustain 
their livelihoods. However, in the 1970s, the population of Hong Kong migrants 
2 The 1967 riots were a series of urban revolt mobilized by the working class in Hong Kong and 
caused social chaos and damages to the local economy for some years after. 
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increased dramatically and they became the dominant group of Chinese in the 
Netherlands, while the dominance of the Zhej iangese declined. As reported in 
Pieke's studies of the Chinese in the Netherlands, the rate of increase in immigration 
among Hong Kong Chinese during this time was 15.9%, which was the highest 
increase among the three major Chinese sub-groups, namely the mainland Chinese, 
Singaporean Chinese and Hong Kong Chinese. Moreover, the increase in the Hong 
Kong Chinese population in the Netherlands remained significant until 1980 (Pieke 
1992: 133-134). Because of such a drastic increase in population, Hong Kong 
migrants, from the 1960s to 1980s, had taken over the dominant position once 
occupied by Zhejiangese. One of my informants remarked that the Hong Kong 
Chinese came to the Netherlands for money, so when the Hong Kong economy started 
to take off in the 1980s, there began to be fewer and fewer Hong Kong Chinese 
migrating to the Nether lands. This remark addresses the interrelation between 
economic development and migration tendencies among the Hong Kong Chinese; in 
addition, it reveals that these migrants are different from those who left Hong Kong 
because of political concerns in the 1980s and 1990s. The group of Hong Kong 
Chinese I study here is made up of economic migrants. 
I intend in the discussion not to draw out a detailed timeline for the development 
of the Chinese population in the Netherlands, which has been done by Pieke and Li; 
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instead, it is to highlight the historical background particular to the Hong Kong 
Chinese in the Netherlands through the framework of economic development. Li's 
work on the historical changes in the dominance of the Chinese in the Netherlands 
(1999: 31-45) shows that the Chinese as an ethnic unit are divided discretely into 
different sub-ethnic groups, which include the Zhejiangese, Hong Kong Chinese and 
Chinese from South East Asia, each with their own developmental characteristics and 
particular histories. Here, I focus particularly on the Zhejiangese and Hong Kong 
Chinese, because the other sub-groups are not as active and distinctive in the 
restaurant industry, as suggested by Li (1999: 46-51 ). Another reason, reflected on by 
my informants, is that it is always the Zhejiangese, and Cantonese made up mostly of 
the Hong Kong Chinese and Taipeng ren (diaah3 paahng4 yahn4 *,I],I_AJ living in 
Tai Pang Wan at the East-west periphery of Hong Kong; they put themselves forward 
in representing the Chinese in the Netherlands. Owing to the colonial taste for food 
of the Dutch and the Chinese specialization in cooking, the catering business has 
served as social tenure for Chinese migrants in the country; however, there is no 
continuity in the sense that no single group of Chinese migrants has continued to 
flourish in the Dutch restaurant industry. Instead, there has been a succession of 
dominance in the field. The catering business was the economic pride of the 
Zhejiangese in the Netherlands until the 1950s, but after that the Hong Kong Chinese 
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took over economic dominance in the Indonesian-Chinese restaurant business. The 
situation changed again in the 1980s. Because of the economic take-off in Hong 
Kong and the relaxation of migration policies in mainland China, as noted by Li 
(1999: 39), mainland Chinese gained dominance again and the population of Hong 
Kong migrants decreased. 
Social background 
In the 1960s and 1970s, Hong Kong migrants to the Netherlands were mostly 
from rural Hong Kong. In order to discuss the social backgrounds of Hong Kong 
migrants to the Netherlands, let me examine the macro-septic picture of Hong Kong 
migration during that period. As mentioned above, because of agricultural decline, 
the rural population of Hong Kong in the 1960s and 1970s sought to migrate overseas, 
where the dispersed rural residents could seek new alternatives for their livelihoods. 
In Emigration and the Chinese Lineage: The Mans in Hong Kong and London, 
Watson has provided an example of Hong Kong migration in the 1960s and 1970s; 
faced with decline in their source of livelihood, the rural men, with the aid of their 
kinship network, found their way to migrate to and obtain work in Britain and 
changed the development of their home village in the aftermath of their emigration 
(Watson 1975). He also reports elsewhere that migrants from traditional Hong Kong 
villages in Hong Kong re-migrated from Britain to the Netherlands, France and 
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Germany (Watson 1977). These examples suggest that a prominent feature of Hong 
Kong migration in the 1960s and 70s was the presence of a kinship-based pattern, 
from which members of lineage-based traditional villages benefited. As a result, 
there is a high concentration of Hong Kong migrants who come from a traditional 
village background in the Netherlands. These migrants, as I observed during my 
fieldwork, continue to maintain close ties with their home villages, an observation I 
elaborate on in Chapter 6. 
With the aid of their social background, these migrants organized themselves 
based on their kinship networks and relations. As mentioned earlier, the increase in 
the number of Chinese-Indonesian restaurants resulted in an increase in the number of 
Hong Kong migrants to the N-etherlands; through the operation of chain migration, 
new migrants were usually the relatives, fellow villagers or friends of relatives of their 
employers, i.e. the restaurant owners. Thus, the major occupation of Hong Kong 
migrants to the Netherlands in the 1960s-80s was the restaurant business which was 
viewed as a stepping stone for these migrants in Dutch society (see Chapter 5). The 
social background explains how the migrants perceive their own status in Hong Kong 
and how they are organized and established in their host society, as I show in the 
following chapters. 
In this section, I have offered a general picture of Hong Kong migrants in the 
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Netherlands, by looking into their historical and social background. These 
backgrounds not only introduce the characteristics of the migrants, but also help in 
later chapters with my analysis of the ethnographic data collected during my 
fieldwork. 
Fieldsite and Methodology 
I conducted three months of fieldwork primarily in the municipality of 
Noord-Brabant in the Netherlands. Although the Netherlands was one of the most 
popular destinations for Hong Kong emigrants in the 1960s and 1970s, it has received 
little scholarly attention compared to other migration destinations such as Britain and 
Germany. In addition, Dutch policies on migration make the Netherlands an 
interesting place to look at. The Netherlands has been said to be an open and 
transparent state, in which variants of identity are tolerated by the public (Roving 
2005: 4 ). The Dutch government has been stressing that it is the first priority of the 
state to create social cohesion by promoting "respect, tolerance and the rejection of 
discrimination" and to ensure "a tolerant society with scope for religious, cultural and 
ethnic diversity" (Government. Netherlands 2007). The government's statement 
recognizes the fact that its population is diverse in terms .of ethnicity. However, this 
has not really been achieved in reality; as a matter of fact, I saw in my fieldwork that 
ethnic conflict and hostility have a profound impact on everyday life among my 
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informants, and also contributes to their sense of home and identity, after the 
assassinations of a film maker and a politician who spoke against Islamic tradition 
after the 911 attack in the US, that are associated with Muslim migrants in the 
Netherlands. I will give fuller address of this In Chapter 5. Thus, behind the 
harmonious picture painted by the government, how do Hong Kong migrants actually 
interact with other ethnic groups in the Netherlands? How does this ethnic 
experience shape their identity as well as their sense of home in the Dutch context? 
These questions make up one part of my investigation. 
For another part of my investigation regarding the location of my study, I shift to 
the idea of the social field defined by social relations instead of geographic landscapes. 
From this perspective, I look particularly at the ways in which Hong Kong migrants 
maintain contacts among themselves and initiate links within and between their host 
and home societies. I began to find this approach to be useful when I discovered that 
the Hong Kong Chinese population is physically scattered across my fieldsite. In 
order to recruit informants, I had to first figure out the social networks of the Hong 
Kong Chinese within the fieldsite. The best way to solve the problem of recruiting 
informants was to place myself within my informants' social network. With the help 
of my aunt, who has been living there for decades, I was able to conduct my research 
through both formal and informal channels. The formal channels included the social 
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organizations of the Hong Kong migrants in my field. I conducted fieldwork in a 
Chinese school, a women's association and an elderly organization where I was 
exposed to a large pool of informants. For example, I was able to talk to members of 
the second generation of Hong Kong migrants from the Chinese school, women and 
their husbands from the women's association and the older generation from the 
elderly club. The informal channels refer to my personal contacts- my relatives; by 
making use of their personal networks, I was able to visit a number of Hong Kong 
Chinese households. My kinship network in the Netherlands had a positive impact 
on my fieldwork. By using my identity as the nephew of a known figure in the 
community, I was generally accepted by the Hong Kong migrants in my fieldsites, 
although some informants were still reserved when discussing some economic issues. 
During my fieldwork, I studied the kinds of social connections that my informants had 
between the Netherlands and Hong Kong and examined the dynamics of home among 
these migrants in the local and transnational context 
Throughout my research in the Netherlands, my aunt Ms. Lam assisted me as my 
field assistant and key informant. She introduced me to the three major locations of 
my fieldsite , where I could find the majority of Hong Kong migrants. Besides 
fieldwork in the Netherlands, I also conducted some follow-up interviews and 
observations in Hong Kong from September 2007 to July 2008. Here, I tracked those 
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of my informants who had returned to Hong Kong and recorded their activities. I 
also interviewed two returned migrants in Hong Kong. Let me now introduce the 
major locations in which my fieldwork was conducted in the Netherlands. 
The CP H Elderly Club 
The CP H Elderly Club 1s a nation-wide elderly club in the Netherlands that 
caters to the aging Chinese population. The club has seven branches and each is 
managerially independent from the rest. The board members of the branches are 
usually residents of the municipality in which the branch is located. The branch I 
conducted fieldwork in is the CPH branch in Brabant, in the southern part of the 
Netherlands, located in Eindhoven. With a membership of approximately 600 
people, it is the largest Chinese organization in my field site3. The members of the 
club are aged 50 years and above, with some younger volunteers also involved. The 
club was originally run by a church, but is now run by the Chinese migrants 
themselves. There are activities such as monthly gatherings as well as day trips for 
its members. From my observations in the club, the majority of the members are 
Cantonese speakers, with a small number of participants who speak the Wenzhou 
dialect. There was little interaction between the two language groups and people 
preferred to be around those who shared the same dialect. 
3 Because the Brabant branch of the CPH serves several municipalities, including Eindhoven, Tilburg, 
Venlo and other southern places, the number of members of the CPH branch in Brabant is higher than 
that of the other Chinese organizations in my fieldsite. 
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The RCWC!ub 
The RCW Club is a women's association in a small town located in the Noord-
Brabant of the Netherlands. It was established by a group ofmothers4 ten years ago. 
The association has close linkages "'ith the Chinese school (see next section) there, 
because the women's association was once a parent association of the school. 
During the time I was doing my fieldwork, the association had approximately 30 
members, who were mostly Hong Kong migrants. There were also 3 members of 
mainland Chinese background, but they were not core members of the association. 
In the beginning, the association was an unofficial one, was loose in its organization 
and was aimed at adapting its participants to Dutch life. Later, in the 1990s, it was 
registered as an official organization; meetings began to be held, and it formed a 
regular committee. The members of RCW came from similar backgrounds; they 
were mostly in their fifties and had migrated to the Nether lands from the New 
Territories in Hong Kong in the 1960s and 1970s. -Even though RCW is a women's 
association, its participants are not limited to women. Husbands of the members 
also joined in the activities organized by the association, such as day trips and social 
gatherings. 
The TCS School 
4 These mothers were the parents of the school children from the Chinese School in my fieldsite. 
Because of the inconvenience of meeting at school, they founded the association and rented a place for 
regular social gatherings. 
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The TCS SchooZS is a Chinese school located in my field site. It had been in 
operation for a decade but was closed for financial reasons in 2003. The school was 
re-opened only in 2006, offering Chinese education to the Chinese population in the 
municipality. The school was founded by a group of Hong Kong migrants, who 
aimed to "pass down the Chinese culture"6 to the next generation, by teaching them 
the Chinese language. The medium of instruction was originally Cantonese and the 
students were also children of Hong Kong migrants. However, when it was 
re-opened, some changes were made. According to one of my informants, Ms. Wu, 
the medium of instruction of the school was changed to Mandarin and the majority of 
students were now second-generation mainland Chinese migrants, who had migrated 
to the Netherlands in the 1990s. Because of the decreasing number of students 
whose parents were Hong Kong migrants, the mainland Chinese migrants' offspring 
substituted for the vacancy and became the new targets of the Chinese school. Some 
white Dutch 7, both adults and children, were also attending Chinese classes there. In 
the Chinese school, I worked as a volunteer in a Cantonese class, so that I had the 
opportunity to approach the younger generation of Hong Kong migrants there and 
5 Website of the school: http://www.tilburgcs.nl/chinese.html. Accessed on 5 November, 2007. 
6 This is the mission of the school, as indicated on its website. 
7 This term is a hard one to give very clear definition; at the civic level, my informants are of Dutch 
nationality by their rightful and legal citizen's status in the country. However, when it comes to an 
ethnic or racial term, my informants tend to refer this term to the White and Caucasian-looking people 
who speak Dutch. In this thesis, I adopt my informants' version of Dutch people, who compose the 
majority of the country. In later chapters, I refer mainstream Dutch people as the white people of the 
country to acknowledge the fact observed by my informants. 
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investigate how they think about their identity and sense of cultural belonging. I 
address this issue again in Chapter 4. 
Although I conducted participant-observations in three different organizations 
separately, I found that the personnel in these organizations often overlapped: for 
example, the women I met in the RCW and the board members of TCS were also 
members and in some cases even board members of the CPH. These fields of study 
were important to my research. As my research has shown, the population of Hong 
Kong migrants in the Netherlands is scattered; the locations mentioned above united 
my research subjects and solved the problems created by having such a scattered 
population. In the next section, I discuss the methodology employed in this research. 
Methodology 
As mentioned earlier, I stayed from June to August 2007 in Noord-Brabant, the 
Netherlands; before going to stay in my fieldsite, I utilized my own kinship network 
to help generate a pool of informants. My mother's family provided me with this 
network in my fieldsite, since two of my mother' s elder sisters and one of her younger 
sisters had migrated to the Netherlands in the 1970s. They were all culturally 
competent informants and had established strong networks in their local community. 
When I went to the fieldsite, they acted as my key informants and assisted me in 
recruiting informants from within their social networks. After I arrived at the 
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fieldsite, this already-established network saved me a lot of time 1n obtaining 
informants and data for my field investigation. Over the course of my fieldwork, I 
interviewed forty Hong Kong migrants through the snowballing method. Twenty 
five of them were first generation migrants, ranging in age from 48 to 68 years old; 
fifteen second-generation migrants aged between 16 and 3 8 years old. In terms of 
the gender composition of the first generation informants, I had fourteen female 
informants and eleven male informants; among the second generation informants, 
there were seven males and eight females. In terms of their social backgrounds, 
most of the first generation informants (twenty three out of twenty five individuals) 
came from walled-villages in Hong Kong; eleven out of fifteen second generation 
informants were children of Hong Kong migrants. Besides Hong Kong migrants, I 
also interviewed five white Dutch in order to understand the mainstream views of 
Chinese migrants. 
While interviews were the maJor research method used 1n my fieldwork, I 
differentiate between types of interview according to the ways in which I used them. 
The first type was informal interviews; I talked to my informants in some settings 
where tape recordings were difficult to make, such as the interviews conducted in 
casinos, which are a major setting for socializing among first-generation migrants. 
During these casual situations, I took notes of my conversations with my informants. 
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Another type of interview I used was formal tape-recorded interviews. In my 
fieldwork, I taped interviews with 28 individuals; these informants were usually 
re-interviewed after conducting initial informal interviews. The duration of these 
taped interviews varied, ranging from forty-five minutes to two hours. 
Besides interviews, I also conducted participant-observation 1n the fields 
mentioned earlier in this chapter; I participated in social gatherings in the clubs and 
associations organized by the Hong Kong migrants and in the classes conducted in the 
Chinese school. I also spent a total of 4 weeks staying with two Hong Kong migrant 
families and recorded their everyday lives with their consent. After each encounter, 
I kept detailed notes of the occasion and jotted down my reflections in my fieldwork 
journal. 
These methods enabled me not only to record the field data, but also to look into 
the social contexts within which the data were embedded. This helped me to better 
understand how the ideas of my informants were articulated within their social 
networks. 
Thesis Chapters 
This chapter serves as an introduction to this thesis, in which I have discussed 
the background of my research, the general history of my studied group, the 
particulars of my fieldwork and the methodology employed in the research. 
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In Chapter 2, I discuss literature related to my pnmary research question: 
"Where is your home?" I review the issues implied in the question, namely, the 
definitions of home, gender and generation issues, localization and transnationalism in 
the migratory context. In Chapters 3 and 4, I explore the sense of home among 
Hong Kong migrants at the individual level, with particular focus on the gender and 
generation of Hong Kong migrants. Since the generational differences are 
significant in terms of ideas of home among my informants, I divide the discussion of 
this between Chapters 3 and 4. In Chapter 3, I focus on the first-generation migrants, 
portraying how they view their homes in the Netherlands and Hong Kong and the 
ways in which they describe their sense of belonging to these two societies. I devote 
this chapter to the discussion of gender, which I found to be a determining factor for 
ideas of home among first-generation migrants. In Chapter 4, I discuss how 
second-generation migrants perceive their in-between status as local-born migrants 
and how this perception has impacted their visions of home. Although Chapters 3 
and 4 are separated by a focus on different generations, my intention is not to isolate 
them. These two chapters put together offer a useful comparison of the two 
generations of migrants. 
In Chapter 5, I explain the sense of belonging of Hong Kong migrants in Dutch 
society, examining how the migrants adapt and respond to the society as a way of 
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making their homes in the Netherlands. In doing so, I aim to illustrate how the 
migrants positioned themselves within Dutch society and the process through which 
they created their sense of social belonging to the society, which revealed the 
inter-ethnic relations between the migrants and the white Dutch as well as other 
migrant groups in accordance with the prevailing racial discourse in the society. 
Chapter 6 focuses on the transnational making of home among Hong Kong 
migrants in the Netherlands. While these migrants physically lived in their host 
society, through their everyday lives, they remained connected to Hong Kong. Here, 
I illustrate the transnational activities in the everyday lives of these migrants and 
describe their relations with their homeland in terms of these activities. 
Chapter 7 is the conclusion of the thesis, and is divided into two parts. In the 
first, I theorize my research findings so as to reveal the multi-faceted ideas of home 
demonstrated through contextualization at different levels shown in the previous 
chapters. In the second part, I return to the recent discussions in disaporic studies 




This thesis began with the question "Where is your home?" As direct and 
simple as it may seem to be, it reveals the various perspectives I explore in this thesis 
when it is placed in the context of my research. Firstly, it is about a key question: 
What is home? What should it mean in the migratory context, when Hong Kong 
migrants in the Netherlands are my study subjects? The definition of home helps me 
locate my research position. I will explore the gendered, social and transnational 
meanings embedded in the single word "home", which address the focus of my 
research. 
In the following review of the literature, building on previous research on home, 
issues of gender and generation in a migratory context as well as the transnational 
lives of migrants, I first seek to define the concept of home and then locate my 
research within the theoretical frameworks derived from existing findings in the field 
of migration studies. 
Locating Home in the Migratory Context 
The definition of home has generally been taken to mean the place where we 
were born and have lived. For example, the Chinese word for home, gal (% in 
Cantonese), means both a physical and cultural home. In Cantonese, when talking 
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about the physical home, the terms used are gal 8 or ukl kei2 9 (~1£, home 1n 
Cantonese). Ga 1 also refers to a set of relations, which is socially and culturally 
defined: Ga 1 refers to family, a concept confined to the cultural interpretation of 
household and kinship relationships; gal yahn4/ ukl kei2 yahn4 (%A1~1£A 1n 
family in Cantonese) refers to family members. When the idea of gal is extended, it 
becomes a metaphor for a country. The Chinese, including the Hongkongese, call a 
country gwok3 gal (~%in Cantonese) in Cantonese; in Hong Kong, educational 
programs have been undertaking to teach people to love their country as they love 
their family since the handover in 1997. In a Hong Kong government-sponsored 
propaganda film called "Connecting Hearts with Family and Country" 10 (suml haih3 
gwok3 gal JL\~%~ in Cantonese), the Hong Kong SAR Government makes 
extensive use of the metaphor of gal as a projection of country and promotes the 
national identity as Chinese by stressing the relations among the concept of home, 
Hong Kong, China and individuals. The message behind the film is highly debatable, 
but it provides evidence that the idea of gal or home is directly linked to one's 
identity. 
8 The Cantonese transcription in this thesis adopts the Yale Romanization. 
9 Uk kei is a Cantonese translation referring to one's house and can be used interchangeably withjia. 
10 The propaganda film began broadcasting in 2004, aiming to strengthen the Hong Kong people's 
national consciousness and identity and to promote the inter-relationship between Hong Kong and 
China by showing China's recent and future developments (Hong Kong's Information Service 
Department: 
http:/ /www.news. gov.hk/tc/ category /healthandcommunity /07 092 7 /html/07 092 7tc05 003 .htm. 
Accessed 10 August, 2008.) 
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Two important dimensions of home are addressed above. First, it is a physical 
concept; home as a place in which people, usually in a family unit, originate, possess 
and/or live in, i.e. a household. People may develop an identity associated with the 
place their households are located; for instance, some of my informants from Ping 
Shan, a village in Yuen Long of New Territories in Hong Kong, refer themselves as 
ping4 shanl yahn4 ( }# !lJ A in Cantonese, literally people from Ping Shan). 
Second, it is a non-physical concept, based initially on the affiliated relationships in a 
family and regardless of the locality of living. Above all, both connote a sense of 
belonging and actually or metaphorically relate to the concept of family. However, 
when the idea of home is placed in the context of migration, it becomes problematic. 
Recent studies of migration show that migrants actively produce their visions of home 
in both their sending and host societies (Al-Ali 2002; Leung 2004; Ngan 2008; Siu 
2005). Given that there are multiple meanings and implications of the term "home", 
it is an essential task to clearly define the term specifically for this thesis. In order to 
do so, it is important to look at the multiple meanings of home, as we are now 
considering. 
Home as social relations 
When it comes to home, we must immediately think of its physical property; it is 
not difficult to understand home as a house, in which we feel a sense of security and 
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belonging. Of course, the meantng of home is undoubtedly more than a house, 
although a house makes up the physical structure of a home. Rykwert (1991) has 
differentiated between a house and a home. A house, in his definition, is "shelter, 
and implies edges, walls, doors, and roofs", which is a neutral description of the 
physical structure of the building (Rykwert 1991: 54). For "home", he suggests that 
it is not a building but "a communal and neighborly manner of dwelling", which 
"depends on being part of an articulated layout; often a layout which was understood 
as a body with head and members into vvhich the homesteads were 'integrated'" 
(Rykwert 1991: 57). 
His differentiation between house and home echoes Douglas's conceptualization 
of home. Mary Douglas suggests that "home is an organization of space over time", 
which 1s stable, anticipatable and institutional in response to the unstable and 
unpredictable world outside (Douglas 1991: 294-295). Home, she suggests, is an 
economic community that is operated through the gift economy (reciprocity) based on 
kin affiliation (Douglas 1991: 302, 306). This idea of community is important, as a 
community itself is a territory claimed by a group of people who recognize 
themselves as members, differentiated from others outside of this community. In a 
family, membership is built on filial and blood relationships; so home at a familial 
level is a community formed by people with close relationships. In this community, 
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only members are catered for in the gift economy and have the legitimate right to use 
its resources and properties. It is thus clear that the concept of home is a set of social 
relations in reciprocity among its members. Family, in this sense, is understood as 
the foundation of home that relates each member in a household to others; family 
reciprocity, or the "gift economy" as Douglas puts it, operates on this definition of 
home. 
Home as cultural belonging 
As mentioned above, home (and its extension, nation) is framed by social 
relations through which people obtain a sense of belonging to a community of family. 
Rapport and Dawson proposed, after Wright, that "home can and must compass 
cultural norms and individual fantasies, representations of and by individuals and 
groups" (1998: 8). The implication is that the place one regards as home is the place 
one feels most closely attached to; people not only attach themselves to the locality of 
home, but also to the cultural norms as well as individual and group representations 
behind their idea of home. Home as a concept, in this case, can thus be viewed as a 
form of cultural identity. 
Benton and Gomez, on the other hand, have pointed out that cultural 
stereotypes of Chinese migrants in Europe and Southeast Asia have had significant 
impact on the migrants' identity, hence their idea of a "cultural homeland" (Ben ton 
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and Gomez 2003: 286-287). Thus, there is an ongoing shift in ideas of home over 
time and space, and the local experiences of migrants may contribute to such a shift in 
the ideology of home through their social positions in their host societies. Tarn has 
noted that the identity of Hong Kong migrants in Australia can be exhibited in the 
consumption of yumcha (tea-drinking in the Hong Kong style) (Tarn 1997). This is 
strong evidence suggesting that certain cultural practices are reinforced in order to 
construct a sense of home. In this way, through cultural practices, migrants relive 
the taste of their sense of home. By imagining the meanings behind the cultural 
practices, the migrants' identification of home is revived and affirmed. 
Memories also contribute to the construction of a sense of cultural belonging to 
home/homelands among migrants and their social position in their settled societies. 
Nostalgia is one aspect of memory. Christou and King (2006) demonstrated in their 
case study of Greek returned migrants that going back to their "real home" connoted 
the presence of a strong pull force on the returned migrants; the nostalgic feelings 
associated with their ancestral homelands helped construct their ideals of home. 
As the above indicates, cultural practices and memories inform a sense of 
cultural belonging to an ideal home among migrants. While these cultural practices 
represent the ways in which migrants indulge their sense of being home, the localized 
practices also create an ethnic niche in the host society of the migrants. Memories, 
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at the same time, help the migrants to imagine their social position in their homelands. 
This intangible aspect of home, be it in the form of cultural norms or of memories, 
reveals the practices of how the migrants relate themselves to their home places, while 
they are physically remote from them. Moreover, the localized practices become a 
means of adapting the migrants' local identity in their host societies. 
Defining home in the context of migration 
The discussion above shows that home, or a sense of belonging, can be 
comprehended at various levels, from the physical to the social to the cultural. In 
this thesis, I do not to intend to define home with a singular meaning; a definition that 
can accommodate the various meanings mentioned above is necessary. In order to 
do this, I utilize Leung's insight on home for her study of German Chinese migrants. 
Leung proposed that home is 
placed at different geographical scales and locations and multiple locations. 
'Homes' can thus be appropriately understood as social constructions, 
intersections of social relationships at different social scales (2003:253). 
She suggested elsewhere that, "to be able to make a comfortable home in a new 
environment, a set of political, economic and social prerequisites must be established" 
(Leung 2004:14). While the idea of home is formed on the basis of a place, the 
attachment to such a home is constructed based on a set of political, economic and 
social relations. As Leung further elaborated, 
'home' may be understood as an intersection of political, social and economic 
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processes which span different geographical levels (from transnational, national, 
regional, local, household to personal ones), at a particular location and specific 
time. Since these processes are dynamic and interactive, home, as a social 
product of this processes, is thus neither spatially bounded nor territorially stable, 
but rather open and fluid (Leung 2004: 14). 
The above suggests three major features of home in the context of migration 
which helped me formulate the concept of home for this thesis in the following 
aspects: 1) Home is not a geographically-fixed place, although most of the time it 
does have a fixed location. 2) Home is a space produced by various social processes, 
e.g. political, economic and social processes. 3) Home is highly contextual. It is 
formed at various geographic levels, specific times and particular locations. If we 
want to understand the meanings of home among the migrants, we have to investigate 
the contexts in which their ideas of home are constructed. More importantly, 
attention must be paid to the internal differences among migrants, which generate 
different understandings of home. As earlier mentioned, gender and generation in 
this research mark the basic demographic feature, and hence, the internal difference, 
among my informants in their concept of home. 
Conceptualizing Gender in the Context of Migration 
The gender of migrants impacts their understanding of home as a concept and as 
a location. "If diasporic experience", Clifford writes, "is viewed in terms of 
displacement rather than placement, traveling rather than dwelling, disarticulation 
rather than rearticulation, then the experiences of men predominate" (Clifford 1994: 
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313). This assumes that men are the vehicles of migration, and hence that migration 
IS ·a masculine activity. In this assumption, women are confined to less mobile 
arenas such as the family and home, which are connoted 1n the meanings of 
"placement" and "dwelling". Clifford argues that displacement and dwelling in the 
diasporic context alter the generalization above, since "maintaining connections with 
homelands, with kinship networks and with religious and cultural traditions may 
renew patriarchal structures" on the one hand; on the other hand, "new roles and 
demands, new political spaces, are opened by diasporic interactions" (Clifford 1994: 
313-314). His view is instrumental in understanding home as a newly constructed 
space in the diaspora, as it reveals how peoples' agency adjusts and even transforms 
the meanings of home. 
Tarn ( 1993) pointed out in her study of female migrants to Australia that women 
were empowered through the migration process with the aid of migrant associations 
and their own social networks, and hence transformed their roles as the head of 
astronaut families- where the husbands worked in Hong Kong while the wives stayed 
with the children in Australia. This corresponds with Clifford's assertion, as it shows 
that women migrants actively created their new image as independent women in their 
new homes. On the other hand, Nonini has proposed that gendered discipline in the 
familial and state regimes of power remains powerful in defining the diasporic home 
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(Nonini 1997). In his study of Malaysian Chinese men, Nonini argues that the men 
had "no position" in the public space due to racial barriers and worked outside the 
country as a means to counteract this state-determined identification; at the same time, 
they developed a strong attachment to specific Malaysian places connoting their 
localized origins, as a means to legitimize their social identity in Malaysia (N onini 
1997: 220-221). The women- the wives and daughters, who were relegated to the 
domestic sphere- did not develop the same strategy of self-identification as the men 
(ibid: 223). Nonini's case study reveals that a sense of home or belonging can be 
derived in the civic and social arenas, with gender playing a significant role in the 
division. 
Al-Ali (2002) has provided a similar picture in her study of Bosnian refugees. 
She suggests that "gender relations and family dynamics have shifted in various 
directions, accounting for empowerment and increased opportunities as well as 
impediment and loss" among refugee migrants (Al-Ali 2002: 97). When these 
migrants settled in the new societies, the original gender relations seemed to be 
altered, if not reversed, due to the strategies employed to sustain their livelihoods 
through work; a new sense of family relations in terms of gender was reconstructed 
and became the basis of the newly established home in their host societies. 
As shown above, the reversal and repositioning of gender roles and obligations 
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within the family and at work influence the subject making of the migrants. Gender 
is an important variable here; migration may lead to a drastic change in gender roles 
and obligations. In keeping with Clifford's (1994) insight, I plot out the gender 
differences in ideas of home among Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands in 
Chapter 3. 
Conceptualizing Generation in the Context of Migration 
I now will address the relevance of generation to the issue of home in the context 
of migration. Migration studies have generally found that first-generation migrants 
tend to stick to their homelands while second and later generation migrants are more 
likely to be assimilated and consider their parents' host society as home (Aguilera 
2004; Al-Ali 2002; Alba and Nee 1999; Gans 1992). However, a handful of 
diasporic studies have shown such a paradigm is not always the case and argued 
against a clear-cut model between generations. 
James (2005) offers a biographical account of a "generation-and-a-half' 
Caribbean migrant who migrated to Canada as a youth. He suggests in this case 
study that visible minorities face pressure from the established national identity of 
whiteness. These visible minority migrants could hardly transcend the racial barrier 
and instead identified their place of origin as home (James 2005: 248-249). Ngan 
(2008) explains how ideas of home among ABC (Australian-born Chinese) are shaped 
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by cultural hybridity and nostalgic memories towards their parents' homes that allow 
the local-born migrants to imagine their homes in their ancestral homelands. Such 
arguments based on "rootedness" are now being seen in studies of second-generation 
migrants (Louie 2003; Siu 2005) These examples show that the later generations do 
not necessarily lose their connections with their ancestral homelands due to the 
processes of localization and assimilation they have undergone in their societies of 
settlement. 
The first generation, perceived as being rooted in their home societies, may 
formulate a sense of home apart from their cultural attachment to their societies. 
Engelhard (2007) suggests that elderly migrants tend to consider living permanently 
in China or the Netherlands if their health deteriorates; otherwise, they prefer to 
commute between China and the Netherlands (Engelhard 2007: 20). This shows that 
a sense of home for first-generation migrants does not necessarily simply link them to 
their home society, but can be the result of negotiations with their social and personal 
conditions. This corresponds with Aguilera' s study (2004) of retirement locations 
among Mexican migrants in the U.S.. He suggests that first-generation Mexican 
migrants involved in the social and economic systems of both Mexico and the US 
were able to make use of the advantages of both countries; as a result, the decision on 
whether to retire in Mexico or in the U. S. was a matter of maximizing the migrants' 
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gains in the country with the highest degree of localization (Aguilera 2004: 356). 
Cuba and Hummon (1993) used a life cycle approach in assessing the sense of 
home among migrants in Cape Cod, Massachusetts. They found a sharp difference 
between older and younger migrants in terms of their understanding of home (Cuba 
and Hummon 1993: 567 -568). They suggest that the elderly tend to think that 
"being at home more likely involves ties to the context of dwelling as the immediate 
symbolic, social and spatial arena of daily life", while the younger migrants' sense of 
home "involves ties to family as social environment in which the self is constructed" 
(Cuba and Hummon 1993: 568). In this sense, because of their long-term localized 
experiences, the older migrants tended to develop a place identity in their place of 
settlement, which acts as a pull factor for avoidance on the parts of these migrants to 
go back to their places of origin. On the other hand, the younger migrants 
constructed their sense of home through their family and social networks, along with 
their living conditions and economic factors. 
The examples cited above challenge assumed differences between generations of 
migrants; while first-generation migrants are generally seen as being closely tied to 
their homelands, their ideas of home, as Aguilera (2004) and Cuba and Hummon 
(1993) have shown, are also associated with their localized experiences. While 
second- or later-generation migrants are commonly perceived as being assimilated 
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into their new societies, a number of studies about generations of migrants (Ang 1993, 
1998, 2001; Cheryan and Monin 2005; Louie 2000; Siu 2005) have suggested that the 
offspring of migrants may create a new hybrid identity to accom_modate themselves 
between their ancestral homelands and the societies in which they were born. One 
thing that the different generations of migrants have in common is the fact that they 
are faced with marginalization in both their host societies as well as their homelands; 
this is especially the case for later-generation migrants. What generally informs 
migrants of their marginality, as suggested by Brodwin (2003 ), is that migrants, most 
of the time, occupy an inferior position in their new societies. As for second- or 
later-generation migrants, as Ang (1993, 1998) has pointed out in her studies of 
overseas Chinese, the common perception imposed on them is as Chinese migrants, 
rather than as citizens of the society they were born and educated in. Thus, in this 
thesis 's Chapter 4, following Brodwin's and Ang's insights, I focus specifically on 
second-generation Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands and examine their sense of 
marginality both in Hong Kong and within Dutch society. I then show how the 
marginal status of the second generation has in turn affected their ideas of home. 
Localization: Becoming Members of the Host Society 
Localization, in many migration studies, refers to adaptation to local cultural 
practices, languages and so on (Tan 1988; Bao 1999; Benton and Gomez 2003; 
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Watson 1977). However, these studies tend to discuss the localization process in a 
cultural identity and do not deal with the issue of home. To understand ideas of 
home among migrants, especially when membership is key to understanding the 
concept of home at the societal level, I would like to add in the angle of cultural 
citizenship which links peoples' identity with home in a country. The discussions of 
cultural citizenship in migration studies have focused not necessarily on migrants' 
adaptation to cultures and languages in their host societies, but rather on how migrants 
make use of their own or their host society's culture to incorporate themselves as 
members in their countries of settlement with their distinctive cultures and identities. 
as suggested by Rosaldo (1994, 1997) and Ong (1999 [1997]), as a means to 
understand localization in terms of the social membership of migrants in their host 
societies. 
Rosaldo has developed the idea of cultural citizenship. He suggests, using a 
case study of Latinos, that "[ c ]ultural citizenship operates in an uneven field of 
structural inequalities where the dominant claims of universal citizenship assume a 
propertied white male subject and usually blind themselves to their exclusions and 
marginalizations of people who differ in gender, race, sexually, and age" (Rosaldo 
1997:3 7). In other words, cultural citizenship is a product of social inequalities in a 
multi cultural society. He cites the Latino community in San Jose, California as an 
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example, stating that Latino Americans utilized "cultural expression to claim public 
rights and recognition in the democratic US society, and highlighting the interaction 
between citizenship and culture" (Rosaldo 1997: 36). Within the bounds of 
structural inequalities, migrants "with agency" (drawn from democracy) created and 
legitimized their social positions with their distinctive cultures (Rosaldo 1997: 3 7). 
Hovvever, Rosaldo's version of cultural citizenship focuses largely on how migrants 
claim their membership in US society on the basis of democracy; Ong criticizes 
Rosaldo, stating that his version of cultural citizenship "indicates subscription to the 
very liberal principle of universal equity that he seeks to call into question" (Ong 
1999 [1997]: 113). 
Ong (1999 [1997]), on the other hand, suggests that cultural citizenship should 
be understood as a form of "subject making" in which migrants negotiate their racial 
and cultural boundaries in their host societies. In describing this conceptualization, 
Ong acknowledges Rosaldo's notion of social inequalities that migrants are faced with, 
in her call for attention to be paid to the racial construction of society. She cites 
Cambodian women and Chinese investor-migrants in the US as examples, showing 
how they make use of the "black-white spectrum" to navigate their modes of 
belonging to the society. In her view, cultural citizenship is self-making, as it "gives 
primacy to human agency in manipulating different categories, mechanisms, and 
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norms of belonging" in terms of the racialization of migrants in western societies 
(Ong 1999 [1997]: 134). 
The notion of cultural citizenship discussed above is instrumental in showing the 
self identification of migrants in their host societies as a response to their marginal 
positions. In the process of negotiating their cultural citizenship, the migrants' 
dynamics between their host societies and their cultural subjectivity become clear. 
Home, in this respect, reflects how the migrants acquire their sense of belonging (both 
civil and cultural), the limitations they encounter in the process and how they 
re-position themselves as members in their host societies. In Chapter 5, in keeping 
with Ong's insight, I show how Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands claimed their 
social membership in their host society through the racial construction that labelled 
them as migrants and that they used in turn as a resource to build their own sense of 
belonging to the country. 
Globalization, Transnationalism and Home among Migrants 
Globalization is generally seen as a process that causes the world to be connected 
and compressed in terms of space and time (Hall 1992). Migration is one of the 
most significant phenomena in this process. Appadurai suggests that global culture 
cannot be understood merely by "center-periphery models" but only by "complex, 
overlapping, disjunctive order" (Appadurai 1990: 296). Hannerz (2002) proposes 
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that globalization has created a "global ecumene" in which people share similar 
"habitat of meanings". All in all, these scholars have pointed out that national 
territories are in a sense blurred or transcended by the development of globalization. 
In an era of globalization, migration cannot be seen as a one-way process and 
diasporic organization as bounded by its own locality. In order to better understand 
transmigration and diasporic culture, I adopt the concept of "transnationalism", which, 
in its narrowest sense, means the processes in which social fields are built across 
nations by economic, religious, political and/ or social linkages between the migrants' 
place of origin and their host societies (Basch et al. 1993). Nonini and Ong have 
further elaborated upon the concept of transnationalism in reference to the Chinese 
case; they suggest that Chinese transnationalism is "an interplay between strategies of 
accumulation and experiences of dislocation ... and the different constructions of 
modernity by capitalist interests and by the nation-state" ( 1997: 16). They focus on 
how transnational connections paralleled to the capital flow in the world market, and 
corresponded to the interests of a nation-state. Besides capitalism, Pieke et. al. 
suggest that Chinese transnationalism has developed along with the growing status of 
China within the world capitalist system (Pieke et. al. 2004). These studies reveal 
that social networks among the overseas Chinese are basically organized 1n 
accordance with capitalism and nationalism. 
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Because of transnational networks, the concept of space has been altered in the 
age of globalization. Pries suggests that geographic space is blurred by 
telecommunication, media and the Internet in the era of globalization, so that the 
previous framework of conceptualizing space in geographical terms no longer seems 
to work (Pries 1999: 16). Faist proposes that "transnational social spaces are 
combinations of social and symbolic ties, positions in networks and organizations and 
networks of organizations that can be found in at least two geographically and 
internationally distinct places" (Faist 1999: 40). Such transnational connectedness 
has created a social space that extends beyond geographical boundaries, and hence 
transnationalism is in some ways viewed as a deterritorialization (Appadurai 1990; 
Basch et. a/1994; Ong and Nonini 1997) 
However, transnationalism and localism are not mutually exclusive (see Kearney 
1995); transmigrants tend to strategically construct their identities by combining their 
transnational cultural values with their local experiences (Nonini 1997; Bao 1999). 
This suggests that dislocation does not really deterritorialize cultures; as Tan (2007) 
writes, it is not "meaningful to describe the relocation (dislocation) as 
deterritorialized" since a population shift from one place to another is inevitable in 
migration; on the other hand, in a deterritorialized culture, migrants maintain their 
relations with their original territories (Tan 2007: 4). On this point, I find Clifford' s 
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ideas concerning diaspora to be particularly useful. He suggests that "[ d]iaspora 
discourse articulates, or bends together, both roots and routes to construct what Gilroy 
describes as alternate public spheres ( 1987), forms of community consciousness and 
solidarity that maintain identifications outside the national time/space in order to live 
inside, with a difference" (Clifford 1994: 308). The concept of "roots" here implies 
the cultural practices of migrants; while migrants have cultural similarities, they 
articulate their understanding of their roots and create their "routes" to the 
communities they belong to at both the local and transnational levels. The 
negotiation and formation of group boundaries go on and on regardless of the level of 
dislocation among diasporic groups. 
Attention should also be drawn to the agency of migrants in transnational social 
spaces. Al-Ali mentions in her study of Bosnian refugees that once refugee migrants 
have left their homes and extended families to create strong nuclear families in their 
settled societies, in order to express their loyalty to -their homeland and families, they 
had to again forge their connections with and involvement in their homeland, which 
Al-Ali calls "forced transnationalism~~ (Al-Ali 2002: 98). This adds a new 
dimension to the idea of transnationalism. Basch et al define transnationalism as a 
process through which migrants build "multiple and constant interconnections across 
international borders" that reconfigure their public identity in relation to more than 
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one nation-state (Basch at el. 1993: 48). This definition is a macro view on the 
operation of transnationalism in general, which does not pay much attention to the 
internal variations of the transnational process, whether the migrants are actively or 
passively engaging in this process, and presupposes the influence of the nation-state 
in the process. As Al-Ali suggests, migrants may play a passive role in the 
transnational process; they are remotely directed by their families to maintain their 
connections to their homelands. Another important point underlying this notion is 
that transnationalism can be seen through everyday life practices, which corresponds 
to the "transnationalism from below" suggested by Smith and Guarnizo (1998). 
Migrants' ideas of home are constantly reinforced despite the fact that various 
social spaces they occupy seem to merge under the forces of globalization. Here, we 
must look into how the representation of territories of migrants and home as a concept 
serves as a useful analytical unit to investigate the territories of migrants. Inda and 
Rosaldo suggest that globalized culture is not just deterritorialized, but IS also 
constantly being reterritorialized (Inda and Rosaldo 2002: 12). By exploring the 
idea of home among migrants at the transnational level, we can figure out how 
migrants position themselves within their host and home societies. In Chapter 6, I 
illustrate the transnational connections between Hong Kong migrants and their 
homeland of Hong Kong. While current transnational studies focus on how the 
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macro-systems like the global economy and nation-states have influenced migrants' 
transnational activities (Basch et. al. 1993; Duany 2000; Pieke et. al. 2004; Ong 1999; 
Ong and Nonini 1997), I take a cue from Smith and Guarnizo's notion of 
"transnationalism from below" (1998), which emphasizes the everyday transnational 
practices of migrants. This corresponds to . my observations on the transnational 
making of home among my informants, whose ideas of home reflected in their 
transnational practices was mainly forged within their families and not necessarily 
aided by the macro-systems noted in current transnational studies literature. 
Conclusion 
This literature review has addressed the relevant aspects of home discussed in this 
study. It helps in comprehending the various issues in this study, namely, the 
definition of home, the gender and generation of the subjects, localization through the 
lens of claiming social membership as well as the kinds of transnational practices 
between the migrants and their homeland. This allows me to navigate my research 
through various angles. In the following chapters, I will highlight the multi-faceted 
ideas of home among Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands. Each area I reviewed 




Visions of Home among First Generation Hong Kong Migrants 
When I first arrived at my field site, I focused mainly on first-generation 
migrants. They were the first group of migrants I made contact with; through the aid 
of my maternal aunts, I was able to do fieldwork in three migrant organizations, as 
mentioned 1n Chapter 1. During the three months of intensive interviews and 
participant-observation, my informants shared with me their stories of migration; they 
also expressed their views of home. 
While I listened to their stories, I found that their VISions of home were 
combined with their gendered social positions in Hong Kong as well as their gendered 
experiences in the Netherlands. These gendered influences were keys to 
understanding how these migrants perceived home. In this chapter, I first describe 
the migratory journeys of my informants and how gender has been significant in 
shaping their migrant experiences. Secondly, I examine the gendered consequences 
within the process of localization among my informants. I then turn my focus to my 
informants' perceptions of Hong Kong as their home, as affected by lineage as a 
gendered system. Finally, I give four individual stories that help provide a coherent 
picture of how migrants combine gender and its related issues with their visions of 
home. 
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The Migration Journeys of Early Hong Kong Migrants 
The period from the 1960s to the 1970s was the heyday of Indonesian Chinese 
restaurants in the Netherlands; most of my informants were either recruited by 
relatives or followed their parents to migrate to the country, and worked in the 
restaurant industry. 
As mentioned by my informants, men were the main targets of the chain of 
migration in the early 1960s. Women laborers were usually the wives and daughters 
of the men who had migrated to the country; at that stage, these females were viewed 
as those who followed the men (cf. Pieke 1992 and Watson 1975). Ms. Man recalled 
her history as follows: 
I came to Holland when I was twelve. My father came first and then my 
brothers. After three years, my mother and I joined them. I didn't have much 
feeling about the migration; I just followed my parents; where my parents w·ent, 
I went along with them. [Ms. Man, aged 53, a house wife] 
However, the majority of my informants came to the Netherlands alone as adults; 
they were directing their own lives, unlike Ms. Man, whose migration was arranged 
by her parents. Quite a number of my informants gave me similar reasons for their 
arrival in the country: Hong Kong, at the time when they decided to leave, was not a 
good place to sustain a family, they said; this was especially true for a family with 
more than five or six members, which was a common family size in rural Hong Kong 
in the 1960s and 1970s. This corresponds with what Watson reported in his 
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monograph on the emigrants from the Mans clan in the New Territories of Hong Kong 
in 1975; he stated that local farmers were faced with economic hardship due to the 
Green Revolution in the 1960s which resulted in labor cuts (Watson 1975). Under 
these circumstances, a number of Hong Kong people, especially those who had 
networks in Europe, sought to find alternative livelihoods in places like Britain, 
Germany, France and the Netherlands. Although individual stories of migration 
varied among my informants, they themselves reported that they experienced 
something in common on their journey to the Netherlands. I now turn to describing 
the early experiences in the migratory journey that my informants have gone through. 
On being "traveler-workers" 
At the very beginning when my informants came to the Netherlands, it did not 
seem as if they had decided to stay in the country; instead, their reasons for coming 
were primarily the same: to work and to earn as much money as they could in the 
Netherlands. When my informants were still in Hong Kong, they had been making a 
living as factory workers. As revealed by quite a number of my informants, they 
chose to leave Hong Kong to go to the Netherlands because they could earn much 
more working in relatives' or friends' restaurants in the Netherlands than by working 
in factories in Hong Kong. Wages for working in a restaurant in the Netherlands in 
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the 1960s to 1970s varied, but was roughly NLG $3 00 to $1200 11 per month, as 
reported by my informants. That was a large sum compared to the average salary of 
the working class in Hong Kong at that time. One of my informants, Ms Chan, 
stated: 
I heard from my cousin who worked in Holland. He said restaurants there were 
short oflabor, so he asked whether I wanted to work there ... You know, I earned 
only a hundred dollars per month in Hong Kong at that time (the 1960s ), I 
thought working in Holland would bring me more money, and that really was 
true. [Ms. Chan, aged 57, a housewife.] 
Another informant, Mr. Leung, told me: 
The economy of Hong Kong, at the time I went to Holland, was not good. I 
am the second eldest among my siblings, so I had to work to support my family. 
I only received primary education, so I worked as a coolie when I was still in 
Hong Kong. Later one brother (he referred to a fellow villager) told me there 
was "good prospects"(~r~) in Holland and asked me to go. Eventually I 
worked in his restaurant in Holland. [Mr. Leung, aged 51, a chef.] 
A handful of my informants told me that they were "tourists" in their visa status 
when they first came to the Nether lands. Later, the Dutch government imposed 
stricter enforcement of immigration regulations causing the Hong Kong migrants to 
adopt another strategy to cope with the change. Ms. Lam recalled her experiences as 
follows: 
I went with my two cousins. We first arrived in France, we lived in a motel 
there for two days; and then my relative picked us up from the motel and drove 
us straight to the Netherlands. He [my informant's relative] held a Dutch drive 
license, so the French customs didn't check and let us go [Ms. Lam, aged 56, a 
11 The exchange rate ofNLG to HKD at that time was about I :3. The figures were provided by my 
informants; usually they earned less in small municipalities, where restaurants served a relatively small 
population of customers; in bigger cities like Amsterdam and Rotterdam, they were usually paid more, 
since they would receive more tips from customers. 
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retired restaurateur.] 
Because the enforcement of immigration checks at the inland borders between 
the Netherlands and other countries like Germany, Belgium and France was so relaxed 
at the time, other Hong Kong migrants also employed such strategies in order to reach 
the country. Before they were granted a work visa or residence status, they 
continued to hold the status of tourists. For this reason, at first a number of migrants 
had to go back to Hong Kong every few months and then return to the Netherlands to 
renew their "tourist" status. Some migrants were caught while working and were 
ordered to leave the country. In order to not to be caught, some of my informants 
told me about a trick they used: 
When my boss said that "gwong tauh lou" (]It RJi 1~) 12 were coming, I 
immediately took off my waitress clothes and sat down, pretending to be a 
customer. The 'gwong tau lou' were quite easy-going; they wouldn't bother 
you as long as they didn't find you working and you had a passport. [Mrs. Chow, 
aged 51, a housewife] 
The tourist status was temporary; my informants could not work for a long time 
due to the limitations of this status. It was common practice for the Hong Kong 
workers to come to the country first, and then their employers would help them apply 
for residence status. The restaurateurs usually claimed in the applications that they 
needed labor for their restaurants, and the laborers were claimed to be close relatives 
of the restaurateurs. Because most of my informants' first jobs had been offered to 
12 It means "controleur" in Dutch, which refers to the immigration officers whose responsibility is to 
search for the illegal migrants in the country; "gwong tau lou" is a Cantonese phrase meaning bald men, 
which sounds like the pronunciation of the Dutch term "controleur". 
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them by members of their own villages, and members of most walled villages in Hong 
Kong shared the same surnames, they were able to make use of the surname relation 
to apply for residence status. However, this was most likely the case for men; the 
women laborers were often ignored in the process. Mrs. Cheung told me the reason 
for this: 
They thought women would marry, so women would get their residence after 
they married men who already had the right to stay in the country. I was scared 
at that time, because I came to Holland when I was 23, but I got married at 27. 
During these years, I stayed mostly in the restaurant I worked for and in my 
hostel. My cousin [her employer] offered me the daily necessities; I would go 
out sometimes, but I only went to places near my work place. [Mrs. Cheung, 
aged 58, a retired restaurateur] 
While women experienced such insecurities at work, men seemed to have 
received more support for their stay in the country. My informant Mr. Chow told me 
that his mother wanted him to live with his eldest sister, who had married a Hong 
Kong restaurateur there; his brother-in-law helped him to apply for residence status. 
After two years, he got his residency. In those two years, he experienced the same 
insecurities that the female migrants did, but the duration of such insecurities tended 
to be shorter for men than for the women. 
The Gendered Experiences of Migrants 
Although my informants all worked in restaurants after their arrival, they did 
different things in the restaurants. The work of my informants followed an explicit 
gendered pattern. While the men tended to worked as chefs, the women tended to 
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work as waitresses or dish-washing maids. Although I did interview some women 
who were chefs, the number of male chefs greatly outnumbered them. The major 
reasons for this pattern were based on gender stereotypes of the nature of the jobs. 
Men were thought to be more capable at kitchen work because it was perceived that 
this job required more hard work, despite partially the fact that women might be more 
appealing to work as waitresses for their physical attractiveness. Mr. Tang 
commented on this as follows: 
Working in the kitchen (in the restaurant) needs hard labor, it's not like cooking 
at home; the cooking pans are heavy, women usually have difficulties picking the 
pans up. That's why they were mostly waitresses, and they were required to 
serve the customers. After work, they were responsible to clear up the 
restaurants and wash the dishes. [Mr. Tang, aged 56, a chef] 
The nature of the migrants' jobs also revealed why it was easier for men to get 
residence status than women. Chefs are essential to a restaurant, but the role of 
waiting tables could be fulfilled by the spouses and children of the restaurateurs. 
The restaurateurs needed stable staff for the kitchen, and having residence status made 
the chefs hold a stable position in the restaurant. The nature of the women's work 
did not requue such stability, however, and the role of waitressing was highly 
replaceable. Thus, restaurant owners tended not to help women apply for residency. 
As a result, women remained in an unstable position until they got married. Most of 
my female informants, if they had not migrated with their family when they were 
young, used marriage as a means to stay in the country. In this sense, most women 
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became the subordinates of men once they started on their migration journeys: 
Before marriage, they \Vere subordinates of their male relatives, who offered them 
jobs and a chance to come to the Netherlands; and they had to be subordinate to other 
men through marriage in order to obtain a legitimate status in the country. If not, 
they had to find other means to obtain residence status, or got caught and were 
returned to Hong Kong. 
Let me now explain how such gendered experiences have had significant impact 
on the migrants' localization in the Netherlands of their views of the Netherlands as 
their home. 
The gendered consequences at and beyond the workplace 
Gender patterns at work contributed to my informants' acquisition of the Dutch 
language, which was an important factor in the localization process. My informants 
told me that they often had to work in the restaurants for long hours. The restaurants 
opened at nine in the morning, which meant that -they usually had to start work at 
seven; while the waitresses tidied up the restaurant, the chef prepared the food for the 
day in the kitchen. When the restaurants opened, the waitresses were busy taking 
orders from customers and serving them, while the chefs were busy making those 
dishes in the kitchen. The "worlds" occupied by the waiters/waitresses and the chefs 
were thus somewhat different. The chefs had to learn how to make sauces for the 
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dishes and to cook when they arrived in the Netherlands; most of my informants who 
worked as chefs did not know how to make these dishes when they were in Hong 
Kong. They picked up the skills when they came to the Netherlands. After they 
had acquired cooking skills from their seniors and learnt the recipes, they became 
chefs and worked mainly in the kitchen. Other than the techniques for kitchen work, 
they were not required to learn anything else. During their spare time in their 
workplace, my informants told me that they chatted and played card games with their 
colleagues. They remained in the kitchen when they worked and did not have much 
communication with the outside world. 
The waitresses needed a different set of skills to deliver their service to the 
customers. My informants recalled that they began to work immediately after their 
arrival in the Netherlands. They took a night or two to memorize the names of the 
dishes offered by the restaurants, such as Babi Pangang, nasi goreng, bami13 and so 
on, in that they could at least understand the orders of the customers, and learnt some 
stock phrases like "goed morgen/middag/avond" (good morning/afternoon/evening), 
"wat wil je bestellen" (What do you want to order?), "alsjeblift" (here you are), and so 
on. Consequently, they picked up the language, although my informants admitted 
that it may not have been grammatically correct, by communicating with the 
13 As mentioned earlier, the restaurants run by Chinese migrants in the Netherlands sold mainly 
Indonesian food; these names are in Indonesian, which connotes the origins of the dishes. 
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customers. Compared to the chefs, the waitresses thus tended to have a better 
knowledge of Dutch and could to some extent use the language in their everyday life. 
On one occasion, as I was speaking with one informant who worked as a chef, I 
asked him if he could help me buy a phone card. He spent quite a long time talking 
to the salesperson at the telephone shop, but the salesperson seemed not to understand 
what he wanted. Eventually, I used English to speak with the man; he understood 
me and gave me a phone card. On another occasion, t\vo women who had worked as 
waitresses for more than 20 years hosted a lunch for me; they helped me order food 
and chatted with the waitress (who was Dutch) fluently in Dutch. I was curious 
about the language, and asked my informants about it. 
I have been working in the kitchen for more than 30 years. My colleagues are 
all Chinese; some of them are from Malaysia and Singapore, and some are from 
mainland China; we use Cantonese to communicate with each other. . . In the 
kitchen, I don't need to deal with Dutch people; after work, I go back home and 
still use Chinese to talk to my wife and children ... So Dutch is not so important 
to me. [Mr. Cheung, aged 61, a chef.] 
The life of a chef vvas so boring, so I eventually left the kitchen ten years ago ... 
Yes, chefs are usually bad at speaking Dutch, because it's not necessary for them 
to speak Dutch; as long as you know how to cook, you will survive ... Those men 
who liked to woo girls would speak better Dutch, but in general men working in 
kitchen knew very little of the language ... I spoke poor Dutch before I got a job 
in a local factory; now everyone I work with can only speak Dutch, so I have to 
push myself to learn the language, I think I've improved a lot. [Mr. Choi, aged 
49, a factory worker.] 
The work environment, as shown above, had an impact on the language 
acquisition of the workers in the restaurants. The Dutch language was not viewed as 
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an essential acquisition for the chefs and since Cantonese was the major medium of 
communication in the kitchen, they generally did not have much access to the 
language. On the other hand, the waitresses were required to acquire some basic 
knowledge of the language and enriched their linguistic capacity through constant 
contact with the Dutch. Thus, they were generally more fluent in Dutch as compared 
to the chefs. 
Even though there were some men working as waiters and some women working 
as chefs, this was the general pattern. When I conducted participant-observations in 
three different Indonesian Chinese restaurants run by Hong Kong migrants, I found 
that the chefs in those restaurants were all male, while the people waiting tables were 
mostly female. In one restaurant in Breda, male waiters were employed; but the 
number of waitresses far outnumbered them. 
The acquisition of the Dutch language has affected feelings of belonging to the 
Netherlands among the migrants. Quite a number of my female informants said that 
they feel comfortable living in the country; and that they were used to the lifestyle in 
the Netherlands-- their proficiency in Dutch helped them to localize to the country. 
One informant told me: 
I can speak Dutch ... that makes me feel I'm part of the Netherlands; I make 
friends with my neighbors (who are white Dutch); my sons also befriended 
their children ... I have my life here, so I regard myself as Dutch. 
Mrs. Tang, a 57 year-old woman, told me how instrumental Dutch has been for her 
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integration into the country: 
Knowing Dutch is important here .... I'm already a migrant; if I don't learn the 
language, the white people will further look down on me. If I want to enter 
their world and let them accept me, I have to learn Dutch.... No one will be 
sympathetic to me as a migrant, but people (the white Dutch) will respect me for 
my hard work to learn their culture. The only way to do it is to learn their 
language [Mrs. Tang, aged 57, a retired restaurant waitresses]. 
On the other hand, a number of my male informants expressed their frustrations 
with how their inability to speak Dutch has affected their lives in the Netherlands. 
Mr. Cheung felt alienated in the Netherlands. He told me about his lonely life here: 
I don't speak Dutch, I can't go anywhere .... Working here was so boring; now it 
is better, since I can watch Chinese TV. In the past, I just worked, worked and 
worked. I didn't have much entertainment besides yumcha (i):J!B with friends 
on weekends. No one wanted to stay permanently. I don't enjoy my life 
here, as I don't speak Dutch; sometimes my children talk among themselves in 
Dutch, and I don't know what they are actually talking about; I feel a gap 
between us. I always hoped to leave. 
Another man, Mr. Chan, told me: 
I may retire next year and will definitely go back to Hong Kong. The 
Netherlands is not my place.... I know nothing except cooking; my son and 
daughter are grownup now, they \Von't stay home with me.... You know, a 
lot of my friends have gone back to Hong Kong; I don't have many friends here 
now. But if I go back, I can meet my old friends. Living here is boring; when 
I turn on the TV, I don't know what the programs are about. When I go out, I 
feel like a stranger because I can't communicate with the mainstream [Mr. Chan, 
aged 64, a retired restaurateur] . 
Other than placing limitations on their social networks, both Mr. Cheung and Mr. 
Chan agreed that their inability to speak Dutch and English made them basically 
unable to integrate into Dutch society, for most of them had not received formal 
education in the languages nor they gained hands-on experience encountering Dutch 
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people in the work setting. 
The nature of the gendered work further impacts the migrants' localization in 
terms of social isolation. In addition, women often ended up quitting restaurant 
work and becoming housewives, while a number of men maintained their restaurant 
careers, as reported by my informants. This may well be the result of the women's 
association with family. Quite a number of my female informants decided to stay 
home to take up their duties as home-makers. The decision, despite a choice made 
by my informants, is largely an expectation upon women by their husbands as well as 
themselves as a way to fulfill their womanhoods. The confinement at home among 
my female informants should also be linked to the lack of social supports for 
child-rearing in the country. Because the Chinese schools, which partly acted as 
nursery houses for Chinese migrants, only operated during weekends due to their 
rented venues from local day schools. My female informants needed to take up most 
part of the child-rearing responsibility without helping hands from fellow migrants 
encountering the same situation and from close relatives living Hong Kong. These 
factors well explain the reason why the female migrants gave up their paid work I 
mention above. 
For men, nine out of eleven first-generation male migrants in my research data 
set were still working in restaurants and enduring the long working hours. They 
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reported to me that they had to work from 9 am to 11 pm per day and only had one 
day off per week. Surviving in their jobs involved sacrificing their social and family 
lives. Mr. Choi, a former chef who was now a factory worker whom I met at the 
elderly club, told me that he felt very alienated before changing jobs ten years ago. 
When he was working as a chef, he had no time to take care of his daughter, not to 
mention socialize with people outside of the kitchen he worked in. After his divorce, 
he shouldered the responsibility of looking after his daughter on his own, and it 
became impossible to work as a chef. He then asked a friend for help to get a job in 
a local factory, which had shorter working hours and offered stable days off. He 
said: 
I quit my job as a chef, because I had to look after my daughter... In the 
factory, I am forced to use Dutch, because rny colleagues are mixed with white 
Dutch and other migrants; I have had a hard time picking up the language, but 
I've gone through it... That's good, because I've made more friends in the new 
job and have more spare time. No\v my daughter studies in college, then I 
spend my time in the elderly club... My time is well-spent here (the elderly 
club), friends are itnportant in the Netherlands, especially when ·you're a 
migrant. [Mr. Choi, aged 49, a factory worker.] 
It can thus be seen that gender is a factor that relates to the incorporation of Hong 
Kong migrants into Dutch society. There were sharp differences in language 
acquisition between male and female migrants, as discussed above. Female migrants 
who worked as waitresses had a relative advantage in localizing themselves to the 
society when compared to male migrants. Male 1nigrants also disadvantaged beyond 
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the matter of language; the nature of their work isolated them and took them away 
from their social and family lives, and this weakened their sense of belonging to the 
Netherlands as a home. Many male informants told me that Hong Kong remained 
their virtual home in their minds. Let me cite the example of Mr. Choi again. 
When I asked him whether he thought the Netherlands was his home, he replied that 
he was a migrant; he could never imagine the country as his home. The reason why 
he had stayed in the country was that he was responsible for his daughter. When his 
daughter grows up, he told me that he will leave the country and move back to Hong 
Kong. His reply to my question was similar to other male informants, who also 
decided to go back to their home villages. As mentioned in Chapter 1, most of my 
informants were from traditional villages in Hong Kong and owned land and property 
in their villages. Almost all the male migrants who had land and houses in Hong 
Kong told me that their real home was Hong Kong. In contrast, the female migrants 
I interviewed had mixed ideas about home; they tended to regard both the Netherlands 
and Hong Kong as their home. However, when it came to deciding where to live 
permanently, they tended to choose the Netherlands. Mrs. Cheung told me: 
This is a hard decision to make; I love Hong Kong life style, but my children live 
in the Netherlands, so as my grand children. If you ask me to go back to Hong 
Kong permanently, I surely won't do this. Because my life has taken roots in 
the Netherlands with my children; however, besides entertainment, I have 
nothing in Hong Kong. 
The feeling of having nothing in Hong Kong, as expressed by Mrs. Cheung, has to do 
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with more than localization, because localization only positively or negatively 
conditioned the lives of my informants in terms of gender in the country. When it 
comes to deciding where to settle permanently, the matter became more complicated 
and was highly influenced by the concept of lineage. 
The Impact of Lineage on Visions of Home 
In this section, I illustrate how lineage background affected my informants' 
v1s1ons of home. Although all my informants recognized Hong Kong as their 
birthplace, this recognition did not necessarily lead my informants to think that Hong 
Kong is their real or final home. Lineage plays a significant role in explaining this, 
and lineage is gendered as well. Watson suggests that lineage in China has been 
seen as a system "with common ownership of property, specifically land, as a bond to 
retain the allegiance of members" (Watson 1975: 201 ). As a subtext of land 
ownership, Watson stresses the significance of the economic and social advantages 
brought about through lineage (Watson 1975: 212). - Lineage has a profound impact 
on my informants' relationship to their homeland. Since 23 out of 25 informants 
among my informants come from a background of traditional villages in Hong Kong, 
Watson's observation is highly relevant to my study. 
The kinsmen 
Most of my male informants related themselves to Hong Kong due to their 
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lineage. During a meeting in the Tilburg Chinese School, I met Mr. Lam. He was a 
48-year-old man from a traditional village in Yuen Long. In our conversations, he 
told me that Hong Kong was his only home and showed me his loyalty to his home 
village by saying: 
My roots are in my village, this is the only place I feel at home. I spent my 
happiest time in the village and I know everyone there. People know me as a 
brother in my village as we are under one surname and one great grandfather14 •..• 
What am I here? People [white Dutch] know me as a Chinese migrant, an 
outsider [Mr. Lam, aged 48, a chef]. 
Mr. Lam was not the only one who made statements such as this. Mr. Ng, a chef, 
offered a similar response when I asked him whether he wanted to go back to Hong 
Kong. He told me: 
I don't want to be a dead guest in a foreign place (haakl sei2 yih3 heungl -i!}yt 
}!ljf/f), so I must go back to Hong Kong when I retire. I have a house in my 
home village; I have decided to live in the house with my wife. I won't push 
my children to go with me, but I want them to know they have roots (ganl /B) in 
the village, like me. If I die, I will have my grave on the mountain belonging to 
my village. If they (his sons) have consciences, they will come back to do the 
Two Worships in Spring and Autumn (cheunl chaul yik3 jai3 ~fx=~), just 
like I do every year [Mr. Ng, aged 52, a restaurateur]. 
In both Mr. Lam's and Mr. Ng's accounts, their emotional attachment to Hong 
Kong was obvious. They linked themselves to their home villages, with phrases and 
terms like "under one great grandfather" and "roots", both of which referred to their 
origins in the villages and contrasted themselves with their status as "outsider" and 
"guest" in the Netherlands. Apart from this emotional attachment, my informants 
14 Great grand father, in Mr. Ng's usage of the term, means ancestor; this is a colloquial term among 
wall villagers in Hong Kong. 
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were more likely to relate themselves to their land and property in Hong Kong. In 
traditional villages in Hong Kong, each kinsman has the right to inherit ancestral and 
familial land property. As reported by n1y informants, there are several forms of 
inheritance. If the family only has one or two houses and the number of kinsmen in 
the family exceeds the number of family-owned houses, the brothers in the household 
may have to share the houses. On the other hand, if the family has more houses than 
the number of kinsmen, each male heir can get a share of more than one house. For 
the division of the ancestral lands, the village management board regulates the amount 
of each share. For example, if a piece of land belonging to the whole lineage is sold, 
the Income will be evenly divided and distributed among the kinsmen of each 
household. In sum, the land, property and shares are held in the hands of the 
kinsmen (cf. Watson 1975 and 1977). 
Most male informants told me that they have a home in Hong Kong, because 
they possess houses and land in their home villages. They usually return to Hong 
Kong for festive events, for example, for ancestral worship during the Qing Ming 
Festival, the Chinese Lunar New Year, and weddings. Mr. Wong, a retired chef I met 
at the elderly club, told me: 
In the Netherlands, I don't have a real home. I rent the house I'm now living 
in; it 's not mine .... I sent money back to my mother when I was young, and then 
she helped me build a house in my village. [Why do you have a house?] My 
father died and he gave me the land. [How often do you go back?] In recent 
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years, I go back once or twice a year; my mother is too old, so I have to go back 
to see her before she's gone ... I think I will go back permanently in the near 
future, because I'm tired, I want to live in Hong Kong; it's where I belong to 
[Mr. Wong, aged 60, a retired chef]. 
As illustrated in the previous section, the social isolation of male migrants 
contributed to their general detachment from the Netherlands as their home. In Mr. 
Wong's account, the detachment is also shown from the perspective of the housing 
Issue. Mr. Wong did not consider the Netherlands as his home because he did not 
have land or property in the country. On the other hand, the land and property he 
owned in Hong Kong gave him a sense of belonging to the place. Most of the male 
informants secured their visions of home in Hong Kong, with their legitimate right to 
possess the land and property in their villages. The female informants on the other 
hand painted a completely different picture. 
The married-out daughters 
Among the 14 first-generation female informants I interviewed, 10 came from a 
traditional village background in Hong Kong. Although the rest did not have such a 
background, three of these women were married to men from traditional Hong Kong 
villages. While all 14 female informants told me that they regarded Hong Kong as 
their homeland, they did not think they had a real home in the place. What they 
agreed on for Hong Kong as their home was their emotional attachment to the place. 
However, this attachment did not ensure the same feeling of home in Hong Kong 
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expressed by my male informants. The disadvantage for women in Chinese lineage 
traditions is key to understanding the perception of Hong Kong as home among my 
first-generation female informants. 
Unlike the men I interviewed, these women did not enjoy the privilege provided 
by their home villages. They tended to call themselves "married-out daughters" 
(ngoih3 ga2 neuih5 )l}Y*ft) when referring to their current positions in their home 
villages. This title does not just indicate the marital status of my informants; it 
indicates the change in the position of these women in their home villages. Watson 
states in her study of woman villagers in Hong Kong that clan daughters "were 
destined to serve two families", in that they had to fulfill a set of familial duties 
according to their status (as a daughter and/ or wife); before marriage, they had to 
serve their natal families; after marriage, they transferred their loyalties to their 
husbands' families (2004: 225). Although these village women get married and 
claim their new status as wives and mothers in their husbands' families, they are 
inferior in their husbands' lineage. Although Watson points out that the link between 
the women and their home villages is maintained through their daughterhood, most of 
my informants told me that they were also inferior in their natal homes. 
Mrs. Chow, a 53-year-old woman I met in the women's association, told me that 
she had no home in Hong Kong. Her perception of Hong Kong was highly relevant 
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to her "married-out daughter" status. She said: 
Once I got married, I became a married-out daughter. My home in the village 
was no longer like home; my home is my husband's. In Hong Kong, my 
original home is not mine; that is my mother's home ... My husband doesn't have 
a house in Hong Kong; when we go back to Hong Kong, we stay in my 
mother's house as guests. I have no home in Hong Kong [Mrs. Chow, aged 
53, a housewife]. 
Mrs. Chow further complained that being a daughter as compared to a son in 
traditional villages in Hong Kong brought her losses instead of gains, compared to the 
kinsmen. She told me that she had to work hard to support her family in Hong Kong 
when she was young, yet she got nothing from her family; her family-owned 
properties were all passed down to her younger brother. What she felt was more 
unacceptable was her continuous obligatory duty to her home village, even though she 
had married and had her own family in the Netherlands. For example, her mother in 
Hong Kong asked her to contribute money towards the celebration of the ancestral 
hall renewal in her home village. She told me that she did not want to pay, but 
eventually conceded under her mother's pressure. She thought that daughters were 
treated unfairly in traditional villages. Another woman I met in the same association 
expressed a similar view: 
Walled-village daughters (waih4 chyunl neuihs !mif1~) got nothing from their 
fathers. What can we do? We can only blame this on the fact that we 're 
women, not men. When we got married, we no longer belonged to our own 
families.... But I have to think positively; where I can find a shelter is my 
home.... I have a home in Hong Kong, because my husband has houses in 
Hong Kong. [Mrs. Ng, aged 54, a restaurateur.] 
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Mrs. Ng mentioned that her idea of home was dependent on men. She said that she 
belonged to her father's home before she got married; after marriage, she was part of 
her husband's home. If her husband dies, she will rely on her sons who were born in 
the Netherlands. When I asked her if she would go back to Hong Kong permanently, 
she answered that she preferred to stay in the Netherlands, where she could secure her 
living. She said: 
What if my husband dies before me? When he dies, the houses will all 
belong to my sons. But I reckon that they won't go back to Hong Kong; they 
have their careers and families here [the Netherlands].... It's silly to live alone 
in Hong Kong; it's also selfish to ask my children to visit me in Hong Kong. In 
the Netherlands, if I'm sick, I have my family to take care of me. In Hong 
Kong, who can I rely on? 
Mrs. Ng's concern was common among my female informants. In the previous 
section, the ideas of home among male migrants were shown to be clearly linked to 
their land and property in Hong Kong. However, the female migrants tended to 
emphasize family support. Because these women are not protected by the economic 
benefits of land and property and by other economic benefits of their lineage, they 
seek life security from their children. Mrs. Ng's narrative corresponds to James 
Clifford's depiction of female migrants, where he states that "they [the woman 
migrants] may refuse the option of return when it presents itself, especially when the 
terms are dictated by men" (Clifford 1994: 314). Compared to the male informants, 
the female informants ' visions of home in Hong Kong are unstable and alter across 
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their life stages from being daughters to becoming wives and mothers, as indicated in 
Mrs. Ng's account. 
In sum, while my male informants maintained a close relationship with their 
home villages in Hong Kong, the women had a more complex relationship with Hong 
Kong under the highly-gendered doctrine of lineage. 
Case Studies 
Let me now give four case studies to illustrate in depth the stories of four Hong 
Kong migrants. Examining the highly personal accounts of two women and two 
men will provide a fuller understanding of first-generation Hong Kong migrants, in 
terms of their lives and feelings towards home. 
Case 1 : A widow in her late 60s 
During a gathering at the CPH elderly club, I spoke to Mrs. Wong. She was a 
67-year-old woman who had migrated to the Netherlands 43 years ago. She had 
lived in Ha Tsuen (JI:if1, a traditional village founded by the Tang clan in Yuen Long) 
before she moved. She was not like other women I interviewed, who had experience 
working in the Netherlands. She was a mail-order bride (gwol fauh6 sani neuhng4 
~tJ?.~JT~&), who had not met her husband before marrying him. Her husband was a 
kinsman of Tin Liu Tsuen (83*if1, a multi-lineage village in Yuen Long) who 
migrated to the Netherlands in the early 1960s. When Mrs. Wong arrived in the 
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Netherlands, she stayed at home and became a housewife after giving birth to her first 
child. When her husband became the owner of a restaurant in 1974, she began to 
help him with chores like washing dishes and cleaning up the restaurant. She did not 
work in a serving position in the restaurant; her husband hired migrants from his 
village as chefs and \vaitresses. Through her years in the Netherlands, Mrs. Wong 
had confined herself to the Chinese community in Tilburg, where her family lives. 
Even though she has lived in the Netherlands for forty-three years, she did not 
understand Dutch. 10 years ago, her husband passed away. After that, his 
restaurant was sold to a Chinese migrant family. She then lived with her son, who 
worked as a businessman. She also has a daughter. Both her children married 
white Dutch. 
Her relationship with Hong Kong as home has grown weak over the years. 
While her husband was still alive, she sometimes accompanied him to go back to Tin 
Liu Tsuen. However, she said that she did not feel like going home in these journeys. 
The reason for this was that she was not familiar with her husband's family as well as 
his village. She recalled that she had only met her in-laws during the wedding 
banquet forty-three years earlier and on the few occasions they visited Hong Kong. 
When her husband died, she lost most of her social linkages with her husband's 
village, except that she still maintained contact with her husband's younger brother 
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who helped her to collect rent from her husband's houses in the village. Her current 
duty for her Hong Kong trips was to collect the rent from her brother-in-law once a 
year and manage the money in a Hong Kong banlc She stated that she was just 
helping her son to manage his property in Hong Kong. Apart from this, she did not 
think she had any relationship with her husband's village. 
In terms of her relations with her own home village, she said her family in her 
village no longer existed, once her father and mother passed away about twenty years 
ago. When she went back to Hong Kong, she would visit her brothers in Ha Tsuen. 
She told me that she felt as if she was in a place she no longer knew, due to the 
generational shifts and physical changes to her village; furthermore, she thought that 
she had became inferior in her home village after her marriage, as other female 
migrants who came from traditional village backgrounds repeatedly told me. She 
thought that the Netherlands was her home. Despite the fact that she did not know 
any Dutch and that her social network in the country was limited to the migrant 
associations, she could find social support from her children and friends, which she 
got none of in Hong Kong. For Mrs. Wong, family and social support were key in 
her visions of home. 
Case 2: A divorced woman in her 50s 
Ms. Lam was a 56-year-old woman who came to the Netherlands in 1972, she 
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was the first informant I met in the Red Coral Women's Association. She is from the 
Lam lineage of Sai Bin Wai (5j§~, a walled village in Yuen Long) and was one of 
the three daughters in her family who migrated to the Netherlands. When she was 
21, her cousin, who was working as a restaurateur in the Nether lands, asked her 
mother whether Ms. Lam and her two sisters wanted to work in his restaurant. At 
this time, Ms. Lam had been working in a clothing factory and earned little as a 
factory worker. Because of the comparatively higher salary in the Netherlands, she 
agreed to work abroad. 
When she first arrived in the country, she worked in her cousin's restaurant in 
Venlo, a southern Dutch municipality near Germany. However, her cousin was harsh 
towards her and did not help her apply for residence status. In 197 4, she left for 
Tilburg and worked as a waitress in a Dutch-owned Indonesian Chinese restaurant. 
The restaurant owner there helped her to get Dutch residency. Three years later, she 
married her boss and gave birth to a daughter. -She was one of the first three 
first-generation Hong Kong migrants who married white Dutch in Tilburg. Ms. Lam 
told me that her decision to marry a Dutch man was unusual during that time. Her 
mother had actually wanted her to go back to Hong Kong and arrange her marriage 
with a man she had never met. Ms. Lam refused her mother's request because she 
was already in love with her boss. She also felt that it was her personal choice to 
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escape her mother's control. After marriage, she continued working as a waitress in 
her husband's restaurant until her divorce in 1996. Since her life continued to be 
busy in the restaurant business, Ms. Lam asked her mother-in-law for help in looking 
after her daughter and did not spend much time with her daughter. She stated that 
this was the major reason why she was not close to her daughter. After her divorce, 
custody of her daughter went to her ex-husband. She then left her husband's 
restaurant and started her own restaurant business using her personal savings. In 
2003, her deteriorating health led her to end her restaurant business. By the time I 
met her, Ms. Lam was living on government subsidies and was unemployed. She 
spent most of her time at the Red Coral Women's Association and Chung Pak Hui, 
where she was an active member. Ms. Lam is proficient in Dutch, thanks to her 
career as a waitress and her cross marriage. In the Chinese organizations in which 
she is involved, she helps her friends to translate government letters into Cantonese. 
Besides this, she also volunteers in an elderly home. 
In terms of her vision of home, Ms. Lam was caught in a dilemma. She told me 
that while she was used to the lifestyle in the Netherlands, she wanted to go back to 
Hong Kong. In spite of her highly localized character, she complained that she did 
not really enjoy her personal life in the Netherlands. Her daughter did not make 
frequent contact with her, especially after her daughter got married. Ms. Lam said 
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that she could not rely on her daughter, while her sisters in the Netherlands had been 
avoiding her after some quarrels. She lived a lonely life and had no family in the 
country, she told me. 
However, Ms. Lam was also hesitant to go back to Hong Kong. She had an 
unmarried sister living in her home village and once thought of joining her. She told 
me that she would definitely go back to Hong Kong if she were rich. Ms. Lam had 
earlier sent money back to her sister in Hong Kong to make some stock investments, 
but lost money after the economic turmoil in 1997. Moreover, she had not bought 
any house in Hong Kong. The house that her sister occupied in her home village 
was the only residence Ms. Lam would be able to find in Hong Kong. As a 
married-out daughter, she did not hope to go back and live in her home village; in her 
eyes, this was shameful and would be a topic of gossip by other villagers, particularly 
because she was a divorced woman. Ms. Lam was hoping that her sister in Hong 
Kong would get a public housing offer15, and said that she would only go back to 
Hong Kong then. Before then, the Netherlands was still a more suitable home for 
Ms. Lam in terms of social welfare, she felt 
Case 3: A non-village man 
Mr. Chow was a 50-year-old chef, whose wife, Mrs. Chow, I first met at the 
15 Ms. Lam told me that her sister had applied for public housing in Hong Kong three years earlier. 
However, her sister still did not have an offer by the time I interviewed Ms. Lam. 
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RCW, after which I was introduced to him. Unlike the majority of my male 
informants, Mr. Chow did not come from a traditional village background. He was 
the second youngest son in his family. After his eldest sister was married to a 
kinsman from Shan Kong Wai (19>~!m) and migrated to the Netherlands, Mr. Chow's 
mother arranged for him to migrate there and live with his sister's family in 1972, 
when he was 15 years old. When Mr. Chow recounted his migration experience, he 
seemed to be resentful about it. According to him, he was cheated in the beginning. 
His mother had told him that he was going to study in the Netherlands, under the care 
of his sister. But it turned out that he was not going to study but to work in his 
brother-in-law's restaurant in Rotterdam. 
When Mr. Chow arrived to work in the restaurant, his brother in-law taught him 
the required cooking skills before he started on his cooking career, which has lasted 
until the present. After he had worked in the restaurant for a year, Mr. Chow was 
caught by Dutch immigration officers and was sent back to Hong Kong. He told me 
that he was happy with this incident, as he thought he was home again and would not 
need to go back to the Netherlands. However, his mother insisted on sending him 
back to the country. Through the efforts of his brother-in-law, Mr. Chow got 
residency in the Netherlands and returned to the country half a year later. 
For Mr. Chow, Hong Kong was a home he could not return to due to his farnily 
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and financial constraints. His monthly salary could sustain his family living in the 
Netherlands, but could hardly support his desire to return to Hong Kong. During our 
conversations, he often compared himself to his colleagues, who were mostly 
kinsmen from traditional villages who owned houses in Hong Kong. He thought that 
they could quit their jobs and go back to Hong Kong without any concern for money, 
because they had land and property and could survive on the rent from their property. 
However, that was not the case for him. Mr. Chow guessed that he might spend the 
rest of his life in the Netherlands. Although he expressed to me that he was not 
enjoying his life in the country, he suggested that his life in the near future would 
become more secure. The welfare system in the Netherlands gave Mr. Chow the 
confidence to stay. He told me that second-generation Hong Kong migrants did not 
care about filial piety; he did not expect that his children would take care of him the 
way he took care of his mother in Hong Kong, to vvhom he sent remittances every 
year. The Dutch government would at least provide him with a place to live and a 
monthly stipend. He stated that the Nether lands would possibly be his final home, 
no matter how much he hoped to retire in Hong Kong. 
Case 4: A typical man from a traditional village background 
Mr. Man was a 59-year-old restaurateur who originated from Man lineage 
occupying Sai Tin in Yuen Long, Hong Kong. His father had left home to work in 
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the Netherlands in the 1950s. In 1960, when Mr. Man was 12 years old, his father 
brought him and his elder brother to the country. When he first came to the 
Netherlands, he received formal schooling for migrants' children. As a result of this, 
Mr. Man is proficient in Dutch. After his four-year education in the country, he 
began to work as a waiter in the restaurant newly set up by his father. When his 
father died in 1973, his elder brother took responsibility for the restaurant business 
and Mr. Man stayed there for another two years. He then started his own restaurant 
in Tilburg, which he was still running at the time I interviewed him. 
Although Mr. Man had been living in the Netherlands for 43 years and was 
communicative in Dutch, he told me that he had no feelings of home for the country. 
His rationale was similar to that of most of my other male informants. His life in the 
country was fully preoccupied by his restaurant business, and he could hardly find any 
spare time for a social life. When he did get time off from work, he and his wife 
often met their friends at the local casinos. Due to the repetitive lifestyle and social 
isolation, Mr. Man did not think that the Netherlands was a home. He stated that in 
the Netherlands, he was a minority and could never be a part of the society. Skin 
color was what he stressed to point to his initial sense of difference in the country. 
He felt uneasy and alienated being surrounded by white-skinned Dutch locals. He 
only regarded the Netherlands as the place where he worked and where his family 
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resided. Mr. Man took a two-month break from his business once a year to go back 
to Hong Kong. When I asked him the difference between his life in the Netherlands 
and in Hong Kong, he said that he felt like he was coming home when he came back 
to Hong Kong. He commented that he knew the people in his village and lived in 
the place \vhere he had spent his childhood; all this reminded him of his origins as a 
Hong Konger and a villager of San Tin. Mr. Man was also actively involved in the 
goings-on of his village. He went back to Hong Kong occasionally to participate in 
the ancestral worship of his lineage. He felt that it was his obligation as a member of 
the lineage to n1aintain this tradition. In addition to such manifestations of his 
emotional attachment to Hong Kong, Mr. Man claimed that things were more 
convenient in Hong Kong. For example, he could go to Shenzhen (~~i:JH) for 
shopping and body massage. When he expressed his ideas of his future home, Mr. 
Man said that he tnight sell his restaurant and go back to Hong Kong with his wife. 
Given that his son and daughter would soon have their own families in the 
Netherlands, he hoped to enjoy his life after the years he had spent working so hard to 
facilitate the needs of his family in the country. Mr. Man did not worry about his 
retired life in Hong Kong, because he could live on the income he received from his 
rented-out houses and his personal savings in a Hong Kong bank, in addition to the 
monthly stipend provided by the Dutch government. 
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A summary of the case studies 
The cases above illustrate a more complex picture of home among Hong Kong 
migrants to the Netherlands. As mentioned earlier, female migrants tend to view the 
Netherlands as their home, due to their low status in their home villages in Hong 
Kong as well as their more localized situation in the Netherlands, due in part to their 
mastery of the Dutch language. The cases of Mrs. Wong and Ms. Lam add one more 
angle to the discussion. Their visions of home also took into account the relative 
level of social support and security they could get in Hong Kong and the Netherlands. 
Mrs. Wong and Ms. Lam represent female migrants with absent husbands. Without 
the initial support of their spouses, they tended to seek protection from their families. 
Both Mrs. Wong and Ms. Lam agreed that they could not get social security from their 
home villages as married-out daughters, and that they therefore depended on their 
social resources in the Netherlands. For instance, Mrs. Wong relied on her son in the 
Netherlands, while Ms. Lam sought help from the Dutch government to rescue her 
from her vulnerable livelihood in the Netherlands. Ms. Lam was an extreme case, in 
that she did not have the kind of family care that Mrs. Wong did; her isolated life in 
the Netherlands made her feel detached to the society. However, owing . to her 
financial and psychological constraints, she had to remain in the country. Compared 
to Mrs. Wong and my other female informants, Ms. Lam was too deprived to go back 
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to Hong Kong and was thus forced to stay in the country. 
For Mrs. Wong, although she managed her deceased husband's property in Hong 
Kong, she did not have a close relationship with Hong Kong either. Because of her 
inferior status after marriage in her home village and detachment from her husband's 
family, she felt that the Netherlands was more favorable towards her, because she 
enjoyed an intimate relationship with her son in the Netherlands. 
Mr. Man's case showed that male migrants vvho come from a Hong Kong village 
background, who accounted for the majority of informants in this study, had more 
bargaining power in deciding where to consider as home. As mentioned earlier, 
these men benefit from their lineage in terms of the ownership of land and property in 
Hong Kong, and have better economic support in Hong Kong than women. 
Moreover, men like Mr. Man tend to maintain closer relationships with their home 
villages by carrying out their obligations to their lineage. Mr. Chow was an 
exception among my male informants. As he was-not a traditional villager in Hong 
Kong, his situation was similar to that of his female counterparts, who had difficulties 
finding a secure life in Hong Kong and turned to the social welfare system in the 
Netherlands. However, Mr. Chow's case did not alter the social fact represented by 
Mr. Man's case that male migrants had a tendency to return to Hong Kong, because 
the number of men with traditional village backgrounds dominated both the sample 
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population of this study and the actual population of male Hong Kong migrants in the 
Nether lands. 
Conclusion: Gender, Lineage and Home 
As Watson claims in his study of migrants from Hong Kong traditional villages 
in Britain, lineage should be viewed as a system of land and property ownership that 
links the migrants back to Hong Kong (Watson 1975). While his major focus is on 
the male migrants from lineage, I now further elaborate his stress on lineage, with 
Clifford's insight that points to the difference between "displacement" and "dwelling" 
among migrants in relation to renewing patriarchal structures and adopting new roles 
in the new societies (Clifford 1994: 313-314), which take the women's experience 
into the same account. 
In terms of displacement, the Hong Kong migrants 1n this research were 
physically displaced from their home society. However, when it comes to meanings 
of home, or "dwelling" to use Clifford's term, the picture of displacement becomes 
more complex. As shown above, even though the Hong Kong migrants reside in the 
Netherlands, they continue to follow the cultural traditions of their home villages 
closely. The influence of lineage in the visions of home among my informants is 
evidence that migrants are not entirely displaced from their home society once they 
have migrated. As Clifford suggests, "maintaining connections with homelands, 
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with kinship networks and with religious and cultural traditions may renew patriarchal 
structures" (1994: 313). While both my male and female informants spoke of their 
traditional village backgrounds and their status in their home villages in relation to 
their visions of home, they were in effects reinforcing the patriarchal structures 
embedded in their lineage ideology. This is the case, for example, when the female 
migrants distanced themselves from their home villages based on their status as 
married-out daughters. At one level, by distancing themselves from their homeland, 
they were conforming to the inferior status imposed on them by the definition of 
lineage as a patriarchal system. At another level, they took up their new roles in the 
Netherlands as migrants and citizens who were well-protected by the social welfare 
system, despite the fact that their husbands possessed land and property in Hong Kong. 
The female migrants were caught in the struggle between "material and spiritual 
insecurity of exile", as nicely put by Clifford ( 1994: 314 ). This also explains why 
my female informants stressed the importance of -social security when they talked 
about their visions of home and felt that the Nether lands was more favorable. 
Most male migrants, except for some exceptional cases like Mr. Chow, were 
closely linked to Hong Kong and basically viewed Hong Kong as their home, while 
failing to develop a sense of belonging to their host society. Such a vision was 
secured and reinforced by lineage as well as the actual benefits they gained from it, i.e. 
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their ownership of land and property. Lineage plays an important role in displacing 
and reinforcing my informants' ideas of home; while it indicates the economic bonds 
that reinforce the male migrants' status within their villages, it also places the female 
migrants in subordinate positions and hence dislocates them from both their home and 
their husbands' villages through the operation of lineage. As Rubie Watson has 
pointed out, "[ c ]hinese women (in traditional villages) could not inherit in their own 
right the family estate of their father or their husband; nor did they have shares in 
ancestral or lineage property" (2004: 171). Gender inequality in the operation of 
lineage is hence the key factor in understanding how the Hong Kong migrants in this 
study related themselves to their homeland, and results in different visions of home 
among the male and female first-generation migrants as I have shown. 
This chapter has focused mainly on the descriptive aspects of home among 
first-generation migrants. A fuller picture of how my informants actually related 
themselves to both the Netherlands and Hong Kong is depicted in Chapter 5. The 
next chapter looks at visions of home among second-generation migrants, which are 
quite different from those of their parents. 
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Chapter4 
Home is Where I Live: 
Visions of Home among Second-Generation Migrants 
While the first-generation migrants to the Nether lands depicted in the last chapter 
negotiated their ideas of home between two societies in terms of gender, 
second-generation migrants face a different reality: they were born and brought up in 
the Netherlands, so they are Dutch nationals. However, they are not fully integrated 
into Dutch society, since they have their Hong Kong families in the country and lead a 
Hong Kong-style way of life. These constraints seem to have made it difficult for 
second-generation Hong Kong migrants to develop their sense of home 1n both 
societies. I interviewed these migrants and learnt that they have adopted an 
alternative view of home, which points to their livelihood instead of their social 
attachment to the society in which they currently reside and live in the future. 
The Characteristics of the Second-Generation Migrants 
As I noted during my fieldwork, the second-generation Hong Kong migrants are 
highly similar in terms of their social upbringing. Most of them were born to Hong 
Kong Chinese families working in the catering industry in the Netherlands. As one 
of my informants told me, having parents who worked in restaurants was a major 
characteristic of the second-generation migrants there. She further elaborated that 
most people like her would have had the experience of working in their parents' 
restaurants. When I was doing my fieldwork in small restaurants owned by Hong 
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Kong migrants, the children of these migrants made up the majority of the workers in 
the restaurants. Even when the second-generation migrants were grown up and had 
their own jobs, they continued to help their parents in the restaurants during their days 
off and on weekends. 
Although the second-generation migrants were born in the Netherlands and are all 
Dutch nationals, their legal status is similar to that of other migrants' children; they 
are categorized as "someone with a second generation foreign background" due to 
their having "at least one parent born abroad" (Statistics Netherlands16 2008). In 
this sense, the foreign background of these second-generation Hong Kong migrants 
has been inscribed onto them since their birth. Only their children will be 
considered to be native to the country, if they marry someone who was born in the 
country regardless of their ethnicity, according to Alder (200 1 ). It is also important 
to note that most of my second-generation informants possess a Hong Kong identity 
card. According to my first-generation informants, it is common practice for Hong 
Kong migrants to help their children to apply for a Hong Kong identity card. Most 
second-generation migrants, like their parents, hold dual citizenship as Dutch 
nationals as well as Hong Kong residents. These second-generation migrants thus 
have the legal right to claim their homes in both the Netherlands and Hong Kong. 
16 This is the statistics bureau of the Dutch government. Website: 
http://www.cbs.nl/nl-NL/default.htm 
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However, home is more than just a matter of legitimate residency among them, and is 
very much related to the migrants' response to the ever-changing socio-economic 
situation they are faced with, as I will later discuss. 
The education level of second-generation Hong Kong migrants to the Nether lands 
is generally high; most of my informants had received their Bachelor's or Master's 
degrees from Dutch vocational colleges and universities, while only two out of fifteen 
second-generation informants were still pursuing their high school education, 17 
Because there is no statistical data on the education level specifically for the second 
generation of Hong Kong migrants available in the statistical yearbooks issued by the 
Dutch government, 18 I relied on my informants' general description of their education. 
For the informants vvho had completed their studies, ten worked in Dutch enterprises 
while the other three informants worked in transnational corporations. All in all, the 
higher education level of the second generation suggests that these migrants possess 
the social and cultural capital that enables them to enjoy a certain degree of social 
mobility inside and outside the country 
In terms of language, the second-generation migrants are native Dutch speakers. 
Owing to the language socialization process within their families, they have also 
17 They both were teenagers studying in high schools. Their parents sent them to the Chinese School 
for Chinese tutorial classes. During my visits to the Chinese School, I talked to them after they 
finished their classes. 
18 According to the statistics yearbooks from 2004-2008, data on education levels among 
second-generation Hong Kong migrants is grouped under the title of"non-westem background", within 
which only the data on Turkish and Moroccan migrants is specified. 
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acquired Cantonese as the language they use to communicate with their parents. 
When they are outside of the domain of family, they revert to Dutch as the medium of 
communication. Dutch is thus the primary language of the second-generation 
migrants. Besides Dutch and Cantonese, due to the compulsory multi -language 
education policy in the Netherlands, these migrants are able to speak French, Spanish, 
English and/or German. In most cases, my informants spoke to me in English when 
I interviewed them, for quite a few of them had difficulties using Cantonese for 
deeper reflection. Some of my informants took advantage of their various language 
skills to pursue careers outside of the Netherlands. 
While I illustrate in last chapter that the first generation-migrants formulated their 
ideas of home upon their gendered experience at work and gendered 
self-understanding in the concept of lineage, the second-generation migrants seemed 
different from their parents, for they do not work in the restaurant business and they 
generally feel distant from the lineages of their parents. More importantly, the 
feeling of rootlessness among the second-generation migrants is the key to understand 
the ideas of home among them as I show in the below sections. 
The Marginality ofDiasporic Subjects 
Moving away from the practical concern characterizing my informants, let me 
now discuss the theoretical insights of the marginality of diaspora drawn from 
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Brodwin (2003). Safran defines diaspora as "expatriate minority communities" that 
"maintain a 'memory, vision, or myth about their original homelands'" and "'believe 
that they are not - and perhaps cannot be- fully accepted by their host country'" 
(quoted in Clifford 1994: 304), this definition assures that diasporic subjects always 
hope to return to their homelands and pays little attention to the local formation of 
diasporic consciousness, which gives rise to new interpretations of home among 
migrants in their host societies. 
As Brodwin suggests, self identification in diaspora is on the one hand bounded 
by the migrants' understanding of homeland and on the other, negotiated with the 
present and immediate surroundings of the diasporic groups (Brodwin 2003). 
Brodwin further suggests that it is precisely this social marginality that enables the 
migrants to strategically imagine their sense of belonging, depending on "the states 
and societies that immediately surround them" (Brodwin 2003: 406). In the rest of 
this chapter, in keeping with Brodwin's insight, I -first describe the marginalization 
experienced by the second-generation Hong Kong migrants in both the Netherlands 
and Hong Kong; I then examine how these migrants reconstruct their sense of home 
through their marginalized status, using three case studies. Finally, I discuss the 
differences between the first- and second-generation migrants I have interviewed and 
compare the articulation of feelings of home between the generations. 
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Being Marginal at Home and in the Ancestral Homeland 
The second-generation migrants negotiate their lives between two different 
settings -- their Chinese families and mainstream Dutch society. Their experiences 
are molded, on the one hand, by the Chinese lifestyle of their families, and on the 
other, by their acculturation into Dutch society. My first-generation informants 
asserted that their children were "bananas", a cliche term used to describe the Chinese 
outlook and Westernized character of local-born Chinese migrants (See Ang 1998). 
The yellow skin of banana refers to the Chinese appearance, while the white flesh of 
the fruit refers to the Westernized heart of second-generation migrants. In the eyes 
of the first-generation migrants, their children are different in terms of their social 
experiences and identity. One of my informants complained to me that he felt very 
sad about his children, as they denied that they were Chinese. To my informant, it 
was a matter of forgetting one's origins (mohng bun)~*). 
Such an origin is imposed, and the second-generation migrants perceive their 
origins very differently from their parents. When I approached my first 
second-generation informant, I asked him "Do you feel at home in Hong Kong and 
the Netherlands?" He told me he did not really feel at home in these two places, as 
he regarded himself as a "rootless person", no matter he was in the Netherlands or in 
Hong Kong, where he had familial connections to. This is not an exceptional case. 
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In the following section, I show how the second-generation migrants described their 
general feeling of being rootless in both societies, which share similarities with the 
example I just cited above. 
"I'm a foreigner in the Netherlands" 
Most of my second-generation informants viewed the Netherlands as their home, 
but not because they were fully assimilated and integrated into Dutch society. A 
number of them told me that since they actually live in the country, they considered it 
a legitimate enough reason to view it as their home. However, when it comes to 
their sense of belonging to the Netherlands, they regard themselves as foreigners. 
Their status as foreigners is a result of their birth into Hong Kong Chinese families. 
Since they look "obviously Chinese", as my informant Ms. Man put it, the 
second-generation migrants are immediately categorized as foreigners in the eyes of 
the majority, the white Dutch. Ms. Man is a 35-year-old second-generation migrant. 
Like other informants I met, she was born and nurtured in the Netherlands. Despite 
coming from this localized background, the mainstream Dutch see her as an outsider. 
Ms. Man told me: 
They [mainstream Dutch] won't care if you speak Dutch; as long as you look 
Asian, you're Chinese, you' re a foreigner, even though you're born here ... I 
can't say I'm a Dutch, because I'm not white; if I say so, they will laugh at me. 
I'm just what they think, not what I want to be. 
Although Ms. Man feels sad for not being fully accepted for who she is by the 
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mainstream society, she does not think that she suffers from racial discrimination. 
She regards herself as a Chinese living in the Netherlands; since her family is now in 
the Nether lands, she thinks of the country as her home. Another informant, Mr. 
Cheung, a 32-year-old accountant, shares a similar view. He told me that although 
the Netherlands appears to be a multi-ethnic country, it is actually white-oriented. 
Ethnicity makes up the essential barrier for all migrants to the country who do not 
look Caucasian. 
I'm a Chinese in the eyes of Dutch people, I'm still considered as foreign here; I 
can never be a real Dutch, but I hope that my children will not suffer from this ... 
I met a Dutch guy, our children will look mixed; and their children will fully 
integrate in the society [Dutch society] in the future. It's a matter of time. 
While my informants stressed that feeling like one belongs is important for 
establishing a sense of home, their immigrant status in the country has deprived them 
of a sense of being a part of the place in which they live. Mr. Tang, a 28-year-old 
second-generation migrant, expressed to me his discontent regarding his own identity 
in the Netherlands. He said that he does not want to be an outsider in the country, 
but has no choice; since he was born into a Hong Kong Chinese family, he is destined 
to be inferior, no matter how hard he tries to integrate. Mr. Tang was quite 
pessimistic towards his own position in the Netherlands and told me that he wished he 
had not been born, as he would then have been free of the dilemma he had to face as a 
child of immigrants. Although other informants were not as extreme as Mr. Tang, 
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they all revealed a similar sense of confusion about their home. In sum, although 
the second-generation migrants regard the Netherlands as their place of living, their 
immigrant background prevents them from developing an attachment to the country. 
"I feel like a tourist in my parents' home" 
Most of my second-generation informants had visited Hong Kong with their 
parents. These trips to Hong Kong were viewed by the first-generation migrants as a 
"home coming", but for the second-generation migrants, going to Hong Kong and/or 
China was like going to a strange place. Some of them described to me that they felt 
like strangers in Hong Kong, especially when they knew nothing about the place 
except from the information their parents had provided them. In Hong Kong, they 
were taken to various tourist spots by their Hong Kong relatives; they became tourists 
in their parents' homeland. Mr. Lai, a 21-year-old informant, describes his feelings 
as follows: 
Sometimes I think I'm a Hongkongese, because my parents are from Hong 
Kong; but I got a strange feeling when I went to Hong Kong ... Even though I 
have relatives there, I don't think I belong to the place (Hong Kong) ... People 
around looked like me, but I was not part of them because I was totally strange to 
the place; that made me uneasy ... [Mr. Lai, aged 21, a salesperson in a grocery 
store] 
This was a common description of the second-generation migrants' experiences 
in Hong Kong and China. They knew that these were the places where their parents 
originated and that they had close relatives there, but they did not share this sense of 
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origin with their parents. Their only association with the place was through their 
parents, and they would lose their connection with Hong Kong without the aid of their 
parents. Ms. Poon, a 24-year-old interior designer whose parents are from Hong 
Kong traditional villages, recounted her experience in Hong Kong as such: 
I mainly learn Cantonese in my family; I only attended the Chinese school for 
two years ... I can't read Chinese, but I can speak [Cantonese] ... Both my parents 
are waih4 tau4 yahn4 [walled-villager ~:HJtA], so I learned waih4 tau4 wah2 
[Cantonese of walled-village style ~Rj~~] from them. One time I was in 
Hong Kong, people mistakenly saw me as a mainland Chinese after they heard 
my Cantonese. It's embarrassing. I'm obviously not a mainland Chinese; it's 
only because I sound like a mainlander. After that, I only use Cantonese to 
speak to my parents [in Hong Kong]; I speak English most [in Hong Kong], for I 
won't be mistaken as a mainland Chinese. While I can't be a Hong Kong person, 
it's better [for me] to be a tourist speaking English. People tend to serve me 
better there [in Hong Kong]. 
Even though all my second-generation informants know how to speak Cantonese, 
their ability to express themselves in the dialect varies; their accents also betray their 
foreign-born background as in the case of Ms. Poon. 
Dual citizenship and identity 
Most of my second-generation informants hold Hong Kong ID C':trds and have 
adopted dual citizenship in the Netherlands and in Hong Kong, yet their sense of 
belonging to these places varies. As depicted in the previous chapter, the Hong 
Kong migrants in this study were mostly walled villagers in Hong Kong and possess 
land and property in their home communities. For the second-generation migrants, 
especially for the males, their ID cards are instrumental for them to inherit their 
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fathers ' properties in the walled villages in Hong Kong. 
However, the Hong Kong ID cards mean something quite different than for the 
first-generation migrants, as the second-generation migrants told me. Even though 
they hold Hong Kong ID cards, they do not think of themselves as Hongkongese as 
their parents have hoped. One second-generation migrant told me: 
I have a Hong Kong ID card, but it doesn't mean that I'm Hongkongese; I have a 
EU passport, I can go to France, Germany and Britain. I'm not a French, 
German nor British. I think I'm still a Dutch in these countries since Dutch is 
my nationality. [Mr. Chow, aged 21, a university student.] 
Most of these migrants regard Hong Kong as the place where their parents came 
from; it is only the home of their parents but is not their home. While the 
first-generation migrants have a strong connection to Hong Kong, as shown earlier, 
such a connection has lost its context among second-generation migrants as a result of 
their different sense of self-identity. 
Unlike Mr. Chow, Mr. Man does not think that he belongs anywhere, even 
though he holds both an EU passport and a Hong Kong ID card. For him, the 
passport and ID card are not what help define his identity, but only serve as 
convenient tools for travel and work. He said: 
"I actually don't know what my ID [sic] is; I tell you I am a Chinese, it's a lie ... I 
don't read Chinese and I don't really share your culture [Chinese culture]; when I 
say I am a Dutch, it's also a lie; I look Chinese and people recognize me as a 
Chinese at first sight . . . I have an EU passport, but what does it mean? It doesn't 
make me a European or Dutch. I'm still a Chinese in other people's [the 
mainstream Dutch] eyes; but it helps me travel and work easily Europe. That's 
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the major use of it ... The Hong Kong ID card is the same, it gives me a right to 
stay in Hong Kong, and that's it." [Mr. Man, aged 32, an insurance agent] 
The second-generation migrants were likely to regard their ethnicity simply as 
their identity. The concept of being Chinese is generally understood by these 
second-generation migrants through their parents' background as much as by their 
intuitive sense of belonging to such an ethnic category. At the level of the country, 
as mentioned earlier in this chapter, they are categorized as citizens with a foreign 
background, due to the fact that their parents were from Hong Kong. In this way, 
they are instilled with the status of children of migrants within the national discourse. 
On the other hand, they identify as Dutch, because they were all born as Dutch 
citizens. 
As suggested by Ang, although the second-generation migrants are highly 
localized, they tend to suffer from an imposed identity based on being associated with 
their ethnic origins because of the way they look (Ang 1993). They are all subjected 
to the judgments of their hosts and neighbors. In turn, these migrants may suffer 
from a double denial of identity. One informant, Mr. Ng, told me that he always 
surprises the white Dutch he first meets with his native Dutch, since they tend to 
assume that he is a migrant rather than a local-born person. On the other hand, when 
he went to Hong Kong, people would regard him as a foreign Chinese, since he does 
not speak Cantonese well and used English as his medium of communication there. 
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This example shows how the second-generation migrants hold an in-bet,veen status in 
both Dutch society and the society their parents belonged to; such a status has an 
impact on the identity of these migrants-being "in-between" as a migrant and 
local-born citizenship. 
Remaking a Sense of Home: Three Case Studies 
Their immigrant status has resulted in feelings of "rootlessness" and marginality 
among the second-generation migrants in both the Netherlands and Hong Kong, they 
tend to adopt certain strategies to reconstruct their sense of home, which address the 
importance of immediate family, economic opportunity and social security. Below, I 
illustrate these strategies by describing three people I interviewed. 
Case 1: "Home is where my family is living in" 
One afternoon, I met Mr. Lam at a cafe in the town centre of Tilburg. He is the 
son of one of my first-generation informants. This 21-year-old man was studying 
radiotherapy in a Dutch technical college and planned to pursue medical studies in 
Belgium. Although he was born in the Netherlands, he was sent back to Hong Kong 
by his parents and cared for by his grandmother until he was six years old. Because 
of this experience, he is fluent in Cantonese like a "native" Hongkongese and is close 
to his grandmother in Hong Kong, to whom he makes a telephone call every month. 
When he goes back to Hong Kong on vacations, he stays in his grandmother's home, 
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which he said is the only place where he feels at home in Hong Kong. He told me: 
I spent part of my childhood in that house; when I go back, I recall my memory 
as a kid. Although I can't remember everything, I feel familiar in my 
grandmother's home. 
I asked whether he thought Hong Kong was his home, to which he ambivalently 
explained: 
I feel at home in Hong Kong not because I really have a home in Hong Kong. 
It's just because my grandmother is still there; she is close to me, since she 
brought me up. She is as important as my father and mother, although she lives 
in Hong Kong. 
Mr. Lam's ideas of home are thus closely linked to his attachment to his immediate 
family. It is not his experience of living in Hong Kong, but his relationship with his 
grandmother that he stressed to justify his feelings of home in Hong Kong. He 
stated that if his grandmother dies one day, Hong Kong will become irrelevant to his 
life. 
I never think of living in Hong Kong; it is just my grandmother's and my 
parents' home. My mother always asks me to go back to Hong Kong, as she 
believes I can get a better-paid job there. But I don't want to go. My only 
concern in Hong Kong is my grandmother. When she dies, I think I won't even 
go to Hong Kong ... My parents do not have houses in Hong Kong, so I don't 
think they will go back either. 
Mr. Lam, like other second-generation informants in this study, feels inferior as a 
child of migrants in the Netherlands. However, he considers it as his home. When 
I asked him why, he again used the concept of family to explain his visions of home in 
Dutch society. He said: 
If here [the Netherlands) is not my home, I don't know where my home is ... I 
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grew up here and my family members are living here with me; my family means 
home to me ... I don't know what the future will be, as I will go to Belgium to 
continue my study next year; I may get a job and meet a girl there. If I settle 
and have my own family there, Belgium will be my home too. 
For Mr. Lam, home is not a fixed place, but a concept responsive to his visions of 
family. As mentioned earlier, Mr. Lam's grandmother allows him to "feel at home" 
in Hong Kong while his present family makes him feel that the Netherlands as his 
home. Beyond his present circumstances, Mr. Lam's future visions of home depend 
on where his future family will be located. Mr. Lam's case is a good example of 
Aihwa Ong's observation that diasporic subjectivity "is at once deterritorialized in 
relation to a particular country, though highly localized in relation to family" (1993: 
771-772). While Ong emphasizes the "deterritorialized" subjectivity of diasporic 
subjects from a national territory, it is also the case that diasporic subjectivity can be 
negotiated beyond the governrnentality of the nation-state and the power of the family, 
which acts to reterritorialize the diasporic subjects to a particular home, as shown in 
the case of Mr. Lam. As I mentioned in the previous section, the second-generation 
migrants generally feel equally out of place in the Netherlands and in Hong Kong in 
terms of their self-comprehension. Mr. Lam's case also reveals that 
second-generation migrants renegotiate their sense of home with the aid of family, in 
spite of their ambivalent position in both their home and host society. 
Case 2: "Home is where I have economic opportunities" 
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Mr. Tang, a 28-year-old man working in a transnational food-retailing company, 
was a volunteer in the TCS School; I met him several times while conducting 
participant-observation there. He is a typical second-generation migrant who, like 
Mr. Lam above, was born and educated in the Netherlands. 
"People like me don't want to stay in the Netherlands forever," he told me 
during the interview, continuing: "The Netherlands is just a place you can live a stable 
life; it's more or less like a home for elderly; old people will be happy living here. 
But for young people, especially children of migrants, it's a place full of constraints." 
Like most of my other informants, Mr. Tang identifies strongly with the status of 
being the child of migrant, which he sees as a disadvantage to his career, 
corresponding to the "stained glass-ceiling" for migrants in the workplace described 
by J an Ryan (2003 ), which addresses the employment difficulties due to ethnicity that 
migrants may suffer. To provide evidence of this, he recounted his experience at his 
first job in a local accounting firm: 
I wasn't happy with the job, because I think I was discriminated. When I 
saw my Dutch colleagues get more benefits than me even I performed as well as 
them and my request for equal treatment was turned down by my boss, I knew 
that I wouldn't have a good prospect in this company, because of my migrant 
background. Eventually I quit. Then I got my current job.... I have been to 
China several times and will soon go there again, because I can read Chinese 
and speak Putonghua. 
Mr. Tang is a typical second-generation migrant in the Netherlands, except that his 
ability to speak and read Chinese makes him an unusual case. Other than his 
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Chinese schooling when he was young, he also studied Chinese in college and went to 
Beijing on a one-year academic exchange. Although he has stated that his migrant 
background is a constraint to his career, he has also admitted that his Chinese skills 
are instrumental in his current job. There are not many employees in his company 
who are able to speak Putonghua and read Chinese; thus, when there are job duties in 
China, he is generally selected to handle these tasks. Although he acknowledges the 
importance of knowing Chinese, he did not think that his learning was due to his 
ethnicity; he explained that since China is becoming prominent in the world and is a 
place full of opportunities, he had to seize his chances by learning Chinese. In his 
view, Chinese is his cultural capital that makes him competitive in the job market. 
He also told me that he would be glad to take up the opportunity if his company sends 
him to China for a longer period of time. He further stated: 
I don't care to work and stay in Hong Kong and China, as long as I can make 
more money else where. Now I don't always stay in the Netherlands, because I 
have to attend meetings in Germany, Britain and Belgium. There is no point 
staying in the Netherlands, if better opportunities are provided elsewhere. 
When I asked about his visions of home, he provided again, an economic 
interpretation. While Mr. Tang initially thought of the Netherlands as his home, it 
did not lead him to remain in the country. In his view, home is the place where he is 
living in at the moment; it is possible for him to get new homes in other places, if he 
could make a living in these places. More interestingly, he argued that it was his 
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family's destiny to have more than one home. He told me: 
I'm a migrant, I'm destined to migrate, like my parents. They moved to the 
Netherlands, because they couldn't make money in Hong Kong; now they have 
their home and money here and buy houses in Hong Kong, so they also have their 
home in Hong Kong. It's the destiny of my family, so I won't stay in one place. 
If you don't have money, you have no home. I'm following my parents' 
footsteps; making a living is the most important thing. Where I can have good 
prospects, there is my home. 
In contrast to Mr. Lam above, Mr. Tang's visions of home are articulated between 
his migrant background and his economic opportunities. Mr. Tang's case, with the 
idea that he would re-migrate with his own family if he had better opportunities 
elsewhere, shows that many second-generation Hong Kong migrants are not like their 
parents, whose feelings of home are tied to their imagination of an authentic home and 
concerns about their lives after retirement. Instead, many second-generation 
migrants incorporate their VISions of home with the potential to find economic 
prosperity. Their migrant background, as demonstrated by Mr. Tang, may allow 
them to be flexible in their ideas of home, and demonstrate a flexible subjectivity as 
described by Ong (1999) in the globalltransnational marketplace of hum~n resources. 
Case 3: "I want to live away from the Muslim migrants" 
In a private social gathering hosted by a second-generation informant in her house 
in Utrecht, I was introduced to Mr. Liu, a 30-year-old computer programmer. He 
asserted during the interview that he thought he was lucky to be born into a Hong 
Kong Chinese family. He is sometimes even proud of his Chinese background, 
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because he thinks that Chinese migrants are one of the most respected groups of 
migrants in the country. Even though he admitted that racial discrimination does 
exist in the country, he gets along comfortably with the white Dutch. However, like 
some other second-generation informants I interviewed, Mr. Liu does not consider the 
Netherlands as a place he would ever think of as home due to the worsening social 
conditions there, which he condemned as a result of the misbehavior of Muslim 
migrants. He said: 
The country is now so dangerous; robbing and murder occur every week. 
When you're walking on the street, you have to be aware of the Moroccan and 
Turkish people; they' re the major cause of crime in the country. 
He said that the Muslim migrants destroyed the harmony of the country and 
justified this with his daily observations. 
When you watch the news and learn that there is robbing and murder, you can't 
help but guess that the Muslim migrants do this; and in most cases, what you 
guess turns out to be true ... Have you heard of the murder of Van Gogh? The 
Muslim migrants did that. How can you not fear? 
He also recounted his mother's experience of being robbed by a Moroccan teenager: 
One night when my mother went home from the restaurant alone, she was 
threatened by a Moroccan kid. My mother was frightened to death. The 
kid asked my mother to give him her money. She gave the kid her purse and 
the kid ran away immediately. When my mother reported to the police, the 
police didn't seem to help her, but told her not to take too much money with her 
next time. I was very angry; my mother was the victim, but the police just 
blamed her for taking too much money with her. Now you see, we are not 
protected in this country. 
Mr. Liu thought that the Netherlands could be a good place to live in, if there 
were less Moroccan and Turkish migrants in the country. However, because the 
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number of Muslim migrants was on the rise, he felt that the Netherlands is no longer 
an ideal home for him. As his visions of home remain open like other 
second-generation migrants, Mr. Liu wants to live in a place where he can ensure that 
his livelihood is well-protected. He further added that if the population of Muslim 
migrants continues to increase, he will definitely leave the Netherlands. Hong Kong 
would be a possible home for him, although he, like other second-generation 
informants, does not feel a sense of belonging to it. He said: 
I just want to live in a safer place. I've thought of going to Hong Kong, 
because my family has a place to stay there and I have a Hong Kong ID card; 
and I can find a job and live in Hong Kong. My girl friend is a Hongkongese; 
if we get married, it's possible for me to live in Hong Kong. 
Mr. Liu's case depicts how second-generation migrants made sense of home in 
relation to the social conditions they encounter; this relates to the inter-ethnic relations 
among migrants, which I discuss in detail in Chapter 5. Here, let me focus on the 
idea of home. Although Mr. Liu sees the Netherlands as his home, his attachment to 
the country is not essential but corresponds to the social reality he is faced with. In 
his view, he could leave the country and reside in Hong Kong if he wants to, if 
social conditions continue to deteriorate. Like Mr. Lam and Mr. Tang, Mr. Liu also 
realizes that he is a child of migrants - being at home in the Netherlands is a fact 
because he was born in a place where he does not feel that he belongs and he would 
feel the same way wherever he eventually resides. He told me that a sense of 
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belonging is not a major concern for him to feel at home, as he would naturally 
develop an attachment to whichever place he lives in over a period. What Mr. Liu is 
concerned with, when it comes to the central question of home, is whether he feels 
secure in a society, rather than whether he really belongs to a society. 
A summary of the case studies 
As mentioned earlier, the sense of being at home in the Nether lands among the 
second-generation tnigrants is ambiguous due to their inferior status in the country, 
leading them to thinking about their homes in terms of other factors like wealth and 
social security. Such an ambiguous attachment cannot really be understood by the 
search for tneanings of home between the diaspora's home and host societies. As 
Ang suggests, diasporic people are socialized between two cultures, so a new forn1 of 
hybrid identity (or in-between identity) is produced and pride is taken in this new 
diasporic self-identification situated beyond home societies and homelands (Ang 
1998). Many of my second-generation informants, not just the cases above, claim 
that they are "in between" Hong Kong and the Netherlands or suggest that they are 
half-Dutch and half-Chinese, and they are not necessarily attached to the Netherlands 
and Hong Kong as their homes. Instead, my second-generation informants exhibit 
various characteristics that show that these migrants negotiate their sense of home 
beyond the Netherlands and Hong Kong. For example, Mr. Lam associates his ideas 
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of home with the location of his immediate family, Mr. Tang links his ideas of home 
to the economic opportunities he may seek and Mr. Liu associates a sense of personal 
safety with his ideals of home. Even though Mr. Liu has said that he may live in 
Hong Kong in the future, this is not rooted in a sense of cultural belonging to the 
place, but based on the fact that he could find a residence in Hong Kong and holds a 
Hong Kong ID card; Hong Kong is an easy choice he could make and is a safer place 
for him. 
The above case studies reveal the strategies that my informants have employed to 
negotiate their concepts of home with their immediate surroundings in terms of social 
and economic opportunities. While the marginality of the second-generation 
migrants is mainly a result of their local and transnational diasporic experiences, my 
informants seem to indicate that they extract advantages from their marginality when 
imagining home. Because home, to second-generation migrants, is a fluid concept, 
in that they hardly belong to the place in which they settle because of their ascribed 
social status as foreigners or migrants, home is therefore a choice they make through 
negotiations with family, the economy and their social conditions. 
Shifting Visions of Home: 
A Comparison between First- and Second-Generation Migrants. 
The first-generation migrants consider the Netherlands as their home because 
their families are there, but they initially felt more at home in Hong Kong due to their 
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social attachment to Hong Kong and their social alienation in the Netherlands. The 
second-generation migrants call the Netherlands home as they were born as Dutch 
citizens. The basic difference between the generations on the location of home is 
that considering the Netherlands as home was something that had to be achieved by 
the first-generation migrants, while it is simply assumed as natural among the 
second-generation migrants. A number of first-generation migrants asserted to me 
that they only began to feel at home in the Netherlands after they got married and had 
children there. For the second-generation migrants, the Netherlands is their 
birthplace. 
However, the Netherlands is not the only home of my informants. Hong Kong, 
as the birthplace of the first-generation migrants, is still viewed as home among many 
of this group of migrants. In particular, the migrants \Vho come from a Hong Kong 
walled-village background, who made up the majority of my informants, tie 
themselves closely to Hong Kong and actively reinforce their relationships with their 
lineage in Hong Kong, despite a number of female migrants expressing their 
disappointment at the inequality they experienced in their lineages and a lesser chance 
to "going back home". In general, ideas of home among the first-generation 
migrants are mainly restricted to the Netherlands and Hong Kong. 
Unlike their parents, the second generation's visions of home, 1n terms of 
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location, are far more fluid. Most acknowledge the Netherlands as their birthplace, 
but they do not seem to have developed an attachment to their birthplace as their 
parents have to Hong Kong. As we have seen, some of my informants asserted to 
me that they would leave the Netherlands if they had opportunities outside the country 
and if the social problems in the country became worse. Thus, the location of home 
among these migrants is likely to depend on the economic prospects and social 
security of the place, rather than relying on their civic membership in the Netherlands, 
Hong Kong or elsewhere, although their EU passports and Hong Kong ID cards grant 
them a rightful status in the EU countries and Hong Kong. 
The first-generation migrants consider Hong Kong as their real home, due to 
their immediate social ties with the place. In the Netherlands, their sense of home is 
entirely constructed on the basis of their family. If their finances allow them to, they 
would very possibly return to Hong Kong. However, the picture for 
second-generation migrants is totally different. The second-generation migrants are 
localized within Dutch society and have had little prior experience living in Hong 
Kong; the only connections they have with their ancestral homeland are their familial 
ties and their Hong Kong ID cards. They view themselves as tourists in Hong Kong. 
On the other hand, in the Netherlands, their position as "children of migrants" 
alienates them from their birthplace, for they were also born as foreigners as defined 
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by the Dutch government despite their Dutch nationality. 
The feeling of being marginalized affects the ideas of home among the second 
generation. I suggest that their foreignness has a greater impact on their self-identity 
as well as their visions of home than their "Chineseness" as suggested in the literature 
on Chinese migrants (Benton and Gomez 2003; Louie 2004; Wang 1999), which 
largely accounts for the perpetuating Chinese culture within the group, but draws little 
attention to the interaction between Chinese migrants and the larger society. The 
term "in-between", which I heard often during interviews with my informants, is 
translated into a new sense of home among the second-generation migrants. While the 
facts suggest that these migrants can never feel like they fully belong in the 
Netherlands, Hong Kong and elsewhere, they can improvise their ideas of home in 
relation to the push and pull factors they experience in their daily lives, and stretch 
their ideas of home beyond their current locality. Their "in-between" status seems to 
deprive these migrants of a sense of belonging- to both Dutch and Hong Kong 
societies; their position as migrants provides them with a certain level of autonomy to 
imagine their home in a more flexible manner. More importantly, their visions of 
home are not restricted to a particular location, but are a result of the local conditions 
they are faced with, as demonstrated in the three cases in the preceding section. In 
contrast, the first-generation migrants produce their visions of home based on their 
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transnational connections with the Netherlands and Hong Kong, which involves a 
careful calculation of interests they could gain from each society, in addition to their 
familial and social attachments to their home and host society, which was illustrated 
in Chapter 3. 
Conclusion: The Immediate Making of Home 
Brodwin argues that the diasporic sense of belonging to a place is entirely a 
product of negotiation between the migrants and their immediate surroundings 
(Brodwin 2003). He addresses the importance of contextualizing migrants' current 
lives, before turning more ambitiously to discussing their relationships with their 
actual/imagined homelands. 
In this chapter, I have seen the same thing, especially since I have noticed that a 
sense of home among second-generation migrants is not necessarily constructed based 
on their relationships with the Netherlands and Hong Kong, but is highly related to 
local conditions. In contrast to the first-generation migrants, whose visions of home 
are restricted within their home and host society, the second-generation migrants 
present a different picture. They negotiate their sense of belonging with their 
migrant background, the reality that is presented to them as well as their projection of 
the future, whether it is associated with family, economic forces or social 
dissatisfaction; with their relatively high education level, they also enjoy a higher 
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level of social mobility beyond their host society and homeland, which enables them 
to imagine their home away from the societies they are associated with. While 
Chapter 3 and this chapter have focused on the narrative perspective of home among 
Hong Kong migrants in the Nether lands, the following chapters shift focus to assess 
the construction of a feeling of home among Hong Kong migrants in the racial 
structure of the Netherlands. 
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Chapter 5 
Establishing a Sense of Belonging to a New Home 
This chapter illustrates what the Hong Kong migrants do in the Netherlands, 
through which their local lives and the ways in which they acquire a new sense of 
home will be shown. Despite their visions of home described in earlier chapters, the 
fact is that these migrants live in the Netherlands and the country is practically their 
new home. In light of this, it is important to study how they relate to Dutch society, 
a place in which they have had a relatively short history of having made their homes. 
Although migrants and foreigners in the country, my observations are that the Hong 
Kong migrants have actively constructed a "good guest" image in the hope of gaining 
social acceptance in Dutch society. In this chapter I focus on the ways in which the 
first-generation migrants have achieved a sense of belonging in the Netherlands. 
Although categorized as migrants alongside with mainland Chinese, Moroccan, 
Turkish, Surinamese and so on in the country, the Hong Kong migrants employ tactics 
to claim/imagine their relatively higher social position in the country. In order to 
show how these tactics operate, I examine the formation of the Hong Kong migrants' 
social niche, which is strongly related to their occupation - working in the 
Indonesian Chinese restaurants. I then look at the relations between the Hong Kong 
migrants and other Chinese migrants as well as Muslim migrants, whom I found that 
the Hong Kong migrants actively work to differentiate themselves from and build 
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their social identity against. In addition, I address the relevance of the strategy of 
differentiation to mainstream Dutch society and examine the sense of belonging of 
Hong Kong migrants at the level of everyday life. 
Claiming a Social Niche: The Indonesian Chinese Restaurants 
Because of the low level of skills required to work in the food industry, Chinese 
migrants found it easy to secure their living within this industry. The food industry 
has been noted as a social niche of Chinese migrants all over the world (see Cho 2003; 
Ma 2003: 13-16; Watson 1977: 193-195), but Chinese migrants do adopt localized 
ways of sustaining and running the business. In the Netherlands, the 
"Indisch-Chinese" - Indonesian Chinese - restaurants have been the crucial source 
of living for migrants (Pi eke 1992; Li 1999; Cheung and Lam 2006). 
When I first arrived at my fieldsite , my aunt took me to a "Chinese" restaurant 
for supper. The layout of the restaurant was like that of a kind of "tea-house" ( chah 
lauh ~{I) found in Hong Kong, decorated with Chinese wooden carvings of a dragon 
and phoenix. My aunt handed me a menu and asked me to order some food. At 
that time, I had no idea what to eat after the long journey from Hong Kong to the 
Netherlands. So I simply asked her, "any special food you can recommend?" Then 
I was served a dish of pork, flavored with a thick, orange paste. The pork tasted sour 
and sweet, and above all, good. Then my aunt told me, "it's the best-selling dish in 
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Chinese restaurants here, it's called Babi Pangang." While the dish appeared to be 
orange in color, the Hong Kong migrants usually refer to it as "fire meat" (jo2 yuhk6 
)(~),which refers to its color19• However, the most important thing is that this was 
not Chinese food, but a localized form of Indonesian cuisine. As quite a number of 
my informants later told me, Indonesian food IS the main menu provided by 
Chinese-run restaurants in the country. 
The popularization of Indonesian food is a matter of historical circumstance. In 
1949, Indonesia declared its independence from the control of the Netherlands, and 
Dutch Indonesians were sent back to the Netherlands. Some had Chinese origins 
(Pi eke 1998: 129). Furthermore, few actions were taken against the Chinese in 
Indonesia, so there was a wave of migration of Indonesian Chinese to the Netherlands 
(Pieke 1998: 130). As a result, a concentration of Indonesian Chinese was formed in 
the Netherlands in the 1940-SOs. The Dutch repatriates from Indonesia brought 
Indonesian-style recipes into the Dutch catering system; Indonesian food started to 
proliferate there and became dominant in the Dutch catering industry during the 
post-war period (Pieke 1998: 130). Those who benefited from this food trend were 
neither Indonesian migrants nor Dutch locals, but Chinese migrants. Because of 
their colonial background, the Indonesian migrants were all fluent in Dutch and were 
usually engaged in professions such as dentistry, medicine and the like, while the food 
19 Fire refers to the orange color of the dish . 
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industry was viewed as a career path of Chinese migrants. These Chinese migrants 
played a significant role in popularizing Indonesian food once it was introduced into 
the country. My informants said that when they first came to the Netherlands in the 
1960s-70s, Indonesian Chinese restaurants were everywhere; the major consumers of 
the dishes, up until now, are Dutch. The restaurant business is therefore an important 
aspect of the study of Chinese migration in the Netherlands; the business continues to 
serve as the main driver of Chinese migration. 
The community rose from restaurants 
According to my informants, the restaurant business reached its peak during the 
1970s. As mentioned earlier, the local Dutch and Indonesian migrants were 
interested in being served the dishes in the Indonesian Chinese restaurants, rather than 
in running the business; the majority of Indonesian Chinese restaurateurs were 
Chinese migrants. With Indonesian Chinese dishes becoming increasingly popular, 
the restaurants expanded. When the restaurateurs -encountered difficulties recruiting 
a labor force from local communities, they recruited laborers from their homelands. 
However, from 1949 onwards, people from mainland China were banned from 
emigration, and the mainland Chinese restaurateurs began to recruit workers from 
Hong Kong (Li 1999: 35). 
One of my informants remarked that many Hong Kong Chinese came to the 
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Netherlands for money; and when the Hong Kong economy began to take off in the 
1980s, fewer Hong Kong Chinese began coming to the Netherlands, and the number 
of migrants from mainland China (the Zhejiang region) began to dominate in local 
Chinese communities again. The patterned increase in the Chinese population in the 
Netherlands was a chain migration organized on the basis of family and lineage, 
where members share close blood or social relations; as Pieke has pointed out, "chain 
migrants are relatives, friends or friends of friends of the employer" (Pieke 1998: 132). 
My informant, Ms Lam, provided some evidence for this pattern of migration: 
My ex-husband's restaurant was nicknamed "the ancestral hall of Sha Kong 
Wai" [sha1 kong1 wai4 chi4 tohng219>t-t?aiiUifrPJ¥; Sha Kong Wai is a walled 
village in Yuen Long, New Territories, Hong Kong]. My ex-husband was a 
Dutch, and he let the chief chef decide who to employ. The chief chef was a 
Shan Kong Wai man [sha1 kong1 wai4 yahn4 19>t-t?aiiUA], so he recruited his 
same-village brothers [tuhng4 chyun1 hing1 daih6 f8] !f1 £ 3fj] from Hong 
Kong.... So the chefs in the kitchen were almost all from his village. Every 
time the chief chef quarreled with my husband, he threatened to leave with his 
brothers and my husband was scared of him. [Ms. Lam, aged 56, retired] 
There are two significant things to note in terms of the chain migration. Firstly, 
it fueled the restaurant business and ensured the dominance of Chinese migrants in the 
industry; secondly, it contributed to segregation among the Chinese migrants. Even 
though the Hong Kong Chinese and the mainland Chinese continued to co-exist, this 
co-existence was weakened by chain migration. A preference for employing people 
from one's homeland is a feature of the labor recruitment process. The chain 
migration indicates a strong attachment to "sameness" - the same homeland, same 
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background and same language. This created stronger ties among migrants with the 
same origins in the Chinese migrants' circles. While common interests were shared 
within each group, there was also at the same time a repulsive force between the 
Chinese sub-groups in the Netherlands that was strengthened. My informant told me 
that he employed laborers from Hong Kong if he possibly could: 
It is not discrimination against other Chinese people. But I like to work with 
people whon1 I can communicate with. And when I know people from Hong 
Kong here, I feel comfortable because we are "of the same speech" [tuhng4 
sengl tuhng4 hei3 rnJ§rnJ~]. Helping people from Hong Kong is like helping 
"my people" Uihg6 kei2 yahn4 EJ BA]. [Mr. Ng, aged 52, a restaurateur] 
Those who benefited from chain migration were mainly those who shared blood 
or socially-affiliated relations with the labor importers; even when the labor importers 
were not the employers of the laborers, they tended to refer the laborers to their 
friends who desired labor from the same home villages. Hence, the networks 
established among these chain migrants were developed in workplace relations among 
the migrants, in addition to the primary relations that got them to the Netherlands in 
the first place. Chain migration, with its place orientation, gave rise to a communal 
feeling, which contributed to the formation of networks among migrants from Hong 
Kong traditional villages. The Hong Kong community I studied is an example of 
such a method of organization. Members of the associations I did my fieldwork in 
were not necessarily people from the same village or those who had close affiliations; 
they may have been eo-workers at the same restaurant 20 years ago and had similar 
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social backgrounds, resulting in the emergence of a sense of community among them. 
This shows that the Hong Kong migrants initiated their social networks from their 
interactions in the restaurant. 
Restaurants, food and the social niche 
Indonesian dishes were the main kind of food provided by the Chinese-run 
restaurants in the Netherlands. Since the food had already become a part of the 
Dutch palate, the Hong Kong migrants took advantage of this by offering this type of 
food to the white Dutch, serving as caterers for the favorite food of the mainstream 
society. Indonesian dishes soon became the symbol of Chinese migrants, including 
Hong Kong migrants, in the Netherlands. As I have mentioned previously, 
Indonesian migrants to the Netherlands were mainly engaged in mainstream careers; 
the Dutch taste for Indonesian food was made use of by the Chinese migrants as an 
adaptive strategy to establish their livelihoods in the Netherlands. My informants 
told me that they only knew how to make Chinese food when they first moved to the 
country. However, they then learnt to cook Indonesian food, because they had to 
rely on this skill in order to work in the restaurant field. 
An informant working as a chef, told me about his experience in learning how to 
cook Indonesian food: 
I didn't know I needed to cook Indonesian food when I first came here; I was 
quite surprised when I realized that Chinese were not doing Chinese food but 
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Indonesian food ... I had to pick up the skills; Chinese people didn't like too 
much sweetness in food, but white Dutch liked sweeter dishes. I had to 
abandon my original taste, and learn the Dutch preference ... I learned the skills 
from a Malaysian Chinese; he taught me how to make the sauce of Babi 
Pangang and Satay ... He didn't give me a recipe, he just asked me to remember 
the taste and that's it ... [Mr. Chan, aged 54, a chef.] 
Mr. Chan did not know if what he cooked was really Indonesian food or not, but 
he stated that only Chinese chefs could make authentic Indonesian food there. He 
explained: 
Chinese migrants learned to cook the dishes for decades, the taste remains more 
or less the same; the white like our cooking ... Some Moroccan migrants also 
try to make our food, but they don't know how to make the sauce, and the food 
tastes awful ... the white like to buy Indonesian food cooked by Chinese, because 
they think what we make is more delicious and original. 
When I conducted participant-observation in an Indonesian Chinese restaurant 
run by one of my informants, I had a chance to talk to some white customers. They 
seemed to agree with Mr. Chan that it was the Chinese who made "authentic" 
Indonesian food. Edwin, a Dutch man, told me that he would buy Babi Pangang 
from the Chinese, simply because he thought that the food had originated from 
Chinese migrants. For him, only Chinese could make the authentic taste of 
Indonesian food, because Chinese migrants had been cooking Indonesian food in the 
country for decades, they were strongly associated with it, even though both the 
customers and the migrants knew that the food was Indonesian, not Chinese. 
Owing to the popularity of Indonesian food, my informants thought that the food 
granted them social acceptance. They said that food helped them being accepted by 
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Dutch people, because of the white Dutch's taste for food. This is supported by my 
observations in the Chinese restaurants. The restaurants mainly provide dim sum 
and other Cantonese food in the morning and at noon, when the customers were 
mainly Chinese; in the evenings, when the white Dutch had left work, the restaurants 
mainly served Indonesian dishes and the customers were usually Dutch. My 
informants told me that they have to provide the right dish at the right time, and above 
all, to the right customers. If they only sold Chinese dishes, they would not be able 
to survive. One informant told me: 
We have to please them (the white Dutch), because they're the hosts ... They 
always said that Chinese don't integrate in the society, because we don't speak 
Dutch; they just think we're bad if we don't follow what they want ... We do 
Indonesian food, not because we like it; Chinese migrants generally don't like 
Indonesian food, especially those who make it every day ... It's either too sweet 
or too salty for Chinese; but making such food is at least appreciated by the 
locals, because they like it ... It's the way we survive in the Netherlands. [Mrs. 
Buk, aged 62, a restaurateur.] 
For Mrs. Buk, serving Indonesian food is a compromise to obtain the acceptance 
of the mainstream society, and this was generally agreed upon by my other informants. 
Some of my informants even thought that they are known as chefs rather than as 
Chinese in the Netherlands, since the job seems to be a direct connotation of the 
career of Chinese migrants. This shows that their social identity is intrinsically 
intertwined with their occupation. Such a v1ew 1s not just limited to the 
first-generation migrants. A second-generation migrant told me that: 
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When the mainstreams think of Chinese migrants, Indonesian food and 
restaurants will come to their mind. It is a fact. My parents run an Indonesian 
Chinese restaurant, so do the parents of my Chinese classmates at school. 
Most people like me have the experience of working in their parents' restaurants. 
[Ms. Chan, aged 21, a student.] 
Ms. Chan told me that she worked in her parents' restaurants in weekends. She 
suggested that she could not escape from the social stereotype of Chinese migrants as 
restaurant workers, even though she might not work in the restaurant business in the 
future, as the career of the first-generation Hong Kong migrants have been grounded 
so firmly in the eyes of the mainstream society. 
In sum, the restaurants are crucial to understanding the social niche that Hong 
Kong migrants occupy in the Netherlands. As I have shown above, the Hong Kong 
migrants have made use of the established Chinese restaurant business as well as the 
popularity of Indonesian food in the Netherlands to claim their social niche. By 
offering Indonesian dishes in their restaurants, the Hong Kong migrants have 
converted Indonesian cuisine into their social symbol and established themselves in 
the country. However, the Hong Kong migrants share their social niche with other 
Chinese migrants; in a broader context, they share their new home with other migrants. 
Besides describing their social niche, it is equally important to address the relations 
between Hong Kong migrants and their eo-inhabitants in the country, and the way in 
which the Hong Kong migrants have repositioned themselves within this multi-ethnic 
setting. During the course of my fieldwork, I found that Hong Kong migrants 
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actively engaged 1n competition in terms of the level of social belonging to the 
Netherlands, by stigmatizing both mainland Chinese and Muslim migrants, and 
creating their own positive social image as a means of incorporating themselves into 
the larger social context. 
Stigmatization as a Strategy for Belonging 
During my fieldwork, I noticed that my informants, apart from making use of the 
their restaurant business as an incorporative ethnic icon, stigmatized other migrants 
including Chinese from mainland China as a common practice of claiming their 
legitimate social standing in the country. In the following, I describe my informants 
stigmatization of mainland Chinese and Muslim migrants, who appeared to be rival 
against my informants in terms of the socio-economic interests in the Netherlands. 
More importantly, I suggest in the following that such stigmatization serves as 
strategy of my informants to consolidate their social reputation in their new home. 
Stigmatizing mainland Chinese migrants 
A common idea of what differentiated Hong Kong migrants from mainland 
Chinese migrants that I often heard from my informants was the nickname of the 
Zhejiangese, which was based on their separated historical background-the doll 
people (gung1 jai2 yahn4 01-T _A20). According to my informants, in the past the 
20 The nickname varies; sometimes the term gung1 jai2 luo2 (01-Tf~), the doll men, is used to refer to 
the men. Gung1 jai2 poi2 (01-T~), the doll women, is used to refer to the female Zhejiangese. 
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Zhejiangese walked from mainland China, through Russia, to Western Europe. On 
the way, they sold boiled peanuts and dolls made of flour. This history resulted in 
the nickname given to Zhejiangese in the Netherlands, which was mainly used and 
understood within the circle of the Hong Kong migrants. It is interesting to see how 
the discursive image was fixed and transmitted among Hong Kong migrants as a way 
to justify their own social existence. Among the Hong Kong migrants, the doll 
people was a term mixed with connotations of sympathy and contempt. Generally, 
my informants acknowledged the hardships that the Zhejiangese migrants suffered 
from. As Mr. Choi, a resigned chef, told me the legend concerning the origin of 
Zhejiangese in the country: 
The doll people were very tough. You can imagine, they walked on foot to 
Europe from China. They had no jobs and relied on selling boiled peanuts and 
flour-made dolls to make a living. I heard this from the older generation 
and think these Chinese migrants were so poor.21 [Mr. Choi, aged 49, a factory 
worker] 
However, my informants also tended to associate the Zhejiangese with illegality 
and vicious competition. Their perceived illegality was a result of the believed 
history of their business operations. Firstly, my informants are of their view that 
most of the Zhejiangese are illegal migrants; they believe that the Zhejiangese mostly 
came to the Netherlands through illegal means such as human smuggling, false 
21 This is generally a legend circulated among Hong Kong migrants; the validity of it has to be verified 
by detailed historical study. 
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marriages and forging fake identities 22 . Although many Hong Kong migrants 
themselves were illegally employed as laborers in the Netherlands initially, my 
informants stressed that they had con1e to the Netherlands legally as tourists with 
British passports. This makes my informants feel legitimate as compared to the 
Zhejiangese. As rivals in the restaurant business, some of my informants stated that 
the Zhejiangese were good in business, but that they violated laws in order to 
maximize their profits; as a result of this, they ruined the name of the Chinese in the 
Netherlands. My informant, Mr. Ng, said: 
Now those who hired illegal laborers are usually Zhejiangese. Hong Kong 
owners (of restaurants) will not do this. Chinese people's reputation is now 
being ruined by these rotten people. 
The competition in the restaurant business further explains the antagonisms 
between the Hong Kongese and Zhejiangese. Mrs. Cheung, a 58-year-old retired 
restaurateur, complained: 
Those Zhej iangese are smart at making money, but they will try to meet their 
goal by hurting others. We Hong Kong owners (of restaurants) will not cut 
price to boost sales. But the gung jai lou will sell their dishes at 4 dollars, 
when they see you sell yours at 8 dollars. We can't survive if we want to keep the 
quality of food; many Hong Kong people now leave the business for this reason. 
My informants' views shows that being Hongkongese is more than a set of 
beliefs or habits typical of a "Hong Kong style"; it also has to do with the interactions 
between groups in the local realm of everyday life. The Hongkongese identity 
22 The version I often heard from my informants is that lots of adult Chinese illegal migrants falsely 
claim to be orphaned adolescents as an excuse to stay in the Netherlands, although they actually were 
not. 
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among my informants becomes obvious when they place themselves within their local 
context- the social niche they share with other Chinese migrants. The Hong Kong 
migrants not only share their niche with the Zhejiangese, but also with other Chinese 
subgroups such as the Chinese from Vietnam, Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia; but 
my informants did not appear to show as strong emotions about these other groups as 
they held about the Zhej iangese. I suggest that this is because of the recent drastic 
increase in the Zhej iangese population in the Netherlands and its implications for the 
Hong Kong Chinese migrants. A Dutch journalist I interviewed reported that 80 
percent of the total Chinese population in the Nether lands is now composed of 
Zhejiangese migrants. The Hong Kong migrants, a dominant Chinese group in the 
country during the 1960s-70s, are now outnumbered and marginalized within the 
Chinese social niche by the Zhejiangese. The discourse of difference between the 
Hongkongese and Zhejiangese is a reaction to the weaker status of Hong Kong 
migrants at present, due to the smaller number of their population. 
By stigmatizing the Zhejiangese and mainland Chinese migrants in a broader 
sense, my informants are generally able to view themselves as good Chinese migrants 
from Hong Kong, who are obedient to the laws of the country and believe that they 
should continue to deserve the social respect and reputation they have built for 
themselves over the years, which the recent Chinese migrants, according my 
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informants, have damaged. During the time of my fieldwork, there was a 
"made-in-China" controversy in Europe, concerning harmful products imported from 
China. When I spoke to my informants about their perceptions of other Chinese 
migrants, they tended to incorporate the controversy into their ideas. Ms. Lee, a 
54-year-old woman, stated: 
Sometimes I'm ashamed to be Chinese. You see, now poisonous Chinese 
products are abundant in the Netherlands; everyone is now scared of China, not 
because of its power, but because of its products... And the Chinese migrants 
too, they ignore the laws to employ illegal migrants, so the mainstream society 
don't like Chinese now. Hong Kong migrants are just innocent, but we are 
disliked too! So I tell my Dutch friend that I' m from Hong Kong, not China. 
This adds a localized meaning to the identity of the Hongkongese among my 
informants. Although their identity is related to Hong Kong as their place of origin, 
the meaning of such an identity has to be contextualized based on the relationships 
between the Hong Kong and other Chinese migrants, instead of being essentialized as 
the cultural legacy of the migrants' homeland. The emphasis on Hongkongese 
identity by my informants is a reaction against being placed in the same category as 
the mainland Chinese migrants and is an expression of an intention to construct a 
more comfortable social position for themselves. My informants realize that since 
they cannot be Dutch by ethnicity, and they do not want to be viewed as mainland 
Chinese migrants, they have reinvented the Hongkongese identity in the 
Netherlands - being good and humble guests- as a means to portray the 
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distinctness of their own group. Such a tactic of competing for social acceptance is 
not limited to distinguishing the Hong Kong migrants from mainland Chinese 
migrants. In the next section, I illustrate how Hong Kong migrants stigmatize 
Muslim migrants. 
Stigmatizing Muslim migrants 
During the course of tny fieldwork, I \vas shocked at the ways in which the Hong 
Kong migrants stigmatized Muslim migrants. After the 9/11 incident in 2001, the 
Muslim population became the subject of intense social disapproval throughout the 
world and became associated with the label of "terrorist". This stereotypical view 
prevailed in the Netherlands as well. In 2004, the film director Theo van Gogh was 
killed by a young Moroccan man while on his way to work. The murder was 
believed to be related to van Gogh's film, which depicted the abuse of Muslim women 
in Islamic societies and had earlier resulted in a death threat to the director 
(Washington Times 15/11/2004). Previously, Pim Fortuyn, an anti-immigration 
Dutch politician, had been assassinated by Volkert van der Graaf, a Dutch Muslim 
citizen who claimed that he had killed the politician on behalf of all the Muslim 
migrants in the country (CNN 27/03/2003). During my fieldwork, these two 
incidents were frequently brought up when I asked my informants for their opinions 
on Muslim migrants in the country. As described in Chapter 4, a second-generation 
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Hong Kong migrant connected his fear of Muslim migrants with his ideas of home-
he wanted to live in a place without Muslim migrants. He was not an exceptional 
case, because Muslim migrants are seen as a threat to the public in the eyes of my 
informants as well as the general public in the Netherlands. Ms. Heijden, a Dutch 
journalist I met in the Tilburg Chinese School, stated that Moroccan and Turkish 
migrants are viewed as troublemakers, especially after the 9/11 incident and homicide 
of the film-maker Theo van Gogh, due to their religious background. She stressed 
that it 1s certainly not true that all members of these ethnic minorities are 
troublemakers; but it 1s a popular v1ew held by the Dutch public. As my 
observations have shown, my informants conform to the mainstream attitude towards 
Muslim migrants described by Ms. Heijden. Let me now describe several 
ethnographic snapshots from my field research to depict the ways 1n which my 
informants stigmatize Muslim migrants. 
One afternoon during my fieldwork, I was accompanied by some of my 
informants to the Breda Casino, a place they frequented to enjoy the favorite pastime 
of Chinese migrants in the Netherlands, gambling, a topic I will discuss later in this 
chapter. During the train ride, a group of Moroccan teenagers got on board. They 
were playing in the corridor of the train and laughing quite loudly, just like other 
playful youth I had encountered in Hong Kong. However, my informants became 
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very nervous in the presence of these Moroccan teenagers and asked me not to go out 
of the car we were in. One of my informants warned me: "These kids are anin1als, 
stay in our car or you' 11 be in danger." They further informed me of an incident in 
which a man had been killed by a Moroccan robber on a train. I was impressed, not 
by the news but by the notoriety of Moroccans in the minds of my informants. Ms. 
Lam went to the washroom immediately when we arrived at the casino. I asked her 
why she had not used the toilet on the train, and she told me that she had been afraid 
of the Moroccan teenagers and wanted to wait until she felt safe. 
Another example occurred during the time when I was living with a Hong Kong 
Chinese family, renting a government apartment in a multi-ethnic community. Mrs. 
Chow, my host, always reminded me not to go out by myself. She told me that the 
neighbors were mostly Moroccan and Turkish migrants and were drug dealers. In 
order to illustrate how dangerous she thought the community was, she often cited a 
case that had occurred a few years ago where the police had broken into one house in 
her Muslim neighborhood and found a huge amount of marijuana and cocaine. In 
the eyes of Mrs. Chow, migrants from an Islamic background are associated with 
crime and social problems. 
The above examples are not exceptions; I have been told over and over again in 
different interviews with different informants that Muslim migrants are a social threat. 
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In justifying such statements, my informants often portrayed themselves as victims. 
One informant, Ms. Liu, told me that she found that the mainstream society has 
recently become rude to Chinese migrants (including Hong Kong migrants); she 
thought it was a result of the flood of Muslim migrants in the country and the crimes 
related to these migrants, which she feels have changed the mainstream attitudes 
towards migrants in general, regardless of their ethnicity and religion. The 
stereotyping of all ethnic minorities as being like Moroccans is one reason that 
explains the weakened relationship between the Dutch and Chinese. This highlights 
that the ethnic tension in the country has a negative impact on my informants, who 
believed they had nothing to do with creating such a tension. 
The Chinese have long been viewed as "invisible migrants" in the Netherlands. 
This has to do with the fact that Chinese migrants, no matter whether they are from 
Hong Kong, mainland China or elsewhere, have tended to keep a low profile (see 
Cheung and Lam 2006: 115). As mentioned by my informants, because the Chinese 
are not viewed as an ethnic minority, second-generation Hong Kong migrants have 
received a mainstream education, unlike other minorities such as Moroccan and 
Turkish migrants who have received government subsidies for ethnic education and 
are often isolated within their ethnic communities under ethnic minority policies. 
According to my informants, the Mosque education among Muslim migrants has been 
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funded by the government's policy of maintaining the country's cultural diversity. 
On the other hand, such education has strengthened the Muslim migrants' tradition 
and weakened their integration into the mainstream society. As a result, the second 
generation of Hong Kong migrants tend to be better integrated into Dutch society as 
compared to other ethnic minorities. Ms. Heijden described to me the general 
impression of Chinese migrants in the Netherlands: 
Chinese migrants give a good impression to Dutch people, because they seldom 
make trouble. They are not politically active and generally focus on their 
restaurant business. Actually Dutch people like Chinese migrants. 
The Chinese, according to Ms. Heijden, are highly ranked by the Dutch as a 
migrant group, implying that there are other migrant groups below the Chinese in the 
racial order. In this view, Muslims are the targets of stigmatization; since most 
Moroccans in the Netherlands are Muslims, they are further marginalized and disliked 
in Dutch society. In this construction of the racial order, the Chinese as a migrant 
group have a comparatively higher level of social acceptance, and the Hong Kong 
migrants generally enjoy and are satisfied with this level of acceptance. 
In fact, when I was doing my fieldwork, I noticed that my informants had aided 
in the construction and reinforcement of this racial order, and their racist discourse 
parallels the mainstream racial discourse in Dutch society, which states that Muslim 
migrants are the origins of social problems and a threat to the safety of the country. 
The Hong Kong migrants I interviewed showed that the racial categories in the 
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country are important in establishing their social position. Although some of my 
informants asserted that they were sometimes racially insulted, they felt comfortable 
knowing that they are ranked positively in the country when compared to other 
migrants. By incorporating themselves within the racial order of the society, the 
Hong Kong migrants enjoy positive discrimination. Ms. Woo, the principal of the 
Chinese school in my field site, told me that she was on the one hand disappointed 
that the school was not government-funded, since Chinese migrants are not 
categorized as ethnic minorities and hence are not eligible to apply for funding. On 
the other hand, she was proud that she could run the school due to the support of the 
local Chinese community, whose leaders are Hong Kong migrants. She further 
stated that Chinese migrants in the Netherlands are self-sustaining and do not need to 
rely on the government; she said that this is the pride of being Chinese migrants in the 
country, unlike other ethnic minorities who depend on the government to survive, yet 
produce serious social problems and disorder. 
· In the section above, I have shown how Hong Kong migrants stigmatize 
mainland Chinese migrants as well as Muslim migrants in the Netherlands, as a means 
to draw an identity boundary to consolidate their own social standing within the 
society. In the process, the Hong Kong migrants shift between being Hongkongese 
as a better kind of Chinese and Chinese as model citizens to suit themselves. This 
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addresses the meaning of being Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands. I now 
provide two examples to describe how Hong Kong migrants socially incorporate 
themselves into the mainstream Dutch society. 
Participation in the New Home: Two Field Examples 
In this section, I describe two events I witnessed during my fieldwork. The first 
was a multicultural parade organized by the Dutch government in a municipality in 
Noord Brabant and the other was a mahjong competition organized by the Holland 
Casino in Rotterdam. These examples give glimpses of how my informants locate 
their social position within Dutch society by showing how they articulate and relate 
themselves to their new home, through their participation in the two events that they 
perceived to be associated with the mainstream society. 
The Multicultural Parade 
The first time I visited RCW Club23 upon my arrival in the Netherlands, I was 
told that the association had been invited to participate in a "Multicultural Parade" on 
19 August 2007 in Tilburg in Noord Brabant. Ms. Kam, the chairperson of the RCW, 
explained that the parade was being organized by the Dutch government. The 
purpose of the parade was to display the multiculturalism and ethnic integration in the 
Netherlands, by inviting various migrant social organizations to join in and perform 
their customs. For the women in the RCW, the parade was a major event because 
23 For details on the RCW Club, please refer to Chapter 1. 
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RCW was the Chinese representative in the parade; during my visits to the association, 
I frequently saw . these women practicing the dance that had been selected for the 
parade. When I visited the RCW a week before the parade, the women were very 
excited, because they had received their dresses for the parade, green and 
Chinese-styled, with long sleeves and skirts. Ms. Kam told me that the dance they 
were going to perform resembled the phoenix, the woman's symbol in Chinese culture; 
that was the reason why they were dressed like a colorful big bird, wearing feathered 
crowns and holding feathered fans. When I asked Ms. Kam why they chose to dance 
for the parade, she replied: 
Because we are women. We don't know kungfu (r)]x) nor taichi (/t~}). 
But we won't do these even if we know. You know, we want to present the 
beauty of Chinese culture to the audience. Kungfu is too aggressive, while 
taichi is too old. Dancing is a perfect choice for our purpose. 
She further stated: 
We hope to tell Dutch people that Chinese are all friendly ... Chinese here are 
always misunderstood; we 're thought to be migrants selling fake goods, 
employing illegal workers and so on. We join and perform in the event, 
because we want to show the good side of Chinese migrants here. 
On the day of the parade, the RCW members were all dressed in their costumes 
and danced among the other participating teams of other ethnic groups such as the 
Moroccans, Turks, Surinamese and Greeks as well as the white Dutch, who were also 
dressed in their traditional costumes; a crowd of spectators cheered the participants 
when they passed by. The parade only lasted for an hour and a half and the RCW 
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team was fascinated by the experience. Some women told me that they most 
enjoyed the moments when the spectators clapped as they were passing the crowd, 
because they originally thought that people might laugh at them for their performance. 
Although they said that the event was tiring, they were satisfied with its outcome as 
they thought their performance was appreciated by the crowd. While the parade was 
instrumental for the government to promote cultural and ethnic harmony in the 
country, it was also used by the RCW as an opportunity to promote the image of 
Chinese migrants. 
The RCW parade team was composed of women only, despite the fact that there 
were some male members (they were the husbands of female members) in the 
association. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the female Hong Kong migrants in the 
Netherlands whom I interviewed were mostly housewives. Quite a number of them 
complained to me that their lives as homemakers were boring. The RCW has 
become a social space for these women. Female migrants made up the majority in 
two of three migrant associations I did fieldwork in. My informant, Ms. Lee, who is 
an active member of the organizations I conducted my fieldwork in, told me that it 
was because of the flexible working hours of housewives in the Nether lands that 
women tend to participate more in social activities than men, who, in most cases, 
continue to engage in their restaurant business. The RCW is a fine example of how 
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female migrants organize themselves. Moreover, as the association acted as the 
Chinese representative in the parade, the members also thought of themselves as the 
spokespersons of the men, who seldom took part in such activities. Ms. Chow, the 
secretary of the RCW, said that Hong Kong male migrants were very silent in the 
Netherlands. This was due to the men's linguistic inability and work pattern as 
explained in Chapter 3. 
The Multicultural Parade 1s an example of how these women serve as 
communicators for the men, who tend to keep a low profile. During the parade, the 
RCW team found themselves as the interpreter of Chinese culture and beauty, and 
displayed their friendliness and desire for social harmony in the country by 
participating and performing at the event. The Chinese image presented by the 
RCW team was a feminine one, which corresponds with the integrative image of 
women held in the minds of my female informants. 
The Mahjong Competition 
I visited casinos in the Netherlands twice a week during my fieldwork, not 
because I wanted to test my luck, but because the casinos are the most frequently 
visited places of my informants, mostly male. I mostly met my informants in the 
casinos, aside from the three Chinese migrant associations that have already been 
mentioned. Gambling, as stated by a number of my informants, is the favorite 
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pastime of Chinese migrants in the Netherlands; gambling is easy for most of my 
informants, because the game requires knowledge of the game rules, not language 
proficiency. One infonnant once told me that the Chinese were thought to be a 
nation of gamblers by the mainstream society because of their sophisticated gambling 
skills. 
There are two types of casinos in the Netherlands; the first type is the legal 
casinos run by the Dutch government, while the second type is the illegal ones mostly 
run by gangsters, as reported by my informants. The illegal casinos allow a flexible 
bet while the legal ones limit the amount of bet that can be made. Most of my 
informants avoided the illegal casinos, because they thought they would easily lose all 
their money gambling there. The fourteen legal casinos are distributed throughout 
Amsterdam, Breda, Groningen, Eindhoven, to name a few locations. As my fieldsite 
was in Noord-Brabant, I usually visited the casinos in Breda, Eindhoven and, 
sometimes, Rotterdam. The casinos in these cities are the most popular among my 
informants, as Breda and Eindhoven are adjacent to my primary fieldsite. The 
casino in Rotterdam is an exception; although it is far away from the houses of my 
informants, it still attracts them, due to the variety of games it provides, including the 
Mahjong Competition. 
On 18 June 2007, I was accompanied by my informants to the Rotterdam casino 
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to watch the Mahjong Competition. The competition was one of the highlights of 
the Dragon Boat Festival month hosted by the casino. My informants told me that 
the Mahjong Competition had been a regular themed game during Chinese festive 
dates in the casinos located in cities more densely populated with Chinese, like 
Rotterdam, Utrecht and Amsterdam. Aside from the competition, there were also 
some other performances such as the playing of a Chinese musical instrument in the 
lounge of the casino. During these events, free rice dumplings were available to the 
guests. Although not all my informants entered the Mahjong Competition, they 
enjoyed themselves with other games and free food that night. Quite a number of 
my informants told me that they came to the casino not just to gamble, but also as a 
place to meet friends. This is especially the case for the male informants, as they 
usually need to work during the day, and the casino provides them with a social space 
for entertainment and socialization. From my observations in the casino, half of the 
guests were Chinese and their numbers increased at around 1 Opm, when they got off 
their restaurant duties. The Mahjong Competition began at 11 pm in a ballroom; the 
participants were all seated around the Mahjong tables. The game was played 
Canton-style, so my informants said that the winners of the game were likely to be 
Hong Kong migrants, who were experts at it. Among the participants, only three 
were Caucasian while the rest were Chinese. My informants told me that the 
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Caucasian participants could play as well as the Chinese; my informant, pointing at a 
white participant, said: 
Look at that Dutch guy, I remember him; he participated in the competition last 
year. His skills are good; some Chinese can't beat him. [Did he win last time?] 
No, he didn't. My brother-in-law won last time. It would be a shame if he 
[the Dutch guy] won the competition! [Mr. Chow, aged 50, a chef] 
To Mr. Chow, the Mahjong Competition is more than a chance to gamble; it is an 
event through which Chinese migrants can claim their supremacy in the country. 
Losing the competition to a white Dutch would be shameful. The competition went 
on until four finalists remained. They were all Chinese. According to Mr. Chow, 
three of these finalists were Hong Kong migrants, while the only woman who 
remained in the final round was a mainland Chinese migrant. My informants, Mr. 
Chow and Mr. Man, began to predict who the winner would be. Mr. Man said, "I've 
played with him (a man among the finalists) and he's skillful, he will win, I think." 
However, it turned out that the only woman won the game and received the 500 Euro 
pnze money. 
When the competition ended, the crowd around the venue gradually disappeared. 
My informants told me that they wanted to play baccarat, and I followed them to the 
game table. The banker at that table was a bald white Dutch. My informants 
complained that he cut all his hair, as a way of cursing the players, because to my 
informants, baldness symbolizes losing money. Thus, when my informants got to 
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the table, they said "kill you" (saai3 neihs *~{~) in Cantonese, which, they believed, 
had the effect of negating the curse of the bald head of the banker. The banker 
smiled after hearing my informants say the words. The banker finally won and got 
the bets of my informants. When the banker took the bet, he said "kill you all" 
(tungl saai3 ~*~) in Cantonese, which meant winning all bets. Mr. Chow said: 
He knows our language, you see. He serves us every night, that's why he 
learns what we say. So I guess he intentionally cut off all his hair. He knows 
us very well. 
For most of my informants, casinos are the world in which they claim their social 
position in Holland. Although the meaning of casinos is open to different 
interpretations, my informants recognize the casinos as a Chinese space in the country. 
As Mr. Chow said, Chinese migrants (including Hong Kong Chinese) visit the casinos 
all the time, so the casino staff need to know some Cantonese in order to be able to 
communicate with the gamblers. To him, this is a recognition of the social existence 
of Chinese migrants, a term he used interchangeably with Hong Kong migrants (as 
did other informants), whenever he was not specifically drawing a distinction between 
Hongkongese and mainland Chinese. Moreover, the Mahjong Competition is 
interpreted as a welcoming event for Chinese migrants. As the casinos are run by 
the Dutch government, my informants link the Mahjong Competition to the 
government's attitude towards Chinese migrants: 
The government knows that we [Chinese migrants] like gambling, so they target 
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us.... You can't see the casinos host gambling events for Muslims; but they 
host activities for us during Lunar New Year, Mid-Autumn Festival and Dragon 
Boat Festival.... The government welcomes us and our money. [Ms. Man, 
aged 53, a housewife] 
Beyond the Mahjong Competition, my informants still considered the casinos as 
their main social space. Some informants told me that the casinos not only offered 
them entertainment, but also provided them with a social platform on which they 
could meet their friends whenever they wanted: 
If there were no casinos here, I wouldn't live in this country any longer. When 
I feel bored, I can go to the casino and have high tea there; boredom is the 
greatest problem I have here; the casino helps me fight it. Otherwise I will go 
back to Hong Kong, where I won't feel bored. [Mrs. Chow, aged 53, a 
housewife] 
My descriptions of the Multicultural Parade and Mahjong Competition have 
illustrated how my informants comprehend the meanings of the events and the roles 
they play in them. The following section synthesizes the Multicultural Parade and 
Mahjong Competition with the Hong Kong migrants' stigmatization of mainland 
Chinese and Muslim migrants to examine the ways in which they are plugged in to 
Dutch society and cultivate their sense of belonging within the framework of cultural 
citizenship suggested by Ong (1999 [1997]). 
On Cultural Citizenship: Becoming Members of the Host Society 
Cultural citizenship, as noted by Ong, is "a cultural process of 'subjectification', 
in the Foucaldian sense of self-making and being-made by power relations that 
produce consent through schemes of surveillance, discipline, control, and 
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administration" (Ong 1999 [1997]: 112). In her ethnographic cases of cultural 
citizenship in the USA, Ong demonstrates that the subject-making of Cambodian and 
Chinese migrants is subject to the racial hierarchy of the United States, where 
migrants engage in the "whitening and blackening" processes which "indicate the 
degree of their closeness to or distance from the ideal white standard"(Ong 1999 
[ 1997]: 126). Her argument points out an important dimension of diasporic 
subjectivity by focusing on the racial structures that constrain migrants in their host 
society. The diasporic subjectivity is standardized based on Caucasians. The 
migrants find themselves attached to or detached from their host society, by 
positioning themselves within the norms of the social majority embedded in the racial 
structure of the society. This is highly relevant to my findings. 
As I have shown in this chapter, Hong Kong migrants 1n the Netherlands 
discipline themselves within the racial scheme of the country, in order to claim their 
social position. The restaurant business, which my informants see as their social 
niche, is an ethnic space for Chinese migrants in the society. The establishment of 
Indonesian Chinese restaurants and popularization of Indonesian food offered in these 
restaurants has normalized the existence of Chinese migrants in the country, while the 
low profile of Chinese migrants has earned them a reputation as invisible migrants. 
The Hong Kong migrants, as a subgroup of Chinese migrants in the Netherlands, have 
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facilitated their integration into the country. The generally positive image of Chinese 
migrants has found a favorable position in the racial structure of Dutch society, which 
has also benefited Hong Kong migrants in incorporating themselves into their new 
home. However, in order to understand the incorporation of Hong Kong migrants 
into the Dutch society, the recent racial discourse in the country must be understood. 
The Netherlands: A Multicultural Country? 
Although the Netherlands has been credited for being the most multicultural 
country in Europe, the level of tolerance in the country has been brought into question 
after several occurrences associated negatively with migrants. On 19 June 2000, 58 
illegal Chinese immigrants were suffocated to death in a truck in Dover, England; 
seven people were convicted by the Dutch courts for the tragedy in 2001 (CNN 
11/05/2001). Prior to the time of my own fieldwork, there was a sudden influx of 
hundreds of Chinese asylum seekers in a few small towns bordering Germany within 
the space of three weeks; the influx is suspected to be a result of the rumored 
abdication of Queen Beatrix on 30 April 2008 and the possibility of a general pardon 
(Radio Netherlands 09/04/2008). The underlying problem of illegal Chinese 
migrants in the Netherlands is related to the policies of the Chinese government, 
which refuses to take back the repatriated Chinese migrants from the Nether lands. 
News report stated that some of the Chinese asylum seekers know how to speak some 
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Dutch, suggesting that they may have already lived in the country for some time 
(Radio Netherlands 09/04/2008). Since the Chinese government refuses to 
cooperate with the Dutch on this issue, the illegal Chinese migrants remain a social 
problem in the country. Besides, as my informants told me, the "Made in China" 
problem has plagued the minds of the mainstream society and ruined the image of the 
Chinese in the Netherlands. All these occurrences together act as a form of social 
pressure and precipitate a new stigma towards Chinese migrants in the country. As my 
informants told me, these negative news concerning Chinese in the Netherlands 
always made them ashamed; it is because the news had direct impacts on them, 
although they, Hong Kong migrants who migrated to the country for long, had nothing 
to do with the news. 
Aside from Chinese migrants, Muslim migrants have also been targeted in the 
prevalent racial discourse in the Netherlands. In a special issue of the Third Report 
on the Netherlands by the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance 
(ECRI), it is noted that Islamophobia has dramatically developed in the Netherlands. 
The report states that 
... Muslims of the Netherlands have been the subject of stereotyping, 
stigmatizing and sometimes outright racist political discourse and of biased 
. media portrayal and have been disproportionately targeted by security and other 
policies. They have also been the victims of racist violence and other racist 
crimes and have experienced discrimination (ECRI 2008)24 . 
24 The report is available at: 
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As mentioned earlier, the assassinations of van Gogh and Fortuyn committed by 
Muslim migrants aroused the anger of many white Dutch as well as of pro-Dutch 
migrants like the Chinese. Since the assassinations, Muslim migrants have generally 
been viewed as potential "bombs" in the society. Wasif Shadid, a professor of 
Intercultural Communication at Tilburg University, was quoted in the news as saying 
that: 
Everything in Islam is criminalized the last ten years. Everything concerning 
Islam is discussed daily in the newspapers and in the parliament. 150 MP's are 
spending days discussing banning the burka, which is worn by a maximum of 50 
persons of Islamic background (Radio Nether lands 12/02/2008) 
During the 2006 elections, the right-wing Party for Freedom won 9 seats in the 
parliament, by campaigning on an anti-immigrant and anti-Islam platform (Radio 
Netherlands 12/11/2007). This shows how the politicians had made use of the racial 
discourse to win the support of the public. 
The situations that the Chinese and Muslim migrants are currently experiencing 
in the country show that the Netherlands is becoming increasingly intolerant towards 
immigrants as reflected by my informants. While the Netherlands still insists that it 
is a multicultural society as it allows different cultures and ethnic groups to coexist in 
the country, the recent development of inter-ethnic relations suggests that conflict has 
altered the harmonious look of the society. Ethnic minorities suffer from 
http:/ /www.coe.int/t/e/hutnan _rights/ecri/1-ecri/2-country-by-country _ approach/netherlands/netherland 
s _ cbc _3 .asp#P386 _70032 
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discrimination to different degrees, ranging from a general stigma against foreigners 
to the institutional stereotyping and racial backlash against Muslim migrants. This 
has not only posed a challenge to the long-standing tolerance of immigrants in the 
Netherlands, but has also led to questions about whether the country can still be 
considered to be a multi cultural society. This recent development of racialization in 
the Netherlands has, as my informants reflected to me, negative impacts on them, 
since they are also foreigners in the country and have suffered some degree of 
discrimination, although not the level of discrimination that Muslim migrants have 
suffered. 
Racialization as a social resource 
Stigmatization against mainland Chinese and Muslim migrants is a common 
tactic among my informants. In the context of racialization in the Netherlands, I 
suggest that my informants have relied heavily on the racial hierarchy of the country. 
By drawing a social boundary to separate themselves from mainland Chinese 
migrants, my informants are disassociating themselves from the stigmatization of 
Chinese migrants as "illegals" in the public domain. The difference in rhetoric 
between Hongkongese and Chinese in the local context corresponds to such an intent 
and is justified based on the different history and social conduct of Hong Kong 
migrants from mainland Chinese migrants as claimed by my informants. The 
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purpose of this difference in rhetoric to my informants is to forge closer relations with 
mainstream society. In doing so, my informants have also aided in the racialization 
of mainland Chinese migrants when they describe these Chinese migrants as being 
money-minded (by leading the vicious competition in the restaurant business) and 
negligent of Dutch laws (by employing illegal migrants); they portray themselves as 
victims of the bad practices of mainland Chinese migrants. When portraying 
themselves as victin1s, my informants consider themselves to be Hongkongese - the 
moral Chinese in the country. This shows that the sense of morality held by my 
informants conforms to the standard morality held by the mainstream society and is a 
tactic to claim a higher social status in the country. 
In their stigmatization of Muslim migrants, I have noted that my informants alter 
their position from being Chinese migrants to Dutch citizens. They consider 
themselves to be in a similar position as the mainstream Dutch in the face of the social 
crises linked to Muslim migrants. Like the mainstream society, my informants 
consider Muslim migrants to be troublemakers in the country. The racial rhetoric my 
informants hold against Muslim migrants parallels the prevailing racial discourse in 
the Netherlands. This is evidence that my informants play a role in the building of 
the racial hierarchy, in that they actively construct their positive image according to 
the standard set by the white majority and place themselves in a favorable position 
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within the hierarchy; race here becomes a useful tool for this purpose. 
In fact, my informants are also constrained by the racial structure in their host 
country, because they are defined by Dutch society as Chinese and as foreigners. 
However, as I have demonstrated, my informants have eo-opted the racial discourse as 
a social resource to construct their social reputation and acceptance in the country. 
While the racialization in the Netherlands specifically targets Muslim migrants and, to 
a lesser extent, Chinese migrants, racialization as an act in itself remains open to 
individuals, groups and institutions. This act of racialization has been used by my 
informants to construct the self vis-a-vis the creation of othemess. This is done within 
the context of racial discourse in the Netherlands and is used to cultivate a sense of 
belonging among my informants. At the same time, the act of racialization reinforces 
and reproduces dominant discourses of "race" in Dutch society. As Ong suggests, 
"the · ideological whitening or blackening reflects dominant racial oppositions and an 
assessment of cultural competence", since migrants as active social actors are capable 
of "manipulating different categories, mechanisms, and norms of befonging" (Ong 
1999 [ 1997]: 112, 134 ). Hong Kong migrants in this research are an example of how 
migrants through their agency alter the existing structures to reconstruct their mode of 
belonging. As shown above, my informants rhetorically "whitened" themselves by 
"blackening" mainland Chinese and Muslim migrants, as a way to belong to their new 
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home - the N etherlands-through the process of racialization. 
Fitting into the popular image of Chinese 
Another itnportant aspect of Ong's notion is how the migrants conduct their 
cultural citizenship in relation to institutional regulations. The process of 
racialization among Hong Kong migrants shown above reveals the capacity of my 
informants to portray themselves as competent citizens in a racial sense. The 
structural aspect I illustrate here focuses on the social channels that my informants 
used to show that they are suited to being part of Dutch society. 
The two field examples I have shown help understand how my informants are 
shaped as cultural subjects in the Netherlands. As I have mentioned, the 
Multicultural Parade in Noord Brabant was organized by the Dutch government, with 
the aim of showing the cultural harmony between different cultural groups in the 
Nether lands. The event was an official channel for my informants to express their 
sense of social incorporation in the society. While my informants dressed and 
danced 1n a Chinese style, they fulfilled the purpose and expectation of the 
government, which emphasized the existence of multiculturalism 1n the country. 
Through this, my informants became cultural subjects which helped the government 
to boost its national image. For the participants, the parade was also a field for them 
to stage their feminine belonging to the country, which implied an integrative image 
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portrayed by female Hong Kong migrants in Dutch society. As for the Mahjong 
competition, the implication is subtle. The casinos in the Netherlands have been 
institutionalized by the Dutch government; the activities held in the casinos, in the 
eyes of my informants, are directly linked to the government. As the narratives of 
my informants revealed, Chinese migrants are considered gambling aficionados in the 
Netherlands and the casinos offer activities targeting Chinese migrants, such as 
Mahjong Competitions on Chinese festive dates. These events are a reflection of the 
Chinese image from the Dutch point of view. 
While my informants reinforced their identity by performing aspects of their 
Chinese identity at these events, they gained their footing in Dutch society with this 
performance well suited in the popular image of Chinese in the country. 
Conclusion: Being at Home in the Host Society 
In this chapter, I have demonstrated how Hong Kong migrants achieve their 
sense of belonging in the Netherlands. A sense of belonging among my informants 
is, to a certain extent, facilitated and conditioned by history as well as hy their current 
social circumstances. The Indonesian Chinese restaurant business has historically 
been the social niche of Chinese migrants and was developed before my informants 
arrived in the country. My informants took up this ethnic space as a way to sustain 
their livelihoods in the country, when the number of mainland Chinese migrants was 
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declining in the 1960s and 1970s. This historical coincidence provided Hong Kong 
migrants with a platform on which to settle and a chance to develop their community 
in the society. Although the current social circumstances of racism against 
immigrants in the Nether lands present challenges to the social status of Hong Kong 
migrants, my informants have converted this into social resources to claim their sense 
of belonging. A feeling of home among these Hong Kong migrants is achieved 
through their creation of a cooperative social image, which corresponds to the 
changing and shifting social discourse in Dutch society. 
After examining the sense of home and belonging of Hong Kong migrants in the 
host society, I now turn to describing and discussing how these migrants forge their 
relationship with their home society of Hong Kong. By understanding the notions of 
home and belonging among Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands in this and the 
following chapter, I paint a comprehensive picture of how my informants pursue their 
sense of home in both the local and transnational set_tings. 
Chapter 6 
Home in Disjuncture: The Transnational Making of Home 
During my fieldwork in the Netherlands, television was the cure for my 
homesickness when I was off from my research duties. In the three months I was 
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there, I stayed rotationally in three households of Hong Kong Chinese migrants. All 
these households had installed the Chinese Channel25 , through which I could keep in 
touch with Hong Kong by watching the Hong Kong news report and recapture 
memories by watching the old TV programs that I watched during my childhood. 
The Chinese Channel serves the same functions for my informants. They also use it as 
a means of staying in touch with Hong Kong. 
Moreover, aside from consuming "home" through television, I found out during 
my fieldwork that Hong Kong migrants engage in different sorts of activities to forge 
their relations with their homeland, which include consumption, investment as well as 
familial ties. This chapter aims to describe these transnational activities among these 
Hong Kong migrants. 
More importantly, this chapter examines the nature of transnationalism. While 
various scholars visualize transnationalism through the massive and collective process 
of nation-building (Basch et. al. 1993; Duany 2000; Fouron 2003) and capital flows 
(Ong 1999; Ong and Nonini 1997; Pieke et. al. 2004) between the migrants' home and 
host society, I pay more attention to the transnational connections between migrants 
and their homelands at an individual level. I adopt Smith and Guarnizo's approach of 
"transnationalism from below" (1998), by providing a picture of transnational 
25 It is a channel provided by TVB based in Hong Kong; in the channel the subscribers can watch the 
TV programs from Hong Kong. 
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engagements among Hong Kong migrants in their everyday life that I witnessed 
during my fieldwork. 
In this chapter, I first describe the role of the media in forging a transnational 
connection among my informants by focusing on their consumption of the "Chinese 
Channel" . I then describe the economic aspect by illustrating the home-based 
investments of my informants in Hong Kong. After this, I look into the social 
aspects of the transnational ties between my informants and Hong Kong, by depicting 
the involvement of my informants in their Hong Kong families and home villages 
based on filial piety. 
By examining the above aspects, I discuss how Hong Kong migrants maintain 
their connections to Hong Kong and the variations among them on the global cultural 
landscapes suggested by Appadurai (1990). 
Television: Consuming Connections with Hong Kong 
The "Chinese Channel" is popular among Hong Kong migrants 1n the 
Netherlands. I was given the opportunity to watch Hong Kong TV programs not just 
in the households that I stayed in during my fieldwork, but also in other households to 
which I was invited to have lunch or dinner (and where I often conducted interviews 
after the meal). The channel originated in Britain in 1994 and was wholly purchased 
by a Hong Kong television corporation in 2003; the TV programs mainly in 
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Cantonese are offered by the mother company in Hong Kong, catering to Chinese 
migrants (and Hong Kong migrants in particular) in 48 European countries that 
include the Netherlands, Germany, Denmark and France26 . 
As my informants recounted, before the establishment of the channel, they could 
only keep in touch with and obtain information about Hong Kong by renting TV 
dramas from local video rental stores. After the popularization of the channel, my 
informants began to enjoy the direct-to-home television service after having a Digital 
Receiver Decoder installed. My informants pay Euro 29.5 per month for their 
subscription to the Chinese Channel and other channels in the package, which is 
affordable for them. 
Often when I interviewed my informants, they made statements like "I miss 
Hong Kong so much",;"I always feel homesick here". Those who have substantial 
financial power may go back to Hong Kong every few months. However, the 
working-class informants tended to engage their Hong Kong lifestyle through the 
consumption of Hong Kong television programs and news reports. I saw during my 
fieldwork that the "Chinese Channel" has become an integral part of the everyday life 
of Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands. My observations of the Chows, one of 
my host families during my fieldwork, were that watching Hong Kong TV programs 
26 Detailed information can be found on the channel website at: http://www.chinese-channel.co.uk/en/, 
accessed on 15 December, 2008. 
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was a daily routine of the family. Let me briefly describe the television schedule of 
this family. In the morning, Mr. Chow watched Heart of Greed (1}8;[;\00~)27 which 
had been taped by Mrs. Chow the previous night. When Mr. Chow left for work at 
noon, Mrs. Chow, after completing some of her household chores, watched some old 
Hong Kong dramas on television before she went shopping for dinner. When she 
returned home at around 6pm, she would listen to the news on the television while 
preparing dinner. After dinner and a walk with her friends, she would go home at 
8pm and start another television routine - at that time, new featured dramas would 
be showing. Another routine for Mrs. Chow was to tape the dramas for her husband. 
Mrs. Chow usually watched the television programs with her daughter in the dining 
room until her husband came home from work at around 11 pm, and it was time for the 
family to sleep. I witnessed this routine in the Chow family repeatedly for a month, 
the entire period of time that I stayed in their household, although there may have 
been some variations on the weekends, when the favorite TV programs of the Chow 
couple were not showing and the couple would go to the casino. 
Although not all my informants followed the same routine as the Chows, this 
family provides an example of how prominent Hong Kong television has become in 
the daily lives of many of my informants. The "Chinese Channel" provides 
27 This was a hit TV drama in Hong Kong before I left for the Netherlands to do my fieldwork. When 
I arrived in the country, the drama was just beginning to be shown on the Hong Kong Television 
Channel and was becoming very popular among Hong Kong migrants in the country. 
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entertainment to the Chows as well as to my other informants. This aspect of their 
everyday lives also links Hong Kong to my informants, who live thousands of miles 
away from the place. More importantly, it serves as a connection between my 
informants and Hong Kong. As Mrs. Ho, a 53 year-old Hong Kong migrant, told 
me: 
I don't know why, I always want to keep in touch with Hong Kong. In the past, 
I would ask my sisters in Hong Kong to post me some Hong Kong magazines, as 
I'm a nosy person... I don't watch Dutch TV programs, although I understand 
Dutch; why bother watching something I'm not interested in? As long as I can 
make a living here, that's fine for me and I don't need to know further. But 
Hong Kong is special, because I still have my family members there and think it 
is my home... Now I just need to switch on the television, I can watch the 
programs I like; and I get the most updated news of Hong Kong... I think it is 
important to know what the recent Hong Kong is like; when I call my sisters and 
brothers in Hong Kong, Hong Kong news is always our topics; the things I see 
on the channel (the "Chinese Channel") help me remain close to Hong Kong. 
Mrs. Ho asserted that the "Chinese Channel" made her feel like she was in Hong 
Kong. While news from Hong Kong provided topics of conversation between her 
and her sibling and helped her forge closer relations with Hong Kong (which she 
insisted was her home), she could also watch her favorite Hong Kong TV stars in the 
TV dramas offered by the television channel. Most important of all, Mrs. Ho 
suggested that watching the "Chinese Channel" is part of the lifestyle of Hong Kong 
migrants. She further stated: 
When I'm watching the Hong Kong TV programs, it's not different from what I 
do in Hong Kong. When I go back to Hong Kong, I also spend time in front of 
the television... I think it is a kind of life style; I think I'm a Hongkongese, so I 
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watch the channel just as others [Hong Kong migrants] do here. The 
technology nowadays is so well-developed; I can enjoy my life style even though 
I live in the Netherlands. 
For Mrs. Ho, television acts as an agent to maintain her vision of Hong Kong, 
through the visual and informational interaction with the place she considered as her 
homeland. It shows that her Hong Kong experience did not end after migration, but 
is reproduced and renewed in her consumption of Hong Kong TV programs. 
The role of the televisualized Hong Kong experience is not limited to creating a 
Hong Kong lifestyle among my informants, as shown in Mrs. Ho's account. Some 
Hong Kong events link my informants emotionally to Hong Kong. The 1997 
handover of Hong Kong is one example of this. One informant recalled his 
experience of watching the handover ceremony on television: 
It was a historical moment. I kept my eyes on the television. I remember it 
was a rainy day; the picture was very sad. Seeing Fat Pang28 and his family 
leave Hong Kong and the Chinese flag rise, I got a strange feeling. On the one 
hand, I thought that I now have a country because Hong Kong was then a part 
of China. On the other hand, I started to worry the future of Hong Kong, 
because Hong Kong was then under the rule of the Communist Party. Frankly, I 
don't like communists. But now I see Hong Kong is still in good economic 
shape, and I have changed my attitude towards China. [Mr. Ng, aged 52, a 
restaurateur] 
Mr. Ng's statements may not be representative of all Hong Kong migrants in the 
Nether lands and l-Iongkongese in Hong Kong, but his reflection reveals that he 
experienced the event 1n the Netherlands as a Hongkongese and joined 1n the 
28 This is the nickname that the Hongkongese use for Chris Patten, the last Commander in Chief of 
British colonial Hong Kong who was in office between 1992 and 1997. Patten's nickname is a result 
of his Chinese name, Pang Ting Hong, and his build. 
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narratives of postcolonial Hong Kong. Another example is the protest against the 
legislation of Article 23 in 2003.29 Ms. Lee, a 63 year-old retired banker, recounted 
her impression of watching the protest on television as such: 
I was scared by the image. The first question came to my mind when I watch 
the protest on television was: 'What is happening to Hong Kong?' After I 
learnt the purpose of the protest, I turned to support the protesters, because I 
thought they were doing the right thing. Mainland China just wanted to make 
Hong Kong another China, which has no freedom. As I have lived in the 
Netherlands for almost 40 years, I know that freedom is the key for people to live 
comfortably in this country. If I were in Hong Kong, I would have joined the 
protest, to secure the rights Hongkongese deserved. 
Thus, it can be seen that the televisualization of Hong Kong not only provided a 
media space to connect my informants with Hong Kong, but also informed their 
sentiments towards Hong Kong on some critical issues, as shown in the examples of 
the 1997 handover and 2003 protest above. This connection with Hong Kong was 
made through the consumption of Hong Kong TV programs on the Chinese Channel 
and renewed my informants' Hong Kong experience in the Netherlands. However, 
as I observed during my fieldwork, this connection only worked for the 
first-generation migrants. The Hong Kong TV programs had entirely different 
meanings for the second-generation migrants, as I will now discuss. 
"I want to watch another channel": The second-generations response 
29 On 1 July, 2003, approximately 5,00,000 Hongkongese protested against the legislation of Article 23 
of the Hong Kong Basic Law regarding national security; the concepts of subversion and treason 
introduced by the HKSAR government were criticized as violating freedom of speech. After a series 
of social debates and due to the bold hand of the HKSAR government, a massive demonstration 
resulted. For details, please read "Article 23 Protesters Take Aim at HK Elite", Asian Times at: 
http://www.atimes.com/atimes/China!EG01Ad02.html 
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In order to discuss the second-generation migrants' response to the "Chinese 
Channel" I return to the case of the Chow family. Mrs. Chow's routine, which I 
' 
described above, was often interrupted by her teenage daughter. During my stay 
with the family, I witnessed several quarrels bet\veen Mrs. Chow and her daughter 
regarding the television. Once, when Mrs. Chow was watching her favorite Hong 
Kong TV drama, Miss Chow, who was bored with the program, urged her mother to 
turn to the MTV channel. Mrs. Chow rejected the request, asking her daughter to 
watch the television in her bedroom upstairs. Miss Chow accused her mother of 
controlling the television all the time and this resulted In an unpleasant quarrel 
between the mother and daughter. This quarrel reveals a generational conflict 
consuming the Chinese Television Channel among my informants. Although 
watching Hong Kong TV programs has become a routine part of the everyday lives of 
my informants, it reveals the uneasiness between the generations in the family. As 
the daughter said: 
I don't understand why my parents like to watch those programs (Hong Kong 
TV dramas); the programs always sound silly, I won't watch them. [Why do 
you think the Hong Kong programs sound silly?] The programs are so 
old-fashioned, only old people will enjoy them. I enjoy watching American 
dramas, they match my age. [Miss. Chow, aged 17, a student] 
Quite a number of my second-generation informants said that they did not 
appreciate the "Chinese Channel". Mr. Man, a 16 year-old student I met in the TCS 
School told me that he could not understand the Hong Kong TV dramas and did not 
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know what they were about. Although he had learnt Cantonese from his parents, he 
did not understand the meanings of the Cantonese slang used in the dramas, so he 
found the dramas difficult to understand. In addition, he did not think that the Hong 
Kong news was relevant to him, so he had no interest in the news program on the 
"Chinese Channel". As a result, he seldom joined his parents when they were 
watching Hong Kong TV programs; he would stay in his room and watch Dutch or 
American TV programs instead. Second-generation migrants like Miss Chow and 
Mr. Man, who dislike watching Hong Kong TV programs, tend to create their own 
domestic space separate from their parents. My observations of the Chow family 
highlight the spatial differences from the utilization of television. Miss Chow did 
not use much the better-equipped television set (with a stereophonic sound system) in 
the dining room, and mostly had to use the old television set in her bedroom. The 
only time I saw the whole family watching TV together was when they watched 
Hollywood movies with Chinese subtitles, which Miss Chow had downloaded from 
the Internet. The family was usually divided into two domestic spaces, one that 
featured Hong Kong TV programs in the dining room, and another that featured 
Western dramas and variety shows in Miss Chow's bedroom. 
In the Hong Kong migrants' households that I visited in my fieldsite, I noted that 
there were usually at least two television sets. Although this may also often be the 
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case in Hong Kong, in the context of my research, the multiple television sets were 
instrumental to understanding the role of the media in the division of domestic space. 
I verified this phenomenon with · my first-generation informants. Mrs. Lam, a 
48-year-old housewife, told me that having more than one television set at home was 
a solution to the competition for entertainment in the family; in this vvay, she could 
enjoy the Hong Kong TV programs while her children could entertain themselves 
with their own television sets. To Mrs. Lam, this was a compromise between the 
first and second generations. 
Consuming different 'homes ' under the same roof 
Morley (2000) notes that technologies "have a disembedding effect-in so far as 
they potentially function to connect individuals within the home to others, 
geographically elsewhere... [they have] the simultaneous capacity to articulate 
together that which is separate (to bring the outside world into the home, via 
television, or to connect family members, v1a the phone, to friends or relatives 
elsewhere) but, by the same token, to transgress the (always, of course, potentially 
sacred) boundary which protests the privacy and solidarity of the home from the flux 
and threat of the outside word" (Morley 2000: 86-87). He looks at Turkish migrants 
in France, for whom television acts as "a space of virtual Islam", a space that migrant 
families inhabit despite the fact that they live in France (Morley 2000: 149-170). 
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This echoes the idea of the "imagined community" proposed by Benedict Anderson, 
which addresses the importance of developments in media technology, and print 
media in particular, in helping people to imagine sameness and build their sense of a 
nation through such a mediated sameness (Anderson 1991). Both Morley and 
Anderson acknowledge the role of the media in uniting a population scattered 
throughout the globe and relating this population to their origin, or their "home" in a 
cultural sense; however, they focus on a macro analysis of group/nation-building, and 
the individual characterization is missing from their studies. 
In light of this, an individual characterization in the process is key to revealing 
the variations among migrants in connecting with their homeland via the media. 
Mathews (2000) suggests an approach to understanding the individual pursuit of 
home via the "cultural supermarket", in which individuals root themselves back in 
their "homes" by consuming culture - music, religion and/or cultural identity, and 
their "homes" become "culturally-chosen" instead of "culturally-given" (Mathews 
2000: 176). Such a consumer approach to understanding peoples ' sense of home is 
highly relevant to this research. 
By consuming Hong Kong TV programs and news reports via the "Chinese 
Channel", the first-generation migrants relocate their sense of home associated with 
Hong Kong - the Hong Kong lifestyle and the Hong Kong experience, within the 
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media space in the household. This is the choice made by the first-generation 
migrants, although they are presented with an array of choices in their host society -
they could choose to watch Dutch or American programs on television. Their choice 
of the Chinese programs represents their keenness in establishing a connection with 
Hong Kong and preserving a sense of "Hongkongness" despite the fact that they have 
been physically uprooted. The connection is made possible through the migrants' 
intentional consumption of the "Chinese Channel" in their everyday lives and the 
creation of a routine of this consumption as a household practice. However, this is 
challenged by the localized second-generation migrants. In their consumption of 
western TV programs, the second-generation migrants root themselves within the 
Dutch and American culture and show a stark difference from their parents. Thus, 
through the example of the consumption of television programs, we see different 
routes to home as the two generations have demonstrated 1n the context of the 
household, which is based on individual choices. _The connection with Hong Kong 
as home through the consumption of television programs is generally done by the 
first-generation migrants; the second-generation migrants reflect a different notion of 
home by making different choices using the same process. The different domestic 
media spaces within the household shows that Hong Kong migrants have pursued 
their sense of home separately from one generation to the next and created two 
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distinct boundaries of home within a single household. 
Home-Based Investments among Hong Kong Migrants 
It is common practice for Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands to invest their 
money in Hong Kong. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the male migrants, who have 
inherited land in their home villages in Hong Kong, often build houses in the village. 
At one level, these houses provide a physical sense of home to these migrants and at 
another level, generate a profitable amount of revenue. Besides building houses in 
their Hong Kong villages, Hong Kong migrants are also active in the Hong Kong 
stock market. Their investments are strong evidence of their economic ties to Hong 
Kong. These economic ties are not a one-way connection relating the migrants to 
their homeland; the investments also serve to improve the livelihoods of the migrants 
and define their home territory. 
From remittance to investment 
For my informants, sending money back to Hong Kong is the expected result of 
their migration. As mentioned in Chapter 1, my informants migrated to the 
Netherlands due to the economic constraints they were faced with in Hong Kong 
during the 1960s and 1970s. Naturally, their aim was to make money, so they 
worked in the Netherlands as breadwinners for their Hong Kong families. My 
informants recall that their earnings in the Netherlands were several times as much as 
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in Hong Kong. Mrs. Man told me that her salary was around 400 gulden30 per 
month; including tips, she could earn more than 600 gulden per month. She stated: 
I was one of the breadwinners of my family; I went to this country with my 
brother. We worked in our uncle's restaurant. We saved our salaries and sent 
half back to Hong Kong every three months. The remittances were important, 
because my mother, sisters and brothers relied on them. As the eldest girl in my 
family, I had the responsibility to improve the life of my family. [Mrs. Man, 
aged 53, a housewife.] 
Mrs. Man provides one example of how the remittances operated. All the 
first-generation migrants sent money back to Hong Kong regularly to support their 
Hong Kong families. Besides the actual economic effects, the remittances helped 
my informants to realize their connections with their Hong Kong families. My 
informants told me that the money they sent back to Hong Kong reminds them that 
they have homes there and that they have to work hard in the Nether lands in order to 
keep their Hong Kong homes alive. This shows that the remittance as an economic 
connection with the homeland reinforces the sense of home associated with Hong 
Kong among my informants. However, this view is challenged by the growth of 
their Hong Kong families. 
Mr. N g, a restaurateur I met at a board meeting of the TCS School, told me about 
the change in his Hong Kong family in relation to the amount of remittance he sent 
back and his attitude towards them: 
30 This is the old currency of the Netherlands; it was wholly replaced by the euro in 2002. According 
to my informants, the exchange rate for gulden to Hong Kong dollar was about 1:3. 
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When I was young, I found that sending money back home was important, 
because my family was waiting for my money to sustain their living. But when 
my siblings grew up and had their own careers in Hong Kong, they shared my 
burden ... I'm pleased to see that, because shouldering the burden alone was 
very tough. Now I still send back several hundred euros to my father and 
mother every month... My sibling doesn't need me anymore; my father and 
mother are all I care now. If they pass away, I think my responsibility for this 
family will come to an end. 
The current trend among my informants, like Mr. N g, . is that their remittances 
now serve as tokens for their aging parents in Hong Kong. A change in my 
informants' economic connections with Hong Kong has also had to do with the nature 
of capital flows between the Netherlands and Hong Kong. While the remittances 
represent the family-based flow of money, the recent economic flow has become a 
tactic of my informants to secure their own livelihood across the Netherlands and 
Hong Kong-investing in the stock market of Hong Kong. 
According to my informants, investment in the Hong Kong stock market began 
to be popular in the 1990s, when financial opportunities in Hong Kong boomed. At 
the very beginning, my informants only invested a small amount of money; when they 
made quick money from this, investments began to be the priority of many of their 
family economies. This decision must be understood in the context of the 
institutional issues and recent hardships my informants had encountered. Although 
they felt that the Netherlands is the place where they make their living, they always 
expressed to me their dissatisfaction with the high tax rate in the country. 
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Mrs. Cheung a 60-year-old retired restaurateur, told me that the tax rate is as 
high as 40o/o and the additional labor tax per 'vorker in the restaurant forced her and 
her husband to terminate their business. She thought that these taxes no longer made 
the restaurant business profitable; 1n addition, their business was faced with 
tremendous competition from the n1ainland Chinese migrants, who operated 
restaurants of a similar genre and sold dishes at a lower price as we see in Chapter 5. 
Both the taxes and competition put pressure on Hong Kong migrants 1n the 
Netherlands. While some informants like Mrs. Cheung and her husband closed 
down their own restaurant and retired in their Dutch home, more of them sought to 
invest in Hong Kong as an alternative to their livelihood. 
Investment tactic 
Although the investments of the migrants are based in Hong Kong, their tactics 
make use of the transnational economic environment that the migrants can draw 
advantages from. One common practice is for them to first transfer their money to 
banks outside of the N etherlands31 , particularly those that are independent of the 
Dutch financial system. This step is important; while the Hong Kong investments 
will generate Income, which will be heavily taxed by the Dutch government, the 
3 1 These banks are private banks in a European country. While I asked my informants why they did 
not simply transfer money directly back to Hong Kong, they replied that it was not possible to carry a 
large amount of cash when going back to Hong Kong due to stricter checks at the airport. However, 
they could easily travel to adjacent countries by driving across national borders, which tend to be more 
relaxed. 
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temporary transfer to non-Dutch banks helps to hide the records of the migrants' 
money from the eyes of the Dutch government. The money is then transferred to 
Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, the migrants open bank accounts under their own 
names, or eo-name their accounts with a sibling, or even use their sibling's or parents' 
names to hold their accounts. For the first type of account, the migrants enjoy the 
highest flexibility in controlling their own money, but at the same time, run the 
highest risk as they may be tracked by the Dutch Tax Department. 
For eo-naming bank accounts with siblings and using names of siblings and 
parents to hold bank accounts, the migrants trade off their autonomy to disguise their 
identities as owners of capital and profit in the money transfer between the 
Netherlands and Hong Kong, which may result in punishment in the Netherlands for 
unreported property. To avoid being tracked by the tax department, most of my 
informants adopted the latter method. Some Hong Kong migrants go back to Hong 
Kong regularly to monitor their investment capital, but in most cases, these migrants 
make use of their Hong Kong family networks to manage and operate their 
investments. The migrants can access the latest information about the Hong Kong 
stock market via the Internet, and can then ask their siblings or relatives in Hong 
Kong to make the required transactions. 
To summarize, Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands exploit the free space for 
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capital flow between non-Dutch banks and Hong Kong banks, which makes their 
investments in Hong Kong possible. The family networks of these migrants play an 
important role in helping to manage their investments. This section thus provides a 
very general picture of how Hong Kong migrants make their investments in Hong 
Kong. Due to sensitive issues regarding legality and privacy, I am unable to describe 
the particular investment tactics with specific case studies. However, the above 
description provides a clearer understanding of the home-based investments among 
Hong Kong migrants. Let me now relate these investments to the concept of home 
among my informants. 
Investing for home 
In Chapter 3, I showed that despite gender differences, the first-generation 
migrants generally view Hong Kong as their home. The male migrants, in particular, 
have rooted their sense of home in their family and lineage properties in their home 
villages in Hong Kong. The investments I descr~be in this chapter, however, are 
different 1n their implication as compared to the lineage-based land properties 
mentioned in Chapter 3. As most of my informants told me, the sense of home 
brought on by the investment is related to their livelihood in Hong Kong and the 
Netherlands. 
For most of my informants, the point of the investments is to transfer their 
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property out of the Netherlands. One of my informants told me: 
If you put your money in a Dutch bank, you'll lose almost all your money when 
you die. Your sons and daughters will get very little from you. Because 
the government will suck out your money; they tax almost a half from your 
property value. If you don't want to see that happen, you should get your 
money back to Hong Kong and do some investments. [Mr. Buk, aged 67, a 
restaurateur.] 
Thus, Hong Kong is a place for my informants to escape the tax system of the 
Netherlands, which they view as a thief stealing their hard work in the country 
through taxes. Beyond questions of right or wrong, this is how my informants seek 
to rationalize their financial activities in Hong Kong. By storing their capital in 
Hong Kong, my informants suggested that their children would be able to gain a large 
share of their property in the future. 
Mr. Wong told me that he had earned some one million Hong Kong dollars from 
the stock market up until 2005. He then used that money to buy a flat in the urban 
part of Yuen Long, Hong Kong. When I asked him why he did not buy houses in his 
home village, he told me that houses in his village did not have a good price in the 
market due to the long distance between his home village and the urban area of Yuen 
Long as well as other urban districts. The newly-bought flat, on the other hand, 
helped him further multiply his capital in Hong Kong. That ensured his view of 
home in Hong Kong. As he said: 
If I don't have money, I won't go back to Hong Kong, because the living 
standard in Hong Kong is high. Now then I have houses in Hong Kong, I feel 
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like it's home when I go back ... Even if I retire in Hong Kong, I don't need to 
worry about my livelihood. I can survive on the money in my bank account, 
my stock and my houses. 
Mr. Wong revealed that the Hong Kong-based investment facilitated his life in 
Hong Kong and secured the premise of a comfortable retired life. For a number of 
my informants like Mr. Lam, investing in Hong Kong is an essential step for 
re-establishing themselves in Hong Kong and for their plan of returning to Hong 
Kong after retirement. However, the Hong Kong-based investments among my 
informants also relates to their Dutch lives. During my fieldwork, I interviewed 
some petty investors, who serve as a stark contrast to those like Mr. Wong. These 
petty investors are mostly working as restaurant workers and housewives in the 
Netherlands. As they do not earn much32, their investments in Hong Kong cannot be 
compared with those of the well-off restaurateur migrants. The Hong Kong-based 
investments among these petty investors are related to their present lives In the 
Netherlands. Mrs. Chow told me that she had sent back her personal savings to 
Hong Kong several years ago, which was made up of several thousand euros. She 
holds a bank account with her younger sister in Hong Kong, who manages the money 
in the bank. Her sister helps Mrs. Chow to deal with transactions, while Mrs. Chow 
acts as the decision-maker in the course of the investment. She told me that she has 
32 My informants who work as chefs in the Netherlands earn 1300 to 2000 euros per month, they 
reported to me. As for the housewives, they mainly depend on their husbands since they do not 
engage in formal economic activities, although some help out in their husbands' restaurants. While 
they do not have a monthly salary, they do receive living expenses from their husbands. 
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only purchased blue chip stocks of Hong Kong companies, because she is aiming for 
stable growth of her savings. For Mrs. Chow, the investment is for her own use. 
She stated: 
It is my private money (fkc~~); I invest it for securing my life... I can't 
depend entirely on my husband. What if I divorce him one day? What if he 
loses his job? I have to plan for myself, because I don't have a job here. I'm 
already at my fifties; it would be difficult for me to find a job. But I receive 
interests from my investment every half year; I can rely on this if uncertainty 
happens. 
As Mrs. Chow tells us, Hong Kong-based investment is a means to sustain the 
well-being of migrants' lives in the Netherlands. The petty investments do not aid 
migrants like Mrs. Chow in constructing a sense of home in Hong Kong; they told me 
that their earnings from the investments are not sufficient for them to buy houses in 
Hong Kong. However, the investment does provide them with a sense of well-being. 
As Mrs. Chow said, her investment gives her a sense of security for the uncertainty 
she might encounter in the Netherlands, her present home. 
Another informant told me what his investment in Hong Kong meant to him: 
Actually I treat my investment as the saving for my children; I can't give them 
houses and a huge sum of property like some of my colleagues... I only hope 
to gain more money to pay for my children's education here. I don't want them 
to borrow from the government when they go to university. [Mr. Chan, aged 48, 
a chef.] 
Unlike Mrs. Chow, Mr. Chan was concerned about his sons, who were about to 
graduate from high school at the time I interviewed him. His investment was based 
on his concern for the well-being of his children; he saw investing in Hong Kong as a 
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way to fulfill his duty as a father to provide for his children. Above all, both Mrs. 
Chow and Mr. Chan did not want to return to Hong Kong due to economic constraints. 
They told me that they could not afford to buy homes in Hong Kong based on their 
present financial situations; but their investments in Hong Kong offered them a new 
perspective on their livelihoods in the Netherlands. 
As illustrated above, Hong Kong-based investments are a form of forging an 
economic connection between my informants and Hong Kong. They have made use 
of their family networks in Hong Kong to do this. While most of my informants still 
work and live in the Netherlands, they generate their wealth in the Hong Kong stock 
market through the creation of economic channels between their host and home 
societies. 
As evidenced by the individual accounts quoted earlier, some migrants seek 
investments in order to construct a sense of home in Hong Kong, while others view 
their investments as a means to ensure their livelihood in the Netherlands. The 
investment goals of my informants are a telling reflection of where their sense of 
home lies. In comparing the well-off investors with the petty investors, it is clear 
that the territory of home among my informants is to a certain extent regulated by 
their economic capital, while such capital to an extent determines whether they are 
able to return to Hong Kong or stay in the Netherlands. 
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Familial Connections with Hong Kong 
The last two sections have shown the voluntary aspect of connections between 
Hong Kong and my informants- my informants have chosen to forge their 
connections. In this section, I examine how filial piety contributes to the social ties 
that my informants forge with Hong Kong. 
A look at filial piety 
Filial piety has often been identified as a characteristic of the Chinese and is seen 
as being key to providing a kind of hierarchical solidarity for people who share blood 
relations. Zhang notes in her study of elderly care in modem China that "[t]he 
Chinese family system is exemplified by strong family obligations and the tradition of 
children providing care and support to their parents in old age" (Zhang 2006: 63). 
She looks at how this value is articulated through all the social changes in modem 
China. I found her ideas to be highly applicable during my fieldwork, when I learnt 
about the generational disagreements between Hong Kong migrants on the issue of 
filial piety. First-generation migrants generally accuse their children of lacking filial 
piety and a sense of familial obligation due to their assimilation in the Netherlands; 
second-generation migrants, on the other hand, deflect their parents ' condemnations 
by referring to the Dutch social welfare system, on which their parents can rely 
without their own economic support. This generational dispute on the understanding 
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of filial piety among Hong Kong migrants is a reminder not to essentialize the concept 
as a reflection of "Chineseness" or "Hongkongness". However, when discussing 
transnational social ties, particularly familial ties, it is worth using the concept of filial 
piety as a lens through which to understand these connections. To show the effects 
of filial piety among my informants in the transnational process, let me depict two 
ethnographic scenes I recorded in Hong Kong after my fieldwork in the 
Netherlands- a funeral and a wedding banquet. 
Scene one: A funeral 
As I mentioned in the introduction, I myself am also a member of a migrant 
family. My mother's only brother and three sisters migrated to the Netherlands some 
30 years ago. Shortly after I completed my fieldwork and returned to Hong Kong, 
my maternal grandmother had a sudden heart attack and died. My entire family was 
in grief; we organized a funeral for my grandmother in the walled village of my 
maternal family. As a reflection of filial piety, aU family members, including her 
daughters and their husbands, and her grandchildren and great grandchildren, needed 
to be present at the funeral. Because of the funeral, my family members, whether 
they were in Hong Kong or the Netherlands, were all mobilized together and helped in 
the funeral preparations. The funeral ought to have been hosted by my 
grandmother 's only son, i.e. my only maternal uncle, in accordance with traditions, 
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but he died a few years ago; the responsibility then fell on the shoulders of his oldest 
child-my cousin, who was not yet 15 years old at the time of the funeral. My 
cousin was guided by the senior members of my family throughout the event, so as to 
ensure that the funeral rituals were properly performed. After the funeral, my aunts 
and cousins went back to the Netherlands. 
Scene two: A wedding banquet 
My informant Mr. Man returned to Hong Kong in October 2007 to host a 
wedding banquet for his son. The wedding banquet was divided into two parts. 
The first part was a puhn choi33 (puhn4 choi3 ~*) banquet in Mr. Man's home 
village of San Tin (~JTEB) and the second was a formal banquet hosted in a hotel. I 
asked Mr. Man why there 'vvere two parts to the banquet; he told me that each part 
conveyed different meanings. The puhn choi banquet was to notify the villagers that 
his son had gotten married; Mr. Man thought this was necessary as he and his son 
were members of the Man lineage. The puhn choi banquet was open to all of Mr. 
Man's fellow villagers. The formal banquet at night, however, was limited to his 
close friends in Hong Kong. Mr. Man's son and daughter-in-law, who were 
supposed to be the hosts of the banquet, went around receiving greetings from guests 
during the banquet, under the leadership of Mr. Man. I managed to speak with Mr. 
33 Puhn choi is a foodways in traditional villages of the New Territories, Hong Kong. It is usually 
made during festive events in the villages. For details, see Watsons (1987). 
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Man's son on one occasion. He told me that hosting the wedding banquet had been 
his father's idea; he himself did not want to do so. However, his father insisted and 
he relented in the end. Mr. Man's son did this to fulfill his role as a good son, who 
should satisfy the wishes of his father. 
The two etlmographic scenes described above allow us to see the articulation of 
filial piety among rny family as well as my informants in two extreme contexts. 
Both the funeral and wedding banquet illustrate how Hong Kong migrants in the 
Netherlands, both the first and second generations, base their lives in same contexts 
on their familial roles in carrying out the responsibilities and obligations implied by 
filial piety. During the funeral, my relatives had to involve themselves in the funeral 
as a transnational activity, as a result of familial rules as well as due to their love and 
respect for my grandmother. The wedding banquet, for Mr. Man's son, was a 
fulfillment of his role as a son who had filial pjety for his father. Beyond the 
ethnographic scenes described above, filial piety also plays a significant role in the 
narratives of my informants in describing their family-based transnational connections 
with Hong Kong. 
Narratives of filial piety: On being dutiful descendants of the dead and living 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the male Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands, 
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who come from traditional village backgrounds in Hong Kong, regularly return to 
Hong Kong to conduct ancestral worship for their lineage and families. I met Mr. 
Lam during ancestral worship for my maternal family in Yuen Long during the Ching 
Ming festival, after completing my fieldwork in the Netherlands. He is my mother's 
paternal cousin and had migrated to the Netherlands in the 1970s. His father had 
died 10 years ago and was buried next to the graveyard of my maternal family. He 
told me that he was a bit regretful about the time when his father was still alive, 
because he was busy with his own restaurant in the Netherlands and did not return 
frequently enough to visit his father. By the time I met him, he had already sold his 
restaurant and was retired in Hong Kong for almost a year. Before his permanent 
return, he had managed to come back to visit once a year to tidy up his father's grave 
and worship his ancestors in my maternal family's graveyard. He stated that while 
he was unable to take care of his father before, he hoped to compensate for this by 
performing the ritual duties as respect and remembrance for his deceased father. 
A number of my other male informants also told me that they perform ancestral 
worship in Hong Kong once or twice a year. They insisted that they have to do so, 
because it is the tradition they follow as descendants and/or sons of their 
lineage/families. One informant told me: 
I was forced to leave home when I was young. I didn't want to separate from 
my father and mother. But I had to leave because of economic reasons. 
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Now they · (his father and mother) are dead; all I can do for them is to worship 
them every year. [Mr. Tang, aged 57, a chef] 
While he worships, Mr. Tang also joins his lineage to conduct village-based ancestral 
worship. This ancestral worship is equally important; because he considers himself 
to be a member of his lineage, he feels a sense of responsibility to participate, as a 
way of showing his loyalty to his lineage. The narratives of Mr. Lam and Mr. Tang 
show that the responsibility for the deceased seniors in the family and the ancestors 
has driven my inforn1ants to operate their transnational connections with their home 
villages. Being dutiful descendants, especially among the male migrants I 
interviewed, is not a choice they can make like investing in Hong Kong or watching 
Hong Kong TV programs; instead, this is seen as an obligation, or an obliged "choice", 
that they have to carry out or make. 
Besides ancestral worship, the ageing of their parents Is also a concern that 
drives my first-generation informants "home" to Hong Kong. Like Mr. Lam and Mr. 
Tang, most of my informants feel that they were _forced to leave Hong Kong and 
become separated from their families and parents. When they later become affluent, 
they make visits to their parents, especially when they realize that their parents are 
getting old. 
Mr. Wong's mother was 83 years old and lived in a house for the elderly in Hong 
Kong. When I interviewed Mr. Wong, he expressed concern about his mother. He 
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said that his mother was in bad health, so he would come back to Hong Kong for a 
few months every year to spend time with her. He thought that his mother may die 
in the very near future, so he tried to be around her as much as possible. Like other 
informants, Mr. Wong hoped to complete his final duty to his parents: to be with them 
during the remaining days of their lives. 
My aunt, Ms. Lam, whom I interviewed when I was in the Netherlands, told me 
that she had always wanted to go back to Hong Kong before the death of my 
grandmother. However, at the time she was receiving a government subsidy; for her 
to go back to Hong Kong, she would have to apply for a "break" from her voluntary 
work in an elderly house as a condition of her subsidy. Furthermore, she had 
financial constraints on the length of her stay in Hong Kong. Fortunately, she did 
manage to see my grandmother a month prior to her death. 
The narratives of first-generation migrants depicted above illustrate that filial 
piety is a key concept in understanding the family-based transnational connections 
between my informants and Hong Kong. Whether they wanted to pay tribute to the 
dead or wanted to take care of those who were still alive, the concept of filial piety 
spells out their moral duty as descendants and children that they feel obliged to carry 
out. The second-generation migrants are also influenced by the concept, despite the 
accusations that they do not have filial piety. 
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Mr. Ho, a second-generation migrant whose father permanently returned to Hong 
Kong 6 years ago, told me his views on his father's return and his response to it. 
Initially, Mr. Ho thought that it was a mistake for his father to retire in Hong Kong. 
He felt that his father had left his family behind in the Netherlands and created trouble 
for his mother. He said: 
My mother needs to go back and forth between Hong Kong and the Netherlands, 
because she wants to take care of her children and husband at the same time. 
It's impossible for her! Sometimes I call my father and ask him to come back, 
but he doesn't seem to listen ... I'm sort of angry with him, because he tires my 
mother and me. [Mr. Ho, aged 34, an accountant] 
However, despite his anger towards his father, Mr. Ho did visit him in Hong Kong. 
He told me that his father was unlikely to go back to the Netherlands, so he had to 
take leadership in his family, for he did not want to see his family torn apart as a result 
of his father's return. His mother also urged him to see his father in Hong Kong. 
He's my father, I can't deny this fact. When I imagine him alone in Hong Kong, 
I reconcile and go to Hong Kong [to see him]. Sometimes my mother asks me 
to go back [to Hong Kong] , because she says he wants to see me. 
Mr. Ho constantly expressed his frustrations with_ his family during the interview. 
For him, Hong Kong is not his home; however, when he wanted to pull togethe his 
family, he had to do so by mediating with his father in Hong Kong; he was forced to 
get involved in the transnational process between the Netherlands to Hong Kong due 
to his loyalty to his parents. 
In sum, I have demonstrated how my informants forge trarisnational connections 
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with their homeland in accordance with their articulation of family values shown in 
filial piety and the duties implied in it. Although not all of them regard Hong Kong 
as their home, like Mr. Ho, they are driven "home" to Hong Kong due to their family 
ties there. They recognize that they have family members in their Hong Kong and 
have initiated connections with them based on family loyalty; this ideational territory 
of home among the migrants extends to Hong Kong in terms of their social relations. 
Conclusion: The Multi-Faceted Meanings of Home 
In this chapter, I have demonstrated the transnational lives of Hong Kong 
migrants in the Netherlands by describing how they engage culturally and 
economically with Hong Kong. The consumption of the Chinese Television Channel 
among the migrants not only addresses the concept of "mediascape" suggested by 
Appadurai ( 1990), on which the migrants envision their "homeland" through 
transnational cultural imagery; it also shows how the migrants incorporate the 
transnational cultural imagery as a new form of cultural practice in their everyday 
lives in Dutch society. The home-based investments among the migrants result in 
two different ideas of home among my informants: one as the actualization of their 
idea of home in Hong Kong and another as a reassurance of their current lives in the 
Netherlands. The goals of the investments help us identify the parameters of home 
among my informants, as limited or enabled by their economic capital on the 
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finanscape. 
The family loyalty has extended the territoriality of home among Hong Kong 
migrants to Hong Kong. Although they may not necessarily think of Hong Kong as 
their real or final home, their family values and their feeling of obligation for their 
families have driven them "home" in Hong Kong. The findings of this chapter 
correspond to Leung's argument that '"home' may be understood as an intersection of 
political, social and economic processes which span different geographical levels" 
(2004: 14). While home is situated in different transnational intersections, as shown 
above, its meanings and territoriality shift and depend on the rules and resources that 
my informants can draw upon, and hence result in different fragments, or dimensions. 
Hence, home is not a singular concept that can be grasped and applied in all cases. 
To understand the multi-faceted meaning of home, we have to look into how the idea 
of home is formed, articulated and reinforced by social actors in specific locations and 
times. In the concluding chapter, I theorize the pr9duction of ideas of home among 
Hong Kong migrants in order to better understand the nature of home. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion: Examining the Many Facets of Home among Hong Kong Migrants 
The preceding chapters have contextualized ideas of home among Hong Kong 
migrants in the Netherlands at three different levels: the individual, local and 
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transnational. Each level shows how these migrants make use of the idea of home to 
relate themselves to their host and home societies. 
Chapters 3 and 4 have illustrated how Hong Kong migrants formulate their ideas 
of home in terms of gender and generation. For the first-generation migrants, 
composed mainly of traditional villagers from Hong Kong, their senses of home are 
highly structured in terms of gender, corresponding to the gendered positions these 
migrants held in their Hong Kong villages. The majority of male migrants maintains 
a stable vision of Hong Kong and considers it to be a home they can return to, because 
most of them are provided with security by the land and property they have inherited 
from their lineage and families. The female migrants, on the other hand, have 
shifted their idea of home from Hong Kong to their host society, the Netherlands, 
based on the social protection they enjoyed in their host society in contrast to the 
unequal social practices they suffered from because of their gender. This gender 
difference plays an important role in constructing ideas of home among these 
migrants. The second-generation migrants realize their "rootless" status in both their 
ancestral homeland and the host society, and hence adopt a flexible idea of home that 
enables them to capture favorable opportunities and escape the undesirable social 
conditions they may be situated in. 
Chapter 5 showed how the first generation of migrants made use of the existing 
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social niche established by previous Chinese migrants and the mainstream Dutch taste 
for food to claim their social positions, and integrate to the racial structure of the 
Netherlands. Hong Kong migrants resocialize themselves as migrant subjects in the 
Netherlands and exploit the racial discourse as a resource to craft a new sense of home 
and belonging to the country. 
I then shifted focus to the connections that the migrants forged with Hong Kong 
in Chapter 6. By examining the transnational aspects of everyday life among the 
migrants, I show how the idea of home is transnationally negotiated and articulated 
and how the transnational process in turn is incorporated into the migrants ' lives in the 
Netherlands. 
Throughout this thesis, I have worked to contextualize the manifold ideas of 
home among Hong Kong migrants. While these pictures of home seem to be distinct, 
or even to contradict one another, together they present the nature of home, which is a 
concept subject to the conditions on which it is achi~ved or created. While I address 
home as being about the conditions and actions of the migrants as social actors, the 
idea of home is a product of interactions between the prescribed conditions or 
structures and the responses or agency of the migrants. There is a clear need for a 
structurational view on the formation of ideas of home among migrants. In the first 
part of this chapter, I borrow the analytical lens of Giddens 's theory of structuration 
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(1984) to reveal how Hong Kong migrants reorganize their sense of home across their 
home and host societies. In the second part, I explore how my research findings 
relate to other recent disaporic studies. 
The "Improvisation" of Home on Different Social Context 
Vertovec and Cohen ( 1999) have noted that studies of diaspora may fruitfully use 
Bourdieu's concept of habitus, which they define as "the non-conscious set of 
dispositions and classifactory schemes that people gain through experience, which 
provides a kind of repertoire for situationally competent action, improvisation and the 
generation of new practice" (Vertovec and Cohen 1999: xxv-xxvi). They argue that 
current diasporic studies "do not only have to celebrate new mixtures and new forms 
of syncretism, but [also] show how individuals and social groups become competent 
in, and can improvise from, existing structures, cultures and languages" (Vertovec and 
Cohen 1999: xxvi). Habitus, as they note, is important in understanding how 
migrants or diasporic groups acquire new practices and acknowledge their traditional 
values through diasporic cultural practices, as described in numerous studies that 
illustrate the syncretic, hybrid and/or new forms of migrant cultures (Ang 1998; 
Leung 2004; Louie 2000; Ong 1999; Siu 2005). 
Habitus as a generative principle embodied in human agency through practices 
seems to be open-ended. However, it should also be noted that habitus is a 
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regulatory system, which is ordered by dispositions embedded in the structural 
practices. As Bourdieu states, "Each agent, wittingly or unwittingly, willy nilly, is a 
producer and reproducer of objective meaning"; however, these 
producers/reproducers of objective meaning have no consciousness and "do not, 
strictly speaking, know what they are doing that what they do has more meaning than 
they know" (Bourdieu 2000: 534). In sum, human actions remain largely controlled 
by structure; human agency is generally passive and constrained In Bourdieu's 
concept of habitus. Improvisation is a process In which social actors are first 
informed by structural changes (external necessities) and then respond with their 
system of dispositions (the internal law of generative principle) in the dichotomy of 
structure and agency. For habitus is an overall systematic view on practices, I add in 
Giddens 's concept of structuration to explore the improvisation of social actors in 
relation to my research topic-the home of Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands, 
because it allows me to look into the interplay of so~ial actors and structure/agency in 
specific contexts. 
Structuration 
Giddens points out the key to the theory of structuration, stating that "the basic 
domain of study of the social sciences, according to the theory of structuration, is 
neither the experience of individual actor [agency], nor the existence of any form of 
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societal totality [structure], but social practices ordered across space and time" 
(Giddens 1984: 2). Structure, according to Giddens, refers to the "rules and 
resources, recursively implicated in the reproduction of social systems. Structure 
exists only as memory traces, the organic basis of human knowledgeability, and as 
instantiated in action" (1984: 377). This means that structure is the rules and 
knowledge in the human mindset that out practices base on. And Giddens defines 
agency as human actions with purposes for "all social actors [agents] know a great 
deal about the conditions and consequences of what they do in their day-today lives" 
(Giddens 1984: 281). This implies that structure(s) is in the mind of social actors 
and there exists reciprocity between social actors or collectivities that allows both 
practices and structures to create each other, which 1s referred as "duality of 
structure". 
The duality of structure informs the process through which social systems are 
being reproduced or transformed through human agency. Structuration means rules 
and resources, i.e. structure "out of time-space" being systematically practiced and 
reproduced in specific contexts. As he states, "[a ]nalyzing the structuration of social 
systems means studying the modes in which such systems, grounded in the 
knowledgeable activities of situated actors who draw upon rules and resources in the 
diversity of action contexts, are produced and reproduced" and "[ s ]ocial identity, and 
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the position-practice relations associated with them, are 'markers' on the virtual 
time-space of structure" (Giddens 1984: 25, 282). In this sense, the social identity of 
social actors, to a certain degree, reveals the rules and resources that the actors draw 
upon to produce and reproduce the social systems. Let me now apply this idea in my 
research. 
Home and individual roles 
Chapters 3 and 4 have shown the discursive practice of home among Hong Kong 
migrants by drawing specific attention to the gender and generation of my informants. 
Among first-generation migrants, the idea of home is highly related to their gendered 
identities and the practices related to such identities. The gendered identities, as I 
have demonstrated in Chapter 3, are evidenced in the roles played by my 
first-generation informants: Married-out daughters and kinsmen of lineage 
background, chef~ and waitresses in restaurants, and fathers and mothers of families 
in the Netherlands. 
These identities have guided my informants to formulate their ideas of home 
associated with both Hong Kong and the Netherlands. Being married-out daughters 
and kinsmen, the female migrants generally perceive themselves as deprived in their 
home villages while the male migrants view themselves as rooted at home in Hong 
Kong based on the definitions of lineage. Being chefs and waitresses in restaurants, 
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these migrants exhibit gendered patterns at work; in practicing the norms in the 
workplace, they have gained different sets of skills, i.e. the men have gained cooking 
skills that sustain their families and the women have gained the language skills that 
help them communicate with customers. These have resulted in different social 
realities among male and female migrants, i.e. the men are generally isolated while 
the women are more integrated into the mainstream Dutch society. Being fathers 
and mothers of families in Holland, the migrants have taken responsibility for their 
families; while the men commonly work as the breadwinners and are secured by the 
resources implied by their lineage background, the women who no longer work in the 
restaurants commonly are housewives and became dependent on their husbands and 
children. 
The men tend to think of Hong Kong as their real home due to the security 
provided by their lineage and related economic gains, while the women tend to hold to 
an idea of home in the Netherlands. This should not be viewed as a reconciliation of 
constraints that the migrants of each gender are faced with, but a structuring of social 
relations across time-space as Giddens suggests. The reason is that the idea of home 
between male and female migrants shows how they regulate themselves, by drawing 
on the rules and resources implied in their lineage, patterns of work and its results as 
well as the division of labor in the family. Although their feeling of being at home is 
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geographically framed in the Netherlands, this formulation of home goes through a 
process in which these female migrants monitor their behavior (at the discursive level) 
with "knowledge which agents have of the mechanisms of system reproduction and 
employ to control it", to use Giddens' words (1984: 376). The male migrants also 
follow the same logic to formulate their visions of home for Hong Kong. 
Similarly, among the second-generation migrants, the flexible idea of home by 
which they relate themselves to Hong Kong, the Netherlands and/or anywhere else 
informs their social identity as migrants or inferior subjects in wherever they intend to 
stay, as shown in Chapter 4. In envisioning their home, the second-generation 
migrants first contest their rootless status (as rules) when they find themselves not 
fully fitting in to either Hong Kong or Dutch society. They then make use of this 
rootless status as a resource to formulate their ideas of home according to the 
economic opportunities and current social conditions they are situated in. In sum, 
the idea of home among Hong Kong migrants is formulated in the articulation 
between social identity and self-recognition in Hong Kong and the Netherlands and is 
an appropriation of the rules and resources embedded in the migrants ' social identities 
and their situation of self in their host and home societies. 
Home in the local context 
In Chapter 5, I illustrated the methods that Hong Kong migrants employ to relate 
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themselves to Dutch society. The Indonesian Chinese restaurants act as a field of 
practice which had already been established in the Netherlands before the arrival of 
the Hong Kong migrants. By working in the restaurant business, these migrants are 
not only able to sustain their living, but also to plug themselves into the social sector 
that has been designated to Chinese migrants. 
Based on my discussions with informants, I learnt that working in restaurants 
was viewed as a social symbol of being Chinese (including Hong Kong migrants) in 
the Netherlands, regardless of which generation the migrants came from. As my 
informants learned and acquired the skills for working in restaurants and joined the 
workforce in the business, they were reinforcing the symbol of being a Chinese 
migrant in the society. In this sense, restaurants should be considered as a system 
that resocializes my informants as social subjects within Dutch society; in turn, my 
informants reproduce their social relations with the mainstream society through their 
practices in the restaurants. The taste for the food, as noted in this chapter, is the 
social link between the migrants and the mainstream Dutch , society. The 
migrant-host relationship is reproduced through the production of Indonesian dishes 
in the restaurants. The restaurants help us to identify the social position and 
relations of Hong Kong migrants in the ethnic-racial context of Dutch society. The 
reason for this is that their occupation of working in Indonesian Chinese restaurants 
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not only unifies the Hong Kong migrants in the Nether lands, but also 
ethnicizes/racializes them, while the restaurants connote the ethnic or racial origins of 
the migrants. Thus, when the migrants as knowledgeable actors engaging in the 
restaurant business realize that running restaurants is a subsistence strategy and helps 
them claim their social status in society, they are unintentionally incorporating 
themselves into the ethnic-racial context of the society. The general occupational 
stereotype of Chinese migrants as restaurant workers affects the second generation 
migrants as I have described in Chapter 5. These are, as Giddens puts it, 
"unintended consequences"; in turn, they bind the behaviors of the actors (Giddens 
1984: 282). 
As migrants/foreigners, Hong Kong migrants are not exempted from the 
construction of race in the Netherlands. The racial context, on the one hand, serves 
as a rule that is imposed on migrants, be they Chinese, Moroccans, Turkish or 
Surinamese. In terms of the Hong Kong migrants, ~ sub-group of Chinese migrants, 
they consciously present themselves as good guests in the country by acting out the 
Chinese image (shown in the Multicultural Parade and the Mahjong Competition in 
the casinos) which forms a part of the multicultural scene in the Netherlands. On the 
other hand, Hong Kong migrants actively respond to the current changes in the racial 
context, which are reflected in the prevailing racial discourses in the society. By 
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joining in the reproduction of racial discourses against other migrants, Hong Kong 
migrants grasp the resources that represent the mainstream society. The reciprocity 
between Hong Kong migrants and the mainstream Dutch can be seen in their parallel 
discourse towards Muslim migrants, and to a lesser extent, recent Chinese migrants. 
These should be viewed as acts of "social integration". While the idea of home in 
the Netherlands refers to the sense of belonging to mainstream society there, it is clear, 
as I have shown above, that such an idea is constructed using the rules and resources 
from the pre-existing racial structure and reflects how Hong Kong migrants structure 
their social relations with the mainstream white Dutch. A sense of belonging among 
Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands is reproduced through their racial conduct 
towards themselves and others. 
Home in the transnational context 
In Chapter 6, the transnationallives of Hong Kong migrants were shown through 
the relations between my informants and Hong Kong. In that chapter, I have focused 
particularly on the familial aspect of the migrants' transnational lives, because the 
migrants' ties with their homeland to a large extent are forged through family. 
This is shown partly by the consumption of the Chinese Television Channel 
among Hong Kong migrants. Such consumption is a familial activity- it has become 
a daily routine in the Hong Kong migrant households; the migrants connect to Hong 
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Kong and their families there by means of the media and make it a part of their Hong 
Kong lifestyle in their homes outside of Hong Kong. In this way, the characteristics 
of the Hong Kong Chinese family are reproduced in Dutch society. The investments 
in Hong Kong, which have evolved from the practice of sending remittances back to 
the migrants' families in Hong Kong, reveal the economic connections between the 
migrants and Hong Kong. I call these "home-based investments", not just because 
the migrants forge their relations with their Hong Kong through family ties and think 
of it as home, but also because of what the investment means to their present lives. 
While some migrants want to return to Hong Kong and actualize their Hong 
Kong-based visions of home by investing in Hong Kong stock market and property, 
others invest for the sakes of their current lives in the Netherlands; the difference 
reflects the practical concern about where to live, and results in different actions 
corresponding to their practical concerns of home. The positions the migrants decide 
to take on media consumption and home-based inve~tments as organized transnational 
practices structure their lives as well as their social relations between the host and 
home societies in the realm of family, whether it results in a physical location of home 
in Hong Kong or in the Netherlands. 
The transnational familial practices associated with filial piety "visualize" the 
family structure across the sending and receiving society of the migrants. In the 
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example of the funeral and wedding banquet as well as other piety-related activities, I 
have shown that the migrants, based on their responsibilities toward their families, 
engaged in those familial practices in Hong Kong. The family loyalty and values 
embedded in the filial practices on the one hand regulated the social relations between 
the migrants and Hong Kong, and on the other hand, constituted the transnational 
social lives of the migrants. 
Thus it is clear that the transnational idea of home among Hong Kong migrants 
in the Netherlands is formulated in the familial context, in which social practices 
(cultural consumption, investment, familial responsibility and physical returns) are 
organized based on the family system; this in turn reorganizes their social lives to 
allow them to mediate between Hong Kong and the Netherlands through the 
reproduction of these practices. This should be seen as a systemic integration of the 
idea of home, which refers to "reciprocity between actors or collectivites across 
extended time-space, outside conditions of eo-presence" (Giddens 1984: 377). 
Applying Giddens 's theory of structuration in this research enables us to see the 
idea of home as multi-faceted. Hong Kong migrants, as I have shown above, are 
knowledgeable social actors in the sense that they "know (believe) about the 
circumstances of their action and that of others, drawn upon in the production and 
reproduction of that action, including tacit as well as discursively available 
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knowledge", as Giddens has defined it (1984: 375). The idea of home, basically 
understood as where to live and belong in this thesis, is formulated based on the rules 
and resources the migrants draw upon to re-appropriate their sense of living in a place 
and belonging according to the contexts in which the idea is grounded. The idea of 
home in this thesis is largely the negotiated result between the social situations and 
the migrants ' own situated identities. 
In Pursuit of Home: Dialogues with Current Diasporic Studies 
As identified in Chapter 2, the current diasporic literature regarding territoriality 
Is generally divided into two positions- the deterritorialization and 
reterritorialization of migrant cultures and practices. In formulating the idea of home 
among migrants, cultures, "hybrid" or "authentic", become the major source of 
argument in the home-related diasporic literature. Here I seek to incorporate my 
research into these current paradigms, which shed light on my findings. 
The Territory of Diaspora 
Numerous studies have shown that the formation of diasporic culture and 
networks of migrants outside of their homelands IS a "deterritorialized act" 
(Appadurai 1999; Basch at. el. 1994; Hall 1999; Ong 1993; Ong and Nonini 1997). 
Appadurai suggests, in terms of global geography, that: 
"[Deterritorialization] applies not only to obviously examples such as 
transnational corporations and money market, but also to ethnic groups, 
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sectarian movements, and political formations, which increasingly operate in 
ways that transcend specific territorial boundaries and identities. 
Deterritorialization ... affects the loyalties of groups (especially in the context of 
complex diasporas ), their transnational manipulation of currencies and other 
forms of wealth and investment, and the strategies of state. The loosening of 
the bonds between people, wealth, and territories fundamentally alters the basis 
of cultural reproduction" (Appadurai 1999: 464-465). 
His argument acknowledges the current facts that globalization in migration, social 
movement and politics has transcended geographic boundaries of people and culture. 
He suggests that the study of global cultures should focus on the five cultural 
landscapes - mediascape, ethnoscape, finanscape, technoscape and ideoscape -
presented as disjunctured forms and understood as flows across national boundaries 
(Appadurai 1990). Hall shares a similar observation in his examination of diasporic 
cultural identity, suggesting that the experience of displacement among diasporic 
groups enables the people to "produce and reproduce themselves anew" by 
positioning themselves within the diasporic present (Hall 1999: 312). Appadurai and 
Hall agree that the formation of diasporic culture should be studied beyond the 
location from which the particular culture geographically originated, but should focus 
how the culture is being adopted, transformed and/ or made in the present. 
The notion of deterritorialization is also grounded in the term "diaspora", which 
refers primarily to the condition of displacement of dispersed populations. As 
Vertovec notes, "Diaspora is the term often used today to describe practically any 
population which is considered 'deterritorialized' or 'transnational '- that is, which 
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has originated in a land other than which it currently resides, and whose social, 
economic and political networks cross the borders of nation-states or, indeed, span the 
globe" (Vertovec quoted in Vertovec and Cohen 1999: xvi). Beyond this view, a 
handful of diasporic studies have advocated the notion of reterritorialization (Inda and 
Rosaldo 2002; Louie 2000; Davidson 2008). Inda and Rosaldo have suggested that 
globalized cultures (including diasporic cultures) are constantly deterritorialized and 
reterritorialized (Inda and Rosaldo 2002: 12). Both deterritorialization and 
reterritorialization help sharpen our understanding of the global and transnational 
contexts of diasporic cultures. In my research, the idea of home, which forms a 
component of diasporic culture, cannot be merely understood as deterritorialization or 
reterritorialization alone. The ideas of home among Hong Kong migrants in the 
Netherlands are a creation based on the contexts in which the migrants adjust their 
sense of dwelling and belonging tactically. For instance, the Chinese identity held 
by my informants on the one hand connotes their c11ltural and geographical origin in 
China (or Hong Kong when they specified themselves as Hong Kong Chinese); on the 
other hand, the identity has departed from this meaning when my informants made 
use of this identity as a social resource having local significance to compete for a 
more favorable position in the racial structure in the Dutch society. In this sense, the 
territoriality of diasporic culture, while shedding light on what I have mentioned 
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above, should also be discussed 1n the framework of Clifford 's idea about 
"dwelling-in-displacement", where he states that "[a]ll communities, even the most 
locally rooted, maintain structured travel circuits, linking members 'at home' and 
'away"' and "[t]ribal groups have, of course, never been simply 'local': they have 
always been rooted and routed in particular landscapes, regional and interregional 
network" (Clifford 1999: 222-223). The territory of diaspora is a highly 
contextualized concept, in that careful examinations of the contexts, in which the 
migrants claim their belongingness, are of utmost importance. 
Culture as home 
To understand "culture as home" 
' 
let me return to the idea of 
"reterritorialization" mentioned above. When scholars speak of the 
reterritorialization of diasporic groups and cultures, the meaning of reterritorialization 
is generally that diasporic groups re-establish their relations with their homelands; 
most of the time, such relations are forged by means of culture. For example, 
Kuah-Pearce and Davidson (2008) suggest that diasporic people construct their sense 
of home through the reconfiguration of cultural memories and the formulation of 
cultural identities that orient them back towards their homeland. In this sense, 
culture is a major resource for diasporic groups to revitalize their sense of home away 
from "home"- their homelands. Lehmann (1998), in her study of the search for 
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identity and mother tongue among diasporic Jews and Caribbeans in the 
English-speaking world, suggests that Jewish and Caribbean writers use the creolized 
form of English that mixes their mother tongue with English in order to locate their 
ideas of "home" - their remote ancestral homelands. This practice of language, as 
a form of culture, is used to augment the pursuit of home among diasporic people in a 
cultural sense. Of course, in discussing diasporic relations with homelands, we 
cannot escape considering how diasporic people culturally connect to their homelands. 
However, we also have to pay attention to the use of migrants' culture in the local 
context, instead of merely essentializing the homeland-migrant cultural relations as 
the pursuit of a cultural home connoting the migrants' ancestral homelands. 
Examples can be seen in studies of cultural citizenship among Latino migrants in 
the US (Rosaldo 1994, 1997; Rosaldo and Flores 1997; Miron and Inda 2004; Flores 
and Benmayor 1997). While the Latino culture and identity remains strong in the 
diasporic community in the US, these scholars suggest that this culture and identity 
not only refer the migrants to their homelands, but also serve as resources for them to 
claim their civic rights as U.S. citizens in the unequal racial structure and democratic 
functioning in American society. As Rosaldo (1994: 402) states at the beginning of 
his article on cultural citizenship and education in the US: "cultural citizenship refers 
to the right to be different and to belong in a participatory democratic sense. It 
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claims that, in democracy, social justice calls for equity among all citizens, even when 
such differences as race, religion, class, gender, or sexual orientation potentially could 
be used to make certain people less equal or inferior to others. The notion of 
belonging means full membership in a group and the ability to influence one's destiny 
by having a significant voice in basic decisions." At the individual level, the Latino 
culture and identity may be a pursuit of a "cultural home"; however, at the societal 
level, these are understood as ways of belonging to the democratic society of America. 
Thus, I argue that it is necessary to put the idea of home in different contexts as I have 
done in terms of individual, local and transnationallevel to see home as a cultural idea 
articulated from one context to another. The idea of home among Hong Kong 
migrants 1n each context reveals that the migrants do make use of culture as 
embedded in their positions (of gendered subjects defined by lineage, of migrants 
constituted by generational and racial discourses, and of sons or daughters with filial 
piety for their Hong Kong families) to structure their relations contextually with their 
host and home societies. Culture, then, is implied in the rules and resources the 
migrants draw upon to generate their multi-faceted ideas of home, which does not 
necessarily associate the migrants with their "homeland" but with their very present 
encounter of the social reality. Here I agree with what Basch et. al. suggest, 
Within their complex web of social relations, transmigrants draw upon and create 
fluid and multiple identities grounded both in their society of origin and in the 
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host societies. While some migrants identify more with one society than the 
other, the majority seems to maintain several identities that link them 
simultaneously to more than one nation (1999: 36). 
A Look at Transnationalism 
Transnationalism has renewed our understanding of how diasporic groups 
construct their relations with more than one nation-state. As Basch et. al. (1993) 
define it, the term refers to the processes in which social fields are built across nations 
by economic, religious, political and/or social linkages between the migrants' place of 
origin and their host societies and transcend national boundaries in a geographical 
sense. This definition provides us with a lens through which to view diasporic 
activities beyond localities. The current trend is for social researchers to employ 
transnationalism as a tool to explain the building of a nation-state in the transnational 
social field (Brownell 1999; Duany 2000; Ong and Nonini 1997; Yang 1997). 
However, the Hong Kong migrants are not directed by guidelines set by the Chinese 
or the Dutch nation-state. The transnational connections between Hong Kong 
tnigrants and Hong Kong are created by the duties and opportunities the migrants 
engage in to organize and comprehend their present lives as divided between Hong 
Kong and the Netherlands. The case study of Hong Kong migrants in the 
Netherlands, explained in this thesis, provides an account of "transnationalism from 
below" as suggested by Smith and Guarnizo (1998), which "emphasizes everyday 
practices and situated study" to reveal the operation of transnationalism beyond macro 
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systems such as nation-states and the global economy, ideas that have been prominent 
in the dominant discourses in current transnational studies. 
Concluding Remarks: Reflection on Home 
When I first approached my informants in the Netherlands and asked them about 
their ideas of home-"Do you have home in the Netherlands?" "Do you think Hong 
Kong is your home?"- My informant mostly looked at me in awe and told me my 
questions were strange. They felt strange as they thought in the first place that the 
Netherlands was their home; the reason for this was they lived in the country, so as 
their families-their husbands/wives and their children. Their ideas of home were 
basically associated with a physical place and, more accurately, the physic place they 
were with their families. These answers led me to thinking the essences of home 
among my informants: place and filial relations they had with the place called "their 
home". My intuitive sense guided me to find out my informants' relations with their 
most possible "homes"-The Netherlands and Hong Kong, the settling society and 
society of my informants' origin. To research about home, besides theories, I think it 
is more crucial to decipher the meanings of home that my informants could think of, 
and that is the reason why I asked ·about home at basically three levels when I 
interviewed my informants. At the first level, I asked my informants about the 
physical home they have, questions like "Do you have a house in the Netherlands/ 
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Hong Kong?" "Do you rent it or own it?" and the like are useful to get the information 
regarding the physical meaning of home. And I would ask my informants further 
about the feeling of home by initiating the kind of questions like "Do you feel you 
have a home in Netherlands? Why/ Why not?" "Do you regard Hong Kong as 
your home? Why/ Why not?" and so on. These further questions explored the 
relations between my informants and the two societies they were at once associated 
with as migrants. 
At the second level, I focus on the relational level of home, which was about the 
identity issues and ideas of family held by my informants; for example, quite a 
number of my informants referred themselves as Hongkongese and/or wai tau people 
(people from Hong Kong traditional villages) during the interviews, I would ask them 
whether they still rooted in Hong Kong (Are you Hongkonger? Is it possible to be a 
Hongkonger in the Netherlands? How?), or specifically their home villages in Hong 
Kong; Chapter 3 of this thesis particularly benefited _from questions of this level. Or 
I sometimes questioned whether they thought they were Dutch and their reasons for 
their saying "yes" or "no". For some second-generation migrants who regarded 
family as the key idea of home, I would ask them asked: "You have family members 
in Hong Kong too; do you regard Hong Kong as your home?" "Your parents think 
Hong Kong is their home; do you think that too?" Even though most of them said 
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"no" to the question, they reflected on the accounts they previously offered and gave 
reasons for why Hong Kong was not their home, as portrayed in Chapter 4 of this 
thesis. 
At the third level, I tended to ask my informants about their future home, that is 
to say, their plan of returning to Hong Kong (mainly the first-generation migrants) or 
re-migrating elsewhere (mainly the second-generation migrants). Questions at this 
level helped me to better understand how my informants envision the home they 
prefer, and enabled me to identify the external pressures on my informants due to their 
ethnicity and their economic concerns as well as the current social problems 
associated with migrants in the country. This enabled me to examine the social 
conditions of home I have examined 1n Chapter 4 and 5. The 
participant-observations I conducted in the Netherlands and Hong Kong helped me 
better understand the ideas of home among my informants at the ideational level. 
For instance, as I mentioned in Chapter 6, although my informants lived in the 
Netherlands, they watched Hong Kong TV programs as a way to pertain their lifestyle 
across geographical boundaries. The observed data assisted in verifying the data I 
collected from interviews. While theorists try to analyze home at the macro-level, as 
I have discussed in the literature review, throughout much of the rest of this thesis, I 
have provided a micro-analysis of home based on what my informants reflected to me 
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about their ideas of home as well as how they feel about home. My informants' 
answers to my questions at different levels varied, and sometimes contradicted each 
other from one level to another level. This indicates that home is highly situated and 
fluid, as I have demonstrated in this thesis. And I, as a researcher of home, cannot 
apply a single theory that unifies the meanings of home from one individual to another, 
as some theorists of home have done at a very abstract level. What I try to do in this 
thesis is to show the glimpses of home offered by my informants in their narratives 
regarding home, and put them together as a fuller picture which may aid future 
researchers exploring the topic of home. In the end, I do not intend to predict what 
the idea of home among Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands will be like in the 
future. However, this thesis has worked to point out that the idea of home, not 
limited to Hong Kong migrants, ought to be continuously contextualized in the 
various situations the migrants are located in. I hope my thesis can contribute some 
insights into how modern migrants live and understand their lives and senses of home 
in this increasingly interconnected world 
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